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At FE International we have encoun-
tered no shortage of brilliant SaaS 
founders, executives and investors. 
The industry has expanded exponen-
tially over the last decade, and it’s no 
wonder given the influence of tech-
nology on businesses.

Businesses are nearing an integral point 
at which operating without SaaS will be-
come impossible, if it isn’t already. Over 
the last five years in particular, the SaaS 
businesses we have valued and sold have 
become more complex, sophisticated, 
and most importantly, aware of their cus-
tomers’ needs. As the interviews and con-
tributors in this first edition of SaaS Mag 
clearly demonstrate, data is imperative, 
certainly, but one of the biggest areas of 
improvement we have seen has been the 
willingness to tap into customer feed-
back. Asking questions, gathering data 
around behavior, building MVPs,  testing, 
and collecting responses demonstrate a 
founder’s interest in and commitment to 
building a successful SaaS business. If the 
product is sound, the marketing strategy 
well-thought out and there is the right 
team in place, a customer-centric atti-
tude can make the difference between 
good and great. 

Invariably, one of the most effective 

strategies for long-term customer 
acquisition has been inbound mar-
keting, which is really a two-fold phe-
nomenon: if the content you are writ-
ing is about your product and useful 
to customers, chances are your prod-
uct-market-fit is good; and if you are 
putting valuable content out there, 
you are both increasing your visibility 
in the market and positioning yourself 
as a thought-leader in the space. 

We are incredibly excited for the fu-
ture of the SaaS industry, and increas-
ingly so after the dialogues contained 
in this magazine. There is no question 
that SaaS is integral to the success of 
both the B2B and B2C markets—now 
it is a matter of waiting to see where 
the industry is driven by its brilliant 
founders, investors, operators and en-
thusiasts. 

We feel privileged to be in the position 
to create SaaS Mag based on the connec-
tions gained through our work with soft-
ware and subscription businesses in exit 
planning and investing capacities. It was 
enlightening to hear insights and lessons 
learned from some of the most preemi-
nent names in SaaS. We are thrilled to be 
able to share what we have learned in 
this first ever SaaS Mag.
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SAAS IN 
                 2019 

Due to the ability to achieve higher flexibil-
ity and efficiency from both a technical and 
financial standpoint, companies are increas-
ingly adopting SaaS solutions in operations 
and management. 

Gartner predicts 90% of organizations pur-
chasing public cloud Infrastructure as a Ser-
vice (IaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS)  
separately will move to working with inte-
grated, full-service providers. AWS's recent 
launch of DocumentDB is one of many ex-
amples of companies making it easier to use 
one service or platform for multiple opera-
tions. The cost synergies available in more 
integration will drive businesses to seek 
streamlined cloud services in business op-
erations. A customer-centric approach from 
SaaS providers will lead to higher custom-
er success and ultimately, better retention 
rates. 

The Editors' Outlook 

2019 is projected to generate massive 
revenue expansions in the SaaS indus-
try. As new products enter the market 
at an increasing rate and adoption of 
the model rises, the outlook for B2B 
and B2C  grows increasingly positive. 
Awareness of new technologies, com-
bined with motivation to stay ahead of 
the competition, has driven previously 
slow movers to become fast adopters. 

By 2021, global cloud computing reve-
nues are set to grow from $175.8 billion 
in 2018 to reach $278.3 billion, off the 
back of accelerated customer-oriented 
growth strategies and increased adop-
tion. 

SaaS is projected to remain the largest 
segment of the cloud computing mar-
ket, with revenues projected to grow 
17.8% in 2019 from $72.2 billion to and 
reach $85.1 billion.

SaaS M&A activity is anticipated to con-
tinue growing strongly in 2019 off the 
back of a record year in 2018. As pri-
vate equity firms look to invest excess 
funds (due to tax regulation changes 
and the resulting repatriation of cash in 
the United States) SaaS remains and at-
tractive investment due to its lean cost 
structure and high customer lifetime 
values. 

Continued macroeconomic growth will 
also find an influx of new startups (both 
online and offline) which will increase 
demand of SaaS products, as they are 
historically more affordable options for 
new cash-strapped business owners. 
The expansion of SaaS to offline chan-
nels (i.e. PoS software) is also opening 
up new and lucrative markets in 2019 
and beyond.

Chart Courtesy of Spanning.com

Industry Expansion

Increased B2B Adoption
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OpenView Labs reports that companies which implement 
product-led growth strategies grow at faster rates and gen-
erate higher gross margins. SaaS businesses will increas-
ingly adopt this strategy in 2019 as the focus on growth 
shifts towards the quality of the underlying product. 

Allowing the product to speak for itself has emerged as a 
trend in high-performing companies. A product-oriented fo-
cus will be especially useful for SaaS businesses that offer a 
free trial, as it will help convert satisfied users into paying cus-
tomers, as well as generate strong word of mouth referrals. 

Companies which adopt this strategy have found that 
the best ways to facilitate product-led growth is to:

 1. Start with user pain points

 2. Deliver value immediately

 3. Get rid of the uncritical

 4. Make the product stick

Good market conditions in 2019 remain un-
certain, and with operators unsure of wheth-
er the opportunity to list on public markets 
will remain attractive in the second half 
of the year, expect the beginning of 2019 
to see a rush to IPO to capitalize on cur-
rently favorable conditions, especially giv-
en the proven success of 2018's SaaS IPOs.

As Openview Partners reports: "The basket 
of IPOs has been successful to boot, col-
lectively representing $38.2B in enterprise 
value upon IPO (3.5x the figure for all of 
2017). This lies in stark contrast with con-
sumer tech, which has seen relatively few 
IPOs – not to mention poor results for sever-
al that have recently gone public (think Blue 
Apron (NYSE: APRN), Snap (NYSE: SNAP))."

We are already seeing this come to fru-
ition with the likes of Uber, Lyft, Slack 
and Palantir, among others, have all 
made motions towards early 2019 IPOs.

Graph courtesy of OpenView Labs

Continued Focus on IPO

Product Focus
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TOP 2019 SAAS
CONFERENCES

LTV Conf 2019

Who Should Attend: SaaS founders, VCs, executives.

LTV Conf brings together like-minded SaaS entrepreneurs, private and public companies as 
well as active investors from all over the world. This year’s speakers have been hand-picked to 
share knowledge in key growth areas such as marketing, scaling, tech and entrepreneurship. 
This is a chance to collaborate and take away ideas to drive future growth for your business.

New York, NY | April 3-4 2019

MicroConf Growth

Who Should Attend: Startups, entrepreneurs, small-medium sized business owners.

Microconf Growth is a three-day conference specifically for self-funded startups and sin-
gle-founder software companies. Bring your projects and problems to the table and learn how 
to nurture them into opportunities for expansion.

Las Vegas, NV | March 24-26, 2019

SaaStr Annual 2019
San Jose, CA  | February 5-7, 2019

Who Should Attend: SaaS Founders, VCs, executives.

This annual event is hosted by the influential SaaS community and venture fund, SaaStr. It 
brings together over 10,000 SaaS founders,  VCs, and executives for three days of  “learning 
and scaling together.”  SaaStr brings together a powerful network for those in the world of B2B 
software looking to grow their business faster using the tools necessary to scaling up.

How can entrepreneurs learn proven strategies to achieve accelerated growth for their business? Attending 
conferences is the best way to connect with like-minded innovators and hear directly from the experts sharing 
their hard-learned lessons. Here are the best conferences in the SaaS space, chosen for their access to exper-
tise, networking and ability to drive results.
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FemtoConf 2019

Who Should Attend: Founders of bootstrapped software companies.

This event proudly embraces its (lack of ) size. Billing itself as “a super tiny conference for small, 
self-funded, software companies,” FemtoConf plays to its strengths in creating an intimate at-
mosphere of collaborating and sharing ideas.

SaaS North

Who Should Attend: Sellers, Marketers, Entrepreneurs, CEOs.

SaaS North is known for bringing together world class SaaS leaders to connect and learn. With 
over 1200 attendees from over 400 companies, across startups, global brands, investors and 
service providers all specializing in SaaS. It is a great event to network, learn from the best in 
the industry and get inspired for the year ahead.

Darmstadt, Germany | May 3-5, 2019

Business of Software USA

Who Should Attend: Entrepreneurs, established and emerging leaders in the commercial soft-
ware industry.

This conference is one of two Business of Software events taking place in 2019. Business of 
Software is a friendly conference for independently-minded entrepreneurs running successful 
software businesses. Software leaders, entrepreneurs and decision-makers in the "scale up" 
stage of growing their business will appreciate the intimate atmosphere and stimulating, pro-
ductive conversation.

Boston, MA | September 16-18, 2019

SaaStock

Who Should Attend: Founders of bootstrapped software companies, SaaS entrepreneurs.

Gather in Ireland for trends, news and advice from experts in the flourishing SaaS market. Learn 
how to build up a SaaS business from real software entrepreneurs. Optimize your business for 
the highest monthly recurring revenue and the lowest costs. Gain knowledge from people 
who have already made the mistakes and the losses so you don’t have to. SaaS entrepreneurs 
will learn how to create a need for their subscription-based product, and market it to targeted 
audiences.

Dublin, Ireland | October 14-16, 2019

Ottawa, Canada | November 2019
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2018 SaaS Industry Year in Review

2018 SAAS 
HIGHLIGHTS
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In the News
PayPal and eBay announced another 
milestone in the ending of their partner-
ship. Since 2015, PayPal has been strate-
gically extracting itself from eBay and it 
has been announced that eBay will be 
using a new default payment processor, 
Adyen, over PayPal. From a user perspec-
tive, the main benefit of Adyen on eBay is 
that it allows users to stay on eBay’s web-
site while checking out, unlike PayPal, 
which redirects the user. This announce-
ment came after PayPal’s Q4’17 earnings 
report showed an increase in income to 
$620 million, up from $390 million a year 
earlier, but a rather underwhelming out-
look for the first quarter of the new year. 
PayPal has made several strategic shifts 
in line with their divergence from eBay 
in the last several years, as they have pri-
oritized the acquisition of small compa-
nies like Swift Financial and moved into 
B2C functions like facilitating payments 
between family and friends, as well as 
strategic partnerships with big names 
like Apple, Google and Mastercard. 

Salesforce signed a definitive agreement 
to acquire Mulesoft, an integration plat-
form for enterprise cloud networks, for 
$5.90 billion. Valued at $6.5 billion (in-
cluding debt), Mulesoft was acquired in 
a combination cash and stock deal after 
only a year of having been listed on the 
NYSE. The SaaS company grew 58% in 
2017 and generated $297 million in rev-
enue with a 73% gross margin, making 
it the second fastest-growing software 
company at the time of acquisition. The 
two SaaS businesses have a history of 
partnership, as Salesforce Ventures had 
previously invested $128 million in Mule-
soft in 2015. Steve Koenig, an analyst at 
Wedbush Securities, observed that, “It is 

really a natural fit for Salesforce to own 
Mule,” since the two services work in tan-
dem to facilitate customers’ operations 
of their CRM with as few interruptions as 
possible. Bank of America Merrill Lynch 
advised Salesforce on the deal, while 
Goldman Sachs served as Mulesoft’s fi-
nancial advisor.

Dropbox closed up c.35% at the end 
of its first day trading on the Nasdaq 
on March 23, 2018. In the biggest 
tech IPO since Snap went public in 
2017, Dropbox (DBX) listed its $756 
million IPO with 31 million shares 
priced at $21 a share, surpassing the 
predicted range of $18 to $20. The 
stock opened at $29 a share and later 
closed at $28.48 a share. Dropbox’s in-
itial market cap of $8 billion increased 
c.50% for a peak of $12 million on the 
first day of trading, following news of 
Dropbox's reported 2017 revenues of 
$1 billion across 500 million registered 
users.

Spotify began trading via a direct list-
ing on April 3, 2018. Only 5.6 million 
of the total available shares were trad-
ed at the opening price of $165.90, 
which ultimately ended the first day 
of trading down 10% at $149.01. The 
decline was likely due to an artificially 
inflated opening price and low liquid-
ity; Bloomberg reported that Spotify 
stakeholders sold only 5% of shares 
available to trade (and only 3.1% of 
178 million total outstanding shares) 
at the opening value, much fewer than 
expected by advisers.

Stripe unveiled Stripe Billing this April, a 
suite of tools to manage recurring bill-
ing for online businesses. This update 
to Stripe Subscriptions offers a new de-
veloper API and dashboard to manage 
and personalize recurring payments for 

all customers. Business teams can cre-
ate billing models which account for 
the full spectrum of recurring revenue 
structures, from simple seat-licensing 
to multi-layered tiered metered plans. 
Stripe Billing will also allow teams to test 
and update different pricing structures. 
In addition to a new dashboard, Stripe 
invoicing will promote faster payments 
by automatically emailing customers an 
invoice, and seeks to combat involuntary 
churn with automated card updates that 
communicate with financial partners 
when customers are issued new cards.

DocuSign began trading on the Nasdaq 
at $38 per share on April 27, 2018. Pricing 
in at $29 per share on the evening before 
IPO, the stock rose more than 30% dur-
ing its opening hours to reach a high of 
$40, bringing the company’s intra-day 
valuation to $4.4 billion (over one-third 
higher than the $3 billion valuation re-
ceived following its last private round in 
2015). DocuSign’s IPO filings show Sigma 
Partners as the largest shareholder with a 
12.9% stake. The company reported that 
it sold 21.7 million shares preceding their 
first trading day, a free float of c.14.3%, 
and closed c.10% up.

Adyen listed on Euronext Amsterdam in 
one of Europe's largest technology ini-
tial public offerings ever. On the first day 
of trading, shares (which were initially 
priced at €240) rose 90% and opened at 
€400, with existing shareholders selling 
stock and no new shares issued for the 
listing. Adyen has remained profitable 
since 2011, so raising new funds was not 
the priority for the IPO, instead serving to 
fuel the company’s continued expansion 
of new products into new regions. 
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Adyen’s 2017 financials reported net rev-
enues for the fiscal year ending Decem-
ber 2017 at $255.45 million, with total 
processing volume growing to $126.23 
billion from $77.2 billion the previous 
year and the company remained prof-
itable on an EBITDA basis in 2017 ($116 
million) with margins of 45.5%. Adyen 
passed the milestone of €1 billion in 
processed payments in 2017. J.P Morgan 
and Morgan Stanley served as advisors 
on the deal.

Microsoft announced on June 4, 2019 
that it would acquire GitHub in a $7.5 
billion all stock deal. Github's valuation 
has nearly quadrupled since 2015, when 
its was valued at $2 billion, making it 
Microsoft’s second-largest acquisition, 
(after LinkedIn for $26.2 billion in 2016). 
Of the 85 million repositories hosted on 
and 28 million developers contribut-
ing to GitHub, Microsoft is GitHub’s top 
contributor, after discontinuing their 
GitHub competitor, CodePlex in Decem-
ber of 2017. GitHub will retain its devel-
oper-first ethos and operate as an inde-
pendent, open platform. The acquisition 
was completed at the end of October.

Stripe released Stripe Terminal, an in-
vite-only programmable point of sale 
payment solution, on September 17, 
2018, as part of expanding its product 
suite to bring offerings to clients of an 
increasing number of business models. 
With both mobile and Javascript SDKs 
available, Terminal offers pre-certified 
hardware with EMV levels 1, 2 and 3 to 
help merchants set up and integrate the 
system in a matter of days, widening the 
options for companies born on the inter-
net to expand into offline channels. The 
processor’s cloud-based management 
grants merchants an aggregate view of 
both in-store and online customers and 
transactions.

On September 26, 2018, SurveyMonkey 
debuted in its initial public offering on 
the Nasdaq under the ticker SVMK. The 
survey and customer feedback market 

leader was previously valued at $2 bil-
lion at its last fundraising round in 2014, 
and currently has a market cap of $1.42 
billion. SurveyMonkey’s decision to file 
confidentially initially granted them the 
opportunity to gauge investor interest 
while not having to disclose financial and 
operational details. The stock opened at 
$12 per share, above the initial range set 
of $9-11, and rose 42% during the trad-
ing day, closing at $17. Reuters reported 
in May that SurveyMonkey had hired J.P. 
Morgan to help lead IPO preparations, 
and Allen and Co. and Bank of America 
Merrill Lynch served as lead underwriters 
as well. 

Slack is amid active preparations for an 
IPO in the second half of 2019, according 
to sources familiar with the matter. Re-
portedly expecting a valuation of $7 bil-
lion or higher, the intra-office communi-
cation market leader could file for public 
listing as early as the first quarter of 2019. 
Slack was valued at $5.1 billion in 2017 
and has since surpassed 8 million dai-
ly active users, 3 million paid users and 
raised over $1 billion in lifetime funding. 
While Slack has consistently remained 
in a diligent multi-year IPO preparation 
process, the company has recently tak-
en specific steps towards a listing on the 
public market, most notably hiring Gold-
man Sachs to lead the IPO.  

IBM announced on October 28, 2018 their 
landmark acquisition of open-source 
software company Red Hat. In a deal 
that brings together two leading hybrid 
cloud providers to create the "world's #1 
hybrid cloud provider", IBM acquired all 
issued and outstanding common shares 
at $190 per share (a 63% premium at the 
time the deal was announced), making 
this the largest ever software acquisition. 
Red Hat will continue to operate as an 
independent cloud team, maintaining 
the current product portfolio and open 
source development legacy model cur-
rently in place.

Adobe finalized its acquisition of digital 
marketing platform Marketo from Vista 
Equity Partners. The $4.75 billion deal is 
Adobe’s largest to date (with the $1.7 bil-
lion Magento acquisition, also in 2018, at 
a close second) and will serve to bolster 
them in competition with incumbents 
like Salesforce, who have prioritized ex-
panding into the marketing automation 
space (most notably through the $2.5 
billion acquisition of ExactTarget). Ado-
be’s Digital Experience business, which 
includes their own marketing software, 
generated a record $614 million in rev-
enue Q3 FY2018, demonstrating a 28% 
year-over-year growth in creative reve-
nue from 2017. ADBE is up 29% over the 
last year.

Productivity and task management 
platform Asana raised $50M in a Series 
E round of funding led by Generation 
Investment Management on November 
29, 2018. The new round raises the soft-
ware company to unicorn status with a 
$1.5 billion valuation and grants it the 
resources necessary to focus on product 
and international expansion (50% of new 
sales currently generate from outside of 
the US). Asana serves 50,000 paying or-
ganizations and has raised a total of $213 
million since its founding in 2008.

Finally, Lyft filed for a confidential IPO 
on December 6, 2018, anticipating the 
listing following the SEC's review of their 
application. Lyft's most recent round of 
fundraising, led by Fidelity, left the com-
pany with a $15 billion valuation—more 
than doubling the company's initial esti-
mated value. Lyft is aiming for a March or 
April IPO, and is just ahead of Uber, which 
filed for a confidential IPO in the week 
following Lyft. Uber is reportedly valued 
at $120 billion, which could make it one 
of the top 5 IPOs of all time.  
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Who Should Attend: Founders, marketers, entrepreneurs, 
executives. 
 
Business of Software is a friendly conference for inde-
pendently-minded entrepreneurs running successful 
software businesses. The conference aims to provide an 
environment conducive to honest talks where like-minded 
people can share the challenges of building and selling 
software. Attendees are assured that they will return home 
with new, actionable ideas, plans, and connections that will 
have a profound effect on their careers and businesses.

Event Highlights:

• Jared Spool, Founder UIE

• Michael Trafton, Alamo Drafthouse Cinemas

• Networking Drinks, hosted by FE International

Who Should Attend: SaaS Founders, venture capitalists, 
executives. 
 
Gather for the best news and advice from experts in the 
SaaS industry.

SaaStock brings together real software entrepreneurs to teach 
founders and operators how to build a SaaS business. Speak-
ers offer knowledge from mistakes made and strategies tested 
to help optimize your business for the highest MRR and LTV. 
The event focuses on collating cutting-edge technologies and 
growth hacks to automate processes that cost valuable time 
and resources. SaaStock helps create a need for your subscrip-
tion-based product and market it to targeted audiences.

DUBLIN, IRELAND
October 15-17, 2018

Event Highlights:

• Dan Martell, CEO SaaS Academy

• Networking drinks events

• Guided workshops and breakout sessions

REFLECTION: BEST 2018 
SAAS CONFERENCES

Event Highlights:

• Keynotes and networking events with SaaS execs

• Patrick Mckenzie, SaaS entrepreneur, Stripe

• Panels, workshops and guided strategies

BOSTON, USA
October 1-3, 2018
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Who Should Attend: Entrepreneurs, and small-medium 
sized business owners, SaaS executives, Startup Owners

As the world's premiere SaaS event, LTVConf offers a unique op-
portunity for attendees to collaborate and learn  with no sales 
pitches, no suits or ties, and an intimate group to share their 
ideas and best practices with. Attendees will have the chance 
to learn from some of the leading minds in the SaaS industry. 
This annual event spans over a few days, with valuable sessions 
across many different areas of SaaS from leaders in the industry 
as well as networking events. 

LONDON, UK
May 9-11, 2018
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TRENDS OF THE 
GIANTS
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A majority (68%) of the 
top 50 SaaS companies are 
located on the West Coast 

of the United States. 

Most founders (76%) stay on as 
executives for 10 years or more 

before exiting the business. 

Years as Executives
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NUMBER OF YEARS FOUNDERS STAYED ON AS EXECUTIVES

Diving into the largest SaaS companies in the world, we gathered insights around the median time to IPO, the length of 
time founders remain in executive positions and top locations for starting a SaaS business.

Below is a representation of what it takes to become an industry leader. How many boxes does your SaaS business tick?

DISTRIBUTION OF SAAS BUSINESSES BY REGION

SAAS BY NUMBERS: COMMONALITIES OF THE INDUSTRY LEADERS
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YEARS TO IPO

The median length of time it 
took top SaaS companies to 

IPO was 10 years.
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How Tom Gonser created 
a document-signing  
platform and built it 
into a $6.8 billion 
SaaS giant
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DocuSign began trading on the Nasdaq 

at $38 per share on April 27, 2018 after 

being priced at $29 per share the evening 

before its public debut. By  the  end  of 

the trading day, DocuSign shares had hit 

an intraday high of $40.69 and secured 

a market cap of $4.4 billion—over one-

third higher than the $3 billion valuation 

received following the company's last pri-

vate round in 2015. Today, DOCU is trad-

ing 6.5% up YTD around $44 per share, 

and has pushed its market cap to more 

than double its last private valuation, at 

$7.19 billion.

Founded in 2003, DocuSign is one of sev-

eral major tech companies going public in 

2018. The first half of the year alone saw 

Dropbox, Spotify, and Carbon Black IPO, 

followed quickly in H2'18 by SurveyMon-

key and Eventbrite (which grew 60% in its 

first trading day) begging the question: 

what does it take to build a SaaS company 

to IPO?

Tom Gonser,  the  man  responsible for the 

idea behind DocuSign, needs little intro-

duction. After founding DocuSign, Gons-

er served on the board until July of 2018, 

when he stepped down to focus on early 

stage technology company investing at 

Seven Peaks Ventures. Despite his suc-

cess, Gonser maintains the profile of the 

resourceful founder—hands-on, engag-

ing and ready to take on anything himself.

DocuSign began as a document signing 

platform, and under Gonser’s supervi-

sion evolved into a cloud-based storage 

and communication solution, housing 

documents and facilitating communica-

tion around various legal processes. At 

the time, Gonser envisioned the creation 

of a full-service platform as the USP that 

would drive the product's success in the 

market. His fascination for the internet 

and the notion that it could be more than 

just a marketing platform drove him to 

the success he enjoys today.

CRACKING 
CATEGORIES
By Ismael Wrixen
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"I have always been fascinated with 
the idea that we are maybe a max of  
250 milliseconds away from anybody 
in the world."

At that time CRM was really not in the 
cloud yet, and I felt CRM was inside 
out. I take this tool and I write down 
everything about my customer, but my 
customer is not connected to it at all. 
They can't see it. They can't update it.

And so, starting with founding Net-
Update in 1998 I've been working on 
creating these platforms for more ef-
ficient business communication by al-
lowing the communication to happen 
through the web.

You were on the board of NetUpdate 
when you left and decided to focus 
on  DocuSign. How did you know that 
DocuSign was the idea you wanted to 
run with?

When the market collapsed in 2000, 
NetUpdate had to make a tough 
choice. Like, "we need to shrink. We 
need to refocus." The company ef-
fectively became an online mortgage 
origination platform, which wasn't that 
interesting to me given I was trying to 
build something much bigger.

That was a perfect time for me to exit 
that business and start focusing on 
making the electronic signature pro-
cess actually work online.  There  were 
a bunch of companies that were trying 
to do that at the time, but they were all 
doing it wrong.

I literally sat up in bed one morning 
and I had an idea that turned the exist-
ing processes that people were push-
ing inside out. Back then the solution 
for an electronic signature was, "I get 
a certificate. You get a certificate. I 
have software. You have software. I en-
crypt a file and email it to you signed. 
And then if you can work off this or in 
the certificate, you can encrypt the file 
and sign it and email it back." That's a 
mess. It doesn't work. It wasn't scaling.

Gonser's career has been marked 
by a drive to fix broken systems, in-
efficiencies in markets and lapses 
in communication. Indeed, each of 
the businesses he founded created 
a new category in tech most nota-
bly: NetUpdate in their point-of-sale 
mortage--origination technology and 
DocuSign in its creation of a B2B 
e-signature cloud storage and com-
munication solution. 

Gosner leverages this experience in 
his role today at Seven Peaks, where 
he advises early-stage startups with 
what he calls “the unfair advantage.”  

In an exclusive interview, Gosner 
details his experience founding and 
growing one of the world’s most suc-
cessful document signing platforms, 
and what it takes to be truly success-
ful in the field of SaaS.

What initially attracted you to the en-
terprise SaaS space?

So, a long time ago, let's say late 
1990s, I saw the web as something 
ahead of what most people were 
thinking at the time. People were 
looking at the internet as a marketing 
vehicle, advertising and communicat-
ing that way.

I saw something different. I realized, 
“actually, we're all going to be on the 
same wire." I thought the internet 
would be an amazing platform to cre-
ate a communication system between 
a business and their customers; a 
business and another.
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"The big 'aha' was, rather than
moving the files around the 
Internet, let's just keep them
in a server, and have people 
come to the files as opposed 
to the other way around. I 
can deliver that entire 
experience just through a 
web browser."

The big “aha” was, rather than mov-
ing the files around the internet, let's 
just keep them in a server, and have 
people come to the files as opposed 
to the other way around. I can deliver 
that entire experience just through a 
web browser.

At that point it became something 
that I knew was inevitable—and I love 
inevitability. There are a lot of things 
you can think of in the world and say, 
"that's not efficient. Given the pace of 
technology, I guarantee you that will 
change.” And people running around, 
shoving paper into envelopes, sticking 
them on planes and flying them across 
the country for $80 to get another per-
son to scribble and then send it back 
across on a plane, and then scanning 
the whole thing into a database, was 
so obviously broken.

You've talked about the zero-to-one 
period being your favorite phase of a 
company's lifecycle. How did you de-
velop personally as DocuSign scaled 
significantly past 'one'?

First of all, starting a company is the 
most terrifying thing you can possi-
bly do, but also the most fun thing 
you can possibly do, especially when 
you're doing something totally new 
that hasn't really been done yet. 

Zero to one obviously refers to start-
ing a company that does something 
that hasn't been done before. So, 
it's all new, off the ground. And that 
brings with it a whole set of unique 
challenges, because you can't pattern 
your pricing like someone else did—
because there isn't an existing pricing 
structure like that. 

Your go-to-market doesn't have a 
pattern. If you're the first one, you're 
inventing as you go and taking all the 
arrows. 

So, there are many lessons learned 
through the journey of starting sever-
al companies. One of them I think is 
important is that you're in this pres-
sure cooker trying to get something 
going, and well, what's really true is 
it's never as good or as bad as you 
think it is. I mean, some new compa-
ny will make an announcement, say, 
that they're doing what you're doing 
in your space and they're backed by 
IBM. You might get a feeling like, "I'm 
going to melt down now because 
we're going to lose, and this is a big-
ger company." 

Not true. It's something to watch, but 
it’s not that bad. It's actually good to 
have competitors. Likewise, landing a 
big distribution deal with some com-
pany and thinking it's immediately 
going to make you $1 billion... May-
be temper how great you feel about 
it, because things can go wrong. You 
don't ride the rollercoaster all the way 
to the top or the bottom. 

The other thing I learned, I think—ac-
tually, in the last, I'd say five years be-
cause it's really become the science 
around these platforms—is how vital-
ly important data is.
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"There were several 
tipping points as we 
built the business."

For example, I don't like details. I'm 
the last person you want trying to do 
the books at the end of the month. 
Not me. You need to be honest with 
yourself about what you're focused 
on. 

In my case, DocuSign is the fifth com-
pany I've started. I decided I'm very 
passionate about the product-mar-
ket fit, digging into that and getting 
it right. I am not as passionate about 
doing the day-to-day operational 
company stuff. So, it’s probably not a 
great fit for me to be COO or CEO.

In the DocuSign project I have always 
brought in those roles to complement 
my focus on the product.

Going back to data points, what met-
rics would you say are the most im-
portant, if you had to pick a few?

First of all, every business is different. 
There are going to be some things 
that are specific to a business—their 
own internal magic number on how 
their product is performing. And it 
might be usage. It might be churn. 

Typically, there are going to be four 
key metrics in a SaaS business. This 
relates all the way back to the time 
I spent at McCaw Cellular when we 
were building the wireless data indus-
try, really.

It's actually amazing how alike the 
cellular industry early days were to 
the SaaS industry, because with a cell-
phone as long as the service is good, 
you're going to stay on as a customer. 
Likewise, if it's not, you're going to 
churn. It's the same thing with a SaaS 
product. 

For the first few years at DocuSign, 
we weren't very well instrumented in 
terms of user data and system data. 
But the insights you can get by well-in-
strumenting your applications are 
amazing, and we started seeing it.

I thought, "How do we get here with-
out knowing this information?" And 
so, from now on for any company that 
I advise on, I just dashboard the hell 
out of everything. It provides you in-
sights that you really need to know, 
and it makes you rely a lot less on gut 
estimates to create your strategy, and 
a lot more on data.

This is super important, and possible 
with a SaaS platform.

Right. And that has proven true for 
you, I'm assuming?

Absolutely. It totally changed the way 
we've made decisions, and it increases 
accuracy. You end up not being wrong 
because of a gut decision. It doesn't 
mean you never make a mistake. It just 
means the chances of success go up.

The last thing I think is important is re-
ally knowing as a person where your 
business passions are—and taking 
stock of where they're not. Not every-
body likes to do everything. 

When you start a company, you have 
to do everything, because there are 
not a lot of people around. As the 
company grows, however, it’s impor-
tant that you put yourself into a role 
in the company wherein you have the 
best chance of making an impact, as 
opposed to, "I'm going to do this role 
because I want the title," or, "because 
I think I should." 
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So, the four underlying metrics that 
seem to be common across all these 
are: revenue, users, usage and churn. 
Those are sort of the big four that 
every company should have a handle 
on. 

And then there are some very specif-
ic ones that will be tailored for your 
business. A lot of them should have 
to do with engagement. For example, 
at DocuSign, there are a few metrics 
that observe a new company coming 
on the system. If they don't do three 
particular things in a certain period of 
time, they are highly likely to disen-
gage and churn. 

Keep your eye on those things that a 
successful customer will do, and then 
optimize the product and the sales 
process to support getting each cus-
tomer to that point. 

What would you say was the tipping 
point for DocuSign?

It's funny. When people see, "Wow, 
it's amazing. DocuSign just took off 
and it's incredible." It's like, "Not re-
ally, no. We've been at this for a long 
time." There were several tipping 
points as we built the business.

One of the first ones was in 2005 when 
we answered the question around 
how we get distribution to happen, 
because you can have a great prod-
uct, but if you have no efficient way 
of getting it into a market, it's pretty 
tough going. 

We actually had a partnership with 
the largest forms provider in the real 
estate industry that embedded us 
into what amounts to about 60% of 
the US residential real estate users. 
All of a sudden we were pushed out 
so that right next to the print button 
was a DocuSign button. That really 
shifted our strategy. For one thing, we 
thought, "Jeeze, there's lots of plat-
forms out there with large user bas-
es that need to make an agreement 
happen." That partnership strategy 
became a very core part of DocuSign. 

Another one came in 2007, which in-
volved figuring out direct sales. We re-
ally needed to flesh out the SaaS sales 
process, and we bumped our head a 
lot getting there, but we finally figured 
out the recipe for the right personnel, 
the right approach, and the right sales 
engagement strategy. 

Once we had a model that we could 
replicate, we could say, "We know if 
we bring on a salesperson, they can 
achieve their quota in this period of 
time, which will be worth this much." 
Then you can start forecasting your 
business a lot better.

Finally, in probably 2008/09 we spent 
a lot of time listening to our custom-
ers and became aware that signing 
isn't actually the problem. That was a 
big deal for us. First off, signing is the 
reason a business process didn't get 
automated, but it's not the solution.

If all you allow users to do is sign, then 
you didn't really help someone com-
pletely digitize the process. It became 
apparent to us that we needed to 
make this entire digital conversation 
and the transaction happen—on our 
platform. 

It's really a system of agreement, as 
opposed to a signature tool. So, rath-
er than replacing overnight express 
envelopes, we're now creating an en-
tirely new platform that accelerates 
business transactions, which is a much 
larger market with a much larger im-
pact.

There are a lot of ways we might look 
at it. The company could tell you, "We 
can at least see our way to $25 billion 
right now, and the market might be 
5% penetrated."

But I'm a big thinker, so I look at it and 
say, "I think if we could improve the 
global GDP by only 1%, that's $800 
billion.” So, if you really just think 
about transforming us from a paper 
manual process to a fully digital one, 
it's an enormous impact. I would argue 
a lot more than 1%.

In light of DocuSign’s recent IPO, how 
do you expect the company to change 
now that it has gone public? Was this 
always the vision for the company?

Of course—you always start with the 
huge vision that you could create an 
independent company. I can't com-
ment specifically on the IPO, but I will 
say that DocuSign has been operating
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like a public company for about the 
last four or five years. We tend to be-
lieve that IPO is a funding strategy, but 
it requires a company to be a little bit 
more buttoned up than when you're 
completely private. 

It was important for us to actually start 
operating like a public company, clos-
ing the books on time, doing quarter-
ly reports on performance, providing 
guidance to our own internal teams.

It won't be a huge shift for the compa-
ny as it sits today to be in the public 
eye. There'll definitely be some things 
that will be different. If you have a 
strategy that's difficult to explain, 
you're now going to have to explain 
it to the public market. So there won't 
be a huge cultural shift in that case. 

Along the same vein, what inspired 
you to join Seven Peaks rather than 
build a new company? 

Well, I've started so many companies. 
I've done a lot of stuff. I really enjoy 
it. But at this stage I want to focus on 
helping early stage technology com-
panies get off the ground, as opposed 
to doing it again myself. It's the best 
of both worlds. 

I've been really fortunate in my career 
to be involved in lots of category-cre-
ating companies. I was at Apple in the 
early days. Not super early, but the 
company was the only graphic user 
interface and really the leader in that 
space. I was early with McCaw Cellu-
lar when we created the first mobile 
data devices in a completely new cat-
egory. And then DocuSign, being the 
first cloud-based electronic signature 
platform. So, I've seen category crea-
tions from a lot of different angles and 
learned a lot about what it is and what 
it isn't. Seven Peaks allows me to find 
that next mind-bending unicorn that's 
got this crazy idea, a crazy category.

I get behind them to help them not 
make the mistakes I made. You of 
course make lots of mistakes when 
you build companies. In deep risks 
there are strategies. 

The investment philosophy we have 
at Seven Peaks is really very different 
than that of a typical venture fund. 
We're all operators and really focusing 
on what's operationally required to 
help a company get out and hit their 
stride. Our game is not, "We're go-
ing to make 30 investments, and five 
of them will fail and five of them will 
be successful, and there's the middle, 
and we only care about those folks." 

We are much more roll-up-the-
sleeves, actively involved, but not run-
ning things by any stretch. The team 
has to be strong.

If you're starting a company and feel 
like it's a category creator, we want to 
talk to you.  

Part of our investment thesis is, if you 
can't slide there with one hop from 
Redmond, Oregon—which is the mid-
dle of the West—then it's too far away 
because we're going to want to be 
able to jump on a plane quickly and 
go sit down and talk about whatever 
strategy we're working with.

Is there one thing that you look for in 
these category creators that you're 
seeking out?

Well, first of all you can't say it too 
much: it's obviously people. You need 
the right people, the ones who are 
fundamentally engaged in making it 
happen and who won't quit. 
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But there's another one that I really 
like, and that's what I call the "unfair 
advantage." 

I love it when I run across somebody 
who's starting something because 
they were working in or around that 
thing before and they noticed there 
was a hole, an inefficiency, something 
wrong that wasn't being taken care of.

That gives them an unfair advantage 
because they're seeing something 
ahead of the market, and they're able 
then to come into the business with a 
different perspective. We're not really 
investing in technology. We're invest-
ing in new business models.

Those new business models come 
from someone who's able to under-
stand a new technology, whether it's 
blockchain or AR or machine learning 
or whatever, look at that technology in 
the context of some big market seg-
ment and say, "If I apply this technol-
ogy in this way, I can solve this prob-
lem and create something that might 
be 10 times more efficient, 10 times 
cheaper, 10 times faster than what's 
currently happening out there." 

That's where you create amazing val-
ue. The big incumbents can't react 
to that because it is so far off. They 
can't just lower their cost by 10 times 
or just go 10 times faster, so they have 
to do one of two things: do nothing 
and hope for survival, in which case 
you create a giant company (see what 
Uber did, for example). Or they buy 
it. From an investment philosophy 
perspective, those are two great out-
comes.

Where do you think there is a most ex-
citing SaaS hub right now?

There are a couple of answers to that. 
One is, I think the most exciting SaaS 
hub is your home town. I think you 
don't need to move to Silicon Valley 
anymore to start a great SaaS busi-
ness. You just don't need to do that. 

As a matter of fact, the founders of 
Google will tell you not to do that 
because it's really hard to compete 
for folks in the Bay area, and they're 
going to steal the best engineers and 
pay them a lot of money. We think 
over the lifetime of the business it 
might cost up to $10 million more 
to get something off the ground in a 
more expensive town as opposed to a 
more cost-effective town.

The second answer is, we really like 
the idea that you could start a fantas-
tic SaaS company in these secondary 
markets. For us that's Phoenix, Port-
land, Salt Lake, Seattle and Austin. 
Various range of size there, but as long 
as the market has some tech business-
es in town, has some good university 
infrastructure and some venture sup-
port, there's the right recipe to create 
an amazing business, and in a much 
more cost-effective manner. 

This “Rise of the Rest Strategy: West 
Coast Version” is what we're really ex-
ecuting. If I had to pick one of those 
cities as a SaaS center where I see a 
lot of amazing stuff happening, it's 
actually Seattle. That's where Docu-
Sign came from, and there's just a lot 
of amazing stuff happening in Seattle 
Southside.

Lastly, if you had to become the CEO 
or a board member of any other pub-
lic SaaS company, which would you 
choose?

If I had to become CEO of another 
company, I think Atlassian's got an 
amazing model. 

I love the efficiency of their go-to-mar-
ket motion and the breadth of their 
offerings, and I think they're having a 
huge impact. 

Ismael Wrixen is an Editor at SaaS Mag.

"We're 
not really                 
investing in 
technology. 

We're investing 
in new business 
models."
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When you take a closer look at the high 
profile and hotly traded 2018 IPOs of Do-
cuSign, Spotify, and Dropbox, the “unfair 
advantage” emerges as a common thread 
that binds these seemingly disparate—
and highly successful—SaaS businesses 
together. 

From the perspective of Daniel Ek, found-
er of Spotify, in a letter to investors, “From 
the age of four, my life was about music 
and technology—never one without the 
other. Over time, I realized that by com-
bining my two passions, I could create a 
new paradigm, one that helped fans and 
the creative community—singers, song-
writers, bands, everyone in the creative 
process—chart a new course for an en-
tire industry.”

Drew Houston, founder of Dropbox, put 
it a little differently when speaking to 
First Round Review: “People make basic 
assumptions based on what they have 
now. But you have to ask yourself, 'Is this 
really what people are going to be doing 
in five years?' Very few people ask them-
selves what they would actually want in-
stead if they could wave a magic wand.” 

Fourteen years ago, in 2004, Salesforce—
the world’s most valuable SaaS busi-
ness—became the first fully cloud-based 
SaaS company to go public. As of just 
2017, over 60 SaaS businesses have fol-
lowed in their footsteps. Following a brief 
lull in 2016 and 2017, 2018 has turned 
out to be a heady year for SaaS IPOs. Of 
the 40 plus tech companies to go pub-
lic in 2018 to date, nearly a quarter of 
them are SaaS, a remarkable percentage 
for a business model so recent. As Ro-

hit Kulkarni, the managing director and 
head of research of SharesPost noted on 
MarketWatch, “It appears the time is right 
for cloud or enterprise SaaS companies.”

We studied all fifteen SaaS companies 
with IPOs in 2018 as a lens to gather in-
sight for what 2019 might hold. Each of 
these stocks traded at double-digit per-
centages over their IPO asking price at 
some point since going public—six of 
them had price increases in the triple dig-
its. Zuora, the SaaS that helps other busi-
nesses become subscription-based, at 
one point traded at $37.78. That’s 170% 
higher than its $14 initial asking price. 

Recent stock market tumult has seen 
much of these gains erased for each of 
the fifteen 2018 SaaS IPOs we analyzed. 
But only two—endpoint security SaaS, 
Carbon Black, and Spotify—are trading 
at below their initial asking price, as of 
December 13th, 2018, both by 24%. SaaS 
companies' shares will likely weather 
market turbulence in 2019.

Market turbulence hasn’t appeared 
to put a damper on the plans of many 
prominent names in tech—including 
Uber, Lyft, Slack, Pinterest, Palantir, and 
Airbnb—to go public in 2019. As Jackie 
Kelly of Ernst and Young puts it: “The US 
IPO markets remain strong, with both 
volume and proceeds surpassing 2017 
levels. A number of unicorn companies 
brought IPOs to market in 2018, with 
more on record stating that they will be 
conducting IPOs in 2019. As we head into 
the new year, we expect IPO volumes to 
remain steady, with greater activity con-
centrated in the first half of the year.”

Just days before Docu-
Sign’s April $629 million IPO, Tom Gon-
ser—who founded the electronic signa-
ture industry leader in 2003—shared the 
secret behind his company’s meteoric 
rise. 

Drawing on decades as a tech pioneer, 
including a stint as an Apple executive 
in its early days and founding NetUp-
date, this mysterious ingredient is far 
from unique to DocuSign. It’s an integral 
strand in the DNA of many of the most 
valuable established and up-and-com-
ing SaaS businesses, and the key com-
ponent Gonser looks for when evalu-
ating a startup pitching to Seven Peaks 
Ventures, the early-stage VC fund where 
Gonser sits as an investment partner. 

He calls it the “unfair advantage.”

Founders and entrepreneurs acquire 
this unfair advantage through an inti-
mate familiarity with the industry their 
product is aiming to disrupt, often by ex-
periencing its shortcomings first hand. 
“[Founders] noticed there was a hole, 
an inefficiency,” says Gonser, “and that 
gives them an unfair advantage because 
they’re seeing something ahead of the 
market. They’re able then to come into 
the business with a different perspec-
tive.”

2018 THE YEAR SAAS WENT PUBLIC

'UNFAIR 
ADVAN TAGE'

OF THE 
SA A S IPO
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Spotify

November 1st, 2018 was a historic day 
for Spotify. After running at a loss for ten 
years, founder and CEO Daniel Ek an-
nounced that Spotify posted a net profit 
of €43 million for its third quarter—the 
first profit in Spotify history. Despite this 
milestone, Spotify stocks tumbled on the 
results—dropping 8.9% at the opening 
bell the day following the announce-
ment. 

Why would investors react so negatively 
to what appears on its surface to be good 
news? And more fundamentally, how did 
a company that never posted a profit in 
the ten years prior to its 2018 IPO receive 
an initial market valuation of $29.5 bil-
lion?

First, a clarification. Technically, Spotify 
held a direct offering, now also known 
as a Direct Floor Listing (DFL). Crunchba-
se described this as “The hipster version 
of going public when you’re too cool to 
need to raise money during your [stock] 
flotation.” 

According to Spotify, as of year-end 2017, 
the company had zero debt, was cash 
flow positive, and had €1.5 ($1.7) billion 
in liquidity. Raising capital is often a sig-
nificant incentive for companies to go 
public: Not so for Spotify. 

Spotify’s stated aim for going public with 
a direct offering was primarily to offer 
equal access to all investors to purchase 
Spotify shares. 

Spotify did not issue any new stock in 
the direct offering. Instead, Spotify only 
offered shares from existing private in-
vestors and employee shareholders for 
sale. By electing not to issue new stock, 
Spotify avoided diluting the ownership 
stake of existing shareholders.

Direct offerings are a rare occurrence on 
Wall Street, and many experts predict-
ed that this unconventional approach 
would result in extreme stock price vola-
tility—fears that proved unfounded. Spo-
tify opened 

at $165.90 a share and ended its first 
trading day down 10% to $149.01 for a 
$26.5 billion valuation. In an analysis for 
Wharton Business Radio, Jay Ritter, emi-
nent scholar in finance at the University 
of Florida, pointed out that Spotify’s in-
traday high was $169 and the low was 
$148.26—a 14% spread, about the same 
percentage for Alibaba and Twitter when 
they had their IPOs. “So Spotify, in spite of 
the lack of book building and investment 
bankers placing shares, had volatility … 
on the low side of what is typical with 
prominent tech company IPOs,” Ritter 
noted.

Spotify’s direct offering may have helped 
set a trend for the way well-capitalized 
tech companies go public in 2019 and 
beyond. According to Stacey Cunning-
ham, president of the NYSE writing in The 
Economist, “Inspired by and working with 
Spotify’s CFO, Barry McCarthy, our team 
sought regulatory approval to modernize 
the listing rules that might have tied the 
company’s hands.” She continued, “Dur-
ing a 12-month effort, we put forward 
new proposals to the Securities and Ex-
change Commission (SEC) to update the 
rules that govern how a company can go 
public on the NYSE.”

SaaS businesses with no shortage of cash 
on hand seeking to reap the benefits of 
becoming a publicly listed company—
such as allowing retail investors to pur-
chase stock and giving early stakeholders 
liquidity—may well be inspired by Spot-
ify’s example. According to Recode, Airb-
nb and Slack may be the next tech giants 
to go public with a Direct Floor Listing.

If so, they appear to have found a willing 
partner in NYSE. As Cunningham puts it, 
“In 2019, we should explore ways to re-
duce the barriers that deter companies 
from going public, while also avoid-
ing the pitfalls of the dotcom bubble.” 
She concluded, “The focus in the future 
should be on helping more privately held 
companies open their shares to Main 
Street investors through smarter, right-
sized regulations."

For a company like Spotify—which 
few expect to operate consistently at a 
profit for years to come—any dip in the 
projected increase in paying subscrib-
ers and monthly active users (MAU) is 
a cause for concern. Spotify earned its 
initial public valuation of $29.5 billion 
largely by convincing investors that its 
number of paying subscribers would 
continue to snowball—cementing its 
dominance as the most popular music 
streaming service, with a current global 
market share of 36%, according to Vari-
ety—and that its profit margins would 
increase. According to influential inves-
tor Russ Gerber, founder of Gerber Ka-
wasaki, writing in Forbes, “The bull case 
for Spotify often revolves around the 
company’s ability to become the “Netflix 
of music.”

While it’s easy to understand why in-
vestors would be keen to get in on the 
ground floor of a business superficially 
similar to Netflix (with its recently post-
ed Q3 revenue of over $4 billion) a closer 
look at the two companies reveals many 
disparities in their business models. For 
one thing, Netflix is increasingly pro-
ducing its own content, while Spotify is 
almost entirely reliant on licensing its 
content from third parties. This signifi-
cantly impacts Spotify’s control—or lack 
thereof—over its operating costs. If any 
of the big four music companies—which 
“control the rights to 87% of the music 
streamed on Spotify,” according to finan-
cial analyst Laith Khalaf of Hargreaves 
Lansdown speaking to The Guardian—
were to withdraw their catalog, or sub-
stantially increase licensing fees, Spotify 
could find itself in an untenable position. 
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According to The New Yorker, he was also 
instrumental in securing licensing deals 
with several of the global music compa-
nies, notably Warner Music Group. With-
out access to the catalogs of the major 
labels, Ek could never realize his ambition 
of Spotify streaming, as reported in The 
Independent, “all the world’s music.”

Parker sat on Spotify’s board from 2009 
through 2017. Through his close relation-
ship with Mark Zuckerberg, Parker also 
helped broker the partnership between 
Facebook and Spotify, helping Ek to real-
ize his vision of making social sharing a 
fundamental part of the listening expe-
rience. As Ek told Grammy.com in 2014, 
“We look at the sharing of music as really, 
really important for our business.” 

Dropbox

In many ways, it’s the archetypal startup 
story. Gifted graduate of prestigious col-
lege has billion dollar idea, pitches it to 
legendary VC, gets funding, receives $4B 
valuation along with Series B funding, 
then goes public to a market valuation of 
over $12 billion—making the founder a 
billionaire several times over. 

That, in essence, is the story of Drew Hou-
ston and Dropbox, which he co-founded 
with Arash Ferdowsi in 2007. When Hou-
ston sent in his application for funding, 
shortly after graduating from MIT, Y Com-
binator had yet to attain the near-myth-
ical status as a startup incubator it now 
enjoys amongst tech entrepreneurs. 
Alumni like Stripe, Coinbase, and Airbnb 
were still a ways off on the horizon (Airb-
nb is, incidentally, reported to be strongly 
considering an IPO or Direct Floor Listing 

in 2019). Of the nearly 2,000 startups that 
Y Combinator has funded to date, Drop-
box—the 53rd startup to be accepted 
into the incubator program—ended up 
being the first of the group to go public. 

The Dropbox IPO took place on March 
23rd, 2018, with shares at opening priced 
at $21. By the end of the first day of trad-
ing, the share price had soared by near-
ly 36% to close at $28.48. By the time 
of its first earnings report in May 2018, 
the stock price had risen to $32. Despite 
Dropbox exceeding Wall Street’s earn-
ings expectations in its first quarter as a 
public company, shares fell by nearly 5% 
at the end of the first full day of trading 
after the earnings report.

Since its IPO, Dropbox’s share price has 
experienced somewhat of a rollercoaster 
ride, unlike the relative stability of Spoti-
fy's. According to Seeking Alpha, this vol-
atility has presented significant oppor-
tunities for investors. Dropbox is one of 
the five 2018 SaaS IPO stocks that dipped 
below its initial asking price. In late No-
vember, it hit a low of $19.54 after going 
as high as $43.50 in its first eight months 
of trading. As of December 13th, 2018, 
Dropbox’s share price sits at $23.19: 47% 
below its 52-week high and only 10% 
above the initial asking price of $21. 

Like Spotify—with the exception of its 
extraordinary last quarter—Dropbox has 
never posted a profit. While the company 
did become cash flow positive in 2016, 
it still posted a loss of $111 million that 
year after reinvesting heavily in product 
development, a fact they were upfront 
with in their SEC listing.

While Spotify faces a few challenges, like 
relying almost entirely on licensing and 
competitors like Apple, Google and Am-
azon, there are still many reasons to be 
optimistic about Spotify and the stock’s 
overall performance since going public 
indicates that many investors share this 
sentiment. 

Daniel Ek came by Spotify’s unfair ad-
vantage not by spending years toiling 
in the traditional music business, but 
by being amongst its enemies. Accord-
ing to a profile in The New Yorker, the 
Swedish-born Ek was briefly the CEO 
of uTorrent as a teenager, and uTorrent 
made money by pirating films and music 
through the popular BitTorrent file-shar-
ing protocol. He started his first business 
at age 13, and by the time he was 18, Ek 
had 25 employees and was bringing in 
$50,000 a month.

At some point during his teens, Ek struck 
up an online friendship with a chat 
room user named Napshon. It wasn’t 
until years later that he found out that 
Napshon was the alias of Sean Parker. 
Parker—now a respected Silicon Valley 
figure and once the first president of 
Facebook— was at one time the music 
industry’s arch-nemesis thanks to Nap-
ster, the peer-to-peer file sharing service 
he co-founded with Shawn Fanning. 

Parker reentered Ek’s life through an 
email in August 2009 praising Spotify, 
which had launched in the US less than 
a year earlier. It was only when Ek and 
Parker met in person, at Parker’s request, 
in New York several months later that 
they realized they had spoken online 
years earlier.

Parker eventually invested $30 million in 
Spotify and for a time sat on the board.

Dropbox has not only survived the 
challenge posed by Apple and its 
myriad powerful competitors, but 
thrived.
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Dropbox’s ease of use and other posi-
tive attributes have won it more than 
500 million subscribers and over 300,000 
teams are using Dropbox Business, ac-
cording to the company’s latest figures. 
But the growth rate of new subscribers 
has slowed down from the heady levels 
of 2015 and 2016. There is much spec-
ulation, by Gurufocus amongst others, 
that this is due to increased competition 
and pricing pressure from Google Drive, 
Microsoft One Drive, Apple iCloud, and 
Amazon Drive. As Adam Sarhan, of in-
vestment advisory service 50 Park Invest-
ments put it to VentureBeat, “For me, the 
biggest problem I have with Dropbox is 
they don’t have any unique competitive 
advantages or proprietary offerings that 
differentiate them from the pack.” 

Despite the bearish stance some analysts 
take on Dropbox, there are still many 
reasons for optimism. The growth rate 
of overall users and paid subscribers has 
slowed but continues to be substantial, 
and revenue has beat Wall Street’s fore-
casts in all three quarters since going 
public. Moreover, the latest guidance 
from Dropbox is projecting $1.383 billion 
to $1.386 billion in revenue across all of 
2018; analysts were projecting $1.357 
billion in 2018 revenue after the Q2 earn-
ings report. It will be interesting to see 
whether Dropbox can continue its run of 
beating Wall Street’s forecasts and what 
effect that will have on the share price.

Much like Daniel Ek, Drew Houston wasn’t 
a tech industry veteran when he came up 
with the concept for Dropbox. But his 
experience as an entrepreneur (before 
Dropbox he co-founded an SAT prep 
company called Accolade) and student at 
MIT, led him to a crucial realization. The 
way people stored their data—and made 
it portable—was, to use Gonser's classifi-
cation, fundamentally broken.

This eureka moment came shortly after 
graduation. Without access to the MIT 
mainframe, Houston often found him-
self toting around his valuable data on 
a USB thumb drive. One day, while rid-
ing the Chinatown bus from Boston to 
New York, he realized that—not for the 
first time—he had accidentally left his 
thumb drive behind. As Houston told 
Business Insider, “I was so frustrated — 
really with myself, because this kept 
happening. And I'm like, my God, I never 
want to have this problem again.” 

It struck Houston that virtually anyone 
who relied on technology and informa-
tion storage faced a similar dilemma. 
And thus the idea for Dropbox was born. 
As he memorably put it to Wired, “You 
think about who needs Dropbox, and it's 
just about anybody with a pulse.”

Houston’s Dropbox application to Y 
Combinator was not his first attempt to 
be accepted into the program. He had 
previously applied with Accolade—his 
SAT Prep startup—for the first “class” of 
Y Combinator funded startups in 2005: 
a group that included Reddit. The start-
up incubator rejected this application. 
Undeterred, he applied with Dropbox 
in 2007, but the road to acceptance at Y 
Combinator was far from smooth. 

According to First Round Review, in 
2007, Houston flew to San Francisco to 
pay an unsolicited visit to Y Combinator 
founder Paul Graham. It didn’t go well. 
He had also hoped to find a co-founder 
for Dropbox on the trip but left empty 
handed. Houston recalled, “That plane 
ride back was the worst. No co-founder. 
Lower chance of getting into YC. I was 
panicked.”

He persevered, however, and finally 
convinced Graham to fund Dropbox, but 
only with a co-founder—and he had two 
weeks to find one. Houston made a short 
Dropbox demo video that he posted on 
Y Combinator’s Hacker News. This video 
not only further solidified Paul Graham’s 
interest, but it also caught the attention 
of MIT student Arash Ferdowsi. 

Ferdowsi and Houston had mutual 
friends, and Ferdowsi reached out to 
Houston via email to express his interest 
in Dropbox.

This eureka moment came shortly after 
graduation. Without access to the MIT 
mainframe, Houston often found him-
self toting around his valuable data on 
a USB thumb drive. One day, while rid-
ing the Chinatown bus from Boston to 
New York, he realized that—not for the 
first time—he had accidentally left his 
thumb drive behind. As Houston told 
Business Insider, “I was so frustrated — 
really with myself, because this kept 
happening. And I'm like, my God, I never 
want to have this problem again.” 

It struck Houston that virtually anyone 
who relied on technology and informa-
tion storage faced a similar dilemma. 
And thus the idea for Dropbox was born. 
As he memorably put it to Wired, “You 
think about who needs Dropbox, and it's 
just about anybody with a pulse.”

Houston’s Dropbox application to Y 
Combinator was not his first attempt to 
be accepted into the program. He had 
previously applied with Accolade—his 
SAT Prep startup—for the first “class” of 
Y Combinator funded startups in 2005: 
a group that included Reddit. The start-
up incubator rejected this application. 
Undeterred, he applied with Dropbox 
in 2007, but the road to acceptance at Y 
Combinator was far from smooth. 

According to First Round Review, in 
2007, Houston flew to San Francisco to 
pay an unsolicited visit to Y Combinator 
founder Paul Graham. It didn’t go well. 
He had also hoped to find a co-founder 
for Dropbox on the trip but left empty 
handed. Houston recalled, “That plane 
ride back was the worst. No co-founder. 
Lower chance of getting into YC. I was 
panicked.”

He persevered, however, and finally 
convinced Graham to fund Dropbox, but 
only with a co-founder—and he had two 
weeks to find one. Houston made a short 
Dropbox demo video that he posted on 
Y Combinator’s Hacker News. This video 
not only further solidified Paul Graham’s 
interest, but it also caught the attention 
of MIT student Arash Ferdowsi. 

Ferdowsi and Houston had mutual 
friends, and Ferdowsi reached out to 
Houston via email to express his interest 
in Dropbox.
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What followed was akin to a shotgun 
wedding. Houston recalled to Business 
Insider, “So we met in the student center, 
we talk for an hour or two, and next 
thing you know, he agrees to drop out of 
school… It was sort of like getting mar-
ried on the first or second date.”

The original Dropbox demo video has 
become legendary: although you would 
never know by watching it, Houston shot 
the demo when Dropbox had yet to be 
coded. He narrates a demo using screen-
shot mockups for a product that doesn’t 
yet exist. Making Dropbox work seamless-
ly across multiple platforms and operat-
ing systems would require an enormous 
investment of time and development. 
Instead, as Eric Ries, author of The Lean 
Startup, detailed for TechCrunch, Hou-
ston used the demo video as Dropbox’s 
Minimum Viable Product (MVP). Houston 
recalls, “It drove hundreds of thousands 
of people to the website. Our beta wait-
ing list went from 5,000 people to 75,000 
people literally overnight. It totally blew 
us away.” Without writing a single line of 
code, Houston had his proof of concept 
for Dropbox. Rather than taking the enor-
mous risk of “making something no one 
wants,” the demo video took Dropbox 
for a test drive: and it drove tens of thou-
sands of early adopters to sign up for a 
product Houston had yet to build. The 
success of the demo gave Houston tan-
gible proof that Dropbox was a product 
that consumers were hungry for.

According to TechCrunch, once Dropbox 
actually launched in September 2008, it 
took less than a year for them to hit one 
million users. But, it wasn’t just light-
house customers that had Dropbox on 
their radar. Late in 2009, Houston and Fer-
dowsi received an invitation from Steve 
Jobs to visit him at Apple headquarters 
in Cupertino. Jobs was not only familiar 
with Dropbox—he was prepared to buy 
the company. According to Forbes, Jobs 
made a nine-digit offer. Houston turned 
Jobs down, telling him that Dropbox was 
not for sale at any price. 

In the case of both Drew Houston and 
Daniel Ek—founders at an early age—
their “unfair advantage” came not from 
years of experience in the business of 
music and data storage. It came from 
having the insight to spot ways of mak-
ing life more frictionless for a substantial 
number of consumers: people like them. 

Houston put this best. When asked by 
TechCrunch what other solutions he 
would like to pursue if Dropbox wasn't 
consuming all his attention, Houston 
stated, “There are so many things that 
are broken. There are problems hidden in 
plain sight.”

DocuSign is highly optimistic about future growth. Speaking to 
TheStreet, CFO Mike Sheridan estimated that, despite being the 
industry leader in  market share, “DocuSign [has] a penetration 
rate of just around 2% relative to the total addressable market 
(TAM) for e-signature solutions, which he pegs at $25 billion.” 

Springer strongly believes that tech com-
panies with over $500 million in revenue 
should be profitable. As Springer told the 
Australian Financial Review in August 
2018, “I don't understand the concept 
of when you're at scale, not running a 
profitable business. It's a weird message 
to send to employees, and it raises ques-
tions for investors. It feels like there's a 
certain discipline that's almost lazy. It's 
businesses saying ‘I can not be profita-
ble.’" He continued, “I believe that gov-
ernments should balance their budgets, 
companies should be profitable, and my 
kids shouldn't spend more than their al-
lowance.”

In addition to Springer's strategic acquisi-
tions aimed at consolidating DocuSign’s 
position as the industry leader (like docu-
ment management platform SpringCM), 
DocuSign is highly optimistic about fu-
ture growth and has continued to evolve 
with the market. Speaking to TheStreet, 
CFO Mike Sheridan estimated that, de-
spite being the industry leader in market 
share, “DocuSign [has] a penetration rate 
of just around 2% relative to the total ad-
dressable market (TAM) for e-signature 
solutions, which he pegs at $25 billion.” 
Sheridan is also bullish on cutting oper-
ating costs, saying that, “DocuSign is aim-
ing to have an operating margin of 20% 
to 22% in five years, with sales/marketing 
spend (equal to 54% of fiscal 2018 reve-
nue) falling to 35% to 39% of revenue.”
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DocuSign

Spring of 2018 was a boom time for SaaS 
IPOs. Shortly after Spotify and Dropbox went 
public, DocuSign—the company Tom Gon-
ser founded in 2003 with the aim of trans-
forming the way transactions are conduct-
ed—followed suit. Wall Street responded 
with enthusiasm: DocuSign’s stock soared 
37% above the IPO price on its first day of 
trading. According to MarketWatch, Docu-
Sign, “raised $629 million overall, with $470 
million going to the company and the rest 
collected by investors and insiders.” 

Since hitting a high of $67.87 in late Au-
gust—well over double the IPO price of 
$29—the stock has trended sharply down-
wards. As of December 13th, 2018, DocuSign 
closed at $43.15—36% below its August 

high. Many analysts see this precipitous drop 
as being symptomatic of an overall decline 
in the stock market. As Keith Noonan, writ-
ing for Motley Fool recently put it, “DocuSign 
is a growth-dependent tech stock that saw 
big gains following its initial public offering 
in April, so shares pulling back amid a con-
traction for the broader market is somewhat 
to be expected.”

DocuSign reported its second profit as a 
public company in Q2, fiscal 2019—albeit 
a small one—with adjusted earnings of 3 
cents per share, up from 1 cent in Q1. Some 
of the credit for DocuSign’s recent profitabil-
ity must lie with current CEO Dan Springer—
appointed in early 2017, “After a marathon 
search lasting more than a year,” according 
to Reuters. 

Dropbox has not only survived the 
challenge posed by Apple and its 
myriad powerful competitors, but 
thrived.
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By the time Docusign filed for IPO, Gon-
ser had already cashed out much of his 
ownership interest, to the tune of $13.1 
million according to Business Insider, 
retaining just over 2 million shares, or 
slightly more than 1% of the company. 
Despite Gonser having two co-founders 
at DocuSign’s inception, according to 
Business Insider, “He is now hailed as the 
sole founder [and] is credited with com-
ing up with the idea for electronic signa-
tures.” In founding DocuSign, Gonser put 
the “unfair advantage” he now searches 
for in young startups—in his role as a VC 
at Seven Peaks—to remarkable use in 
helping create one of the SaaS IPO suc-
cess stories of 2018.

Gartner has predicted that gross glob-
al revenue from SaaS apps will increase 
by over 18% year over year in 2019. By 
2020, that number is expected to grow 
by 38% over 2018. Given the enthusiastic 
response of investors to 2018’s SaaS IPOs, 
many analysts are predicting a robust 
2019 for public offerings. Some of the 
SaaS companies predicted to go public 
in 2019 include Slack, secretive data-min-
ing giant Palantir, logistics provider Post-
mates, cybersecurity tool CloudFlare, and 
video-conferencing platform Zoom, all 
according to the Wall Street Journal. If 
most of these companies follow through 

with an IPO in 2019—and non-SaaS tech 
giants like Uber, Lyft, and Airbnb also go 
public—the Journal predicts that 2019 
could be the biggest year in dollars raised 
for tech IPOs in market history.

There are some warning signs on the ho-
rizon to temper the market’s exuberance. 
Through the first three quarters of 2018, 
according to data compiled by Universi-
ty of Florida finance professor Jay Ritter, 
83% of all U.S.-listed IPOs were of com-
panies that lost money in the 12 months 
prior to IPO. That is the highest propor-
tion on record. 

Still, few see a likelihood that the current 
crop of SaaS IPOs will suffer the fate of 
many of the 235 tech companies that 
went public in 2000 at the height of the 
dot-com boom. The companies that 
went public in 2018—or are considering 
an IPO in 2019—have much longer track 
records, and are subject to much more 
stringent vetting by analysts and inves-
tors. 

Now a serial entrepreneur turned ven-
ture capitalist, Founder Tom Gonser 
stepped back from day-to-day opera-
tions at the company by resigning as 
Chief Strategy Officer in 2016, partly 
due to his passion for the early stages of 
starting a business. As Gonser told Geek-
wire shortly after stepping down as CSO, 
“My FAVORITE part of starting some-
thing is the zero-1 step, where you cre-
ate something that has not been done 
before, despite everyone telling you it 
can’t be done,” he said. “That stage cre-
ates amazing things that kills some and 
makes others real founders. Short an-
swer, I love the passion and grit it takes 
to start something new.”

Gonser was still on the board of Net-
Update—the company he founded in 
1998—when he first had the idea for 
DocuSign. He left in 2002 to devote his 
time fully to founding the company. 

As he revealed in the exclusive interview 
with SaaS Mag, “It was a perfect time for 
me to exit that business and start focus-
ing on making the electronic signature 
process actually work online. There were 
a bunch of companies that were trying 
to do that at the time, but they were all 
doing it wrong.” 

He continued, “I literally sat up in bed 
one morning, and I had an idea that 
turned the existing processes that peo-
ple were pushing inside out. People 
running around, shoving paper into 
envelopes, sticking them on planes and 
flying them across the country for $80 to 
get another person to scribble and then 
send it back across on a plane, and then 
scanning the whole thing into a data-
base, was so obviously broken.”

DocuSign had a longer runway to IPO 
than either Spotify or Dropbox. The 
company’s journey to going public in-
cluded 16 rounds of funding totaling 
$515.3 million by 2015. 
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Palantir, for example, was founded in 
2004 and is expected to be valued as 
high as $41 billion, according to the 
Wall Street Journal. In analyzing Palan-
tir’s financials, bankers at Credit Suisse, 
“advised that there are only two compa-
rable public companies with growth in 
Palantir’s range.”

Companies in the earlier stages of 
growth may be eased to hear legendary 
VC Fred Wilson, writing in Inc. had some 
tempered words of encouragement: “If 
things slow down in 2019—and I am 
not predicting they will, but I think they 
might—the startup sector is in good 
shape to weather it.”

Understanding how these big players 
come to list on public markets may be 
the key to parsing out who has the (un-
fair) advantage in 2019. While it remains 
to be seen whether the market for SaaS 
IPOs in 2019 will hit the levels of enthu-
siasm and optimism from investors and 
analysts witnessed throughout much of 
2018, many experts are cautiously opti-
mistic that more unicorns will come to 
market successfully either through IPO 
or Direct Floor Listing.

What does seem clear is that SaaS has 
truly come of age as a proven and attrac-
tive business model and that in coming 
years there will be many more SaaS ac-
quisitions and IPOs in the market. Every 
day new SaaS entrepreneurs and found-
ers find their own “unfair advantage,” 
and solve problems customers never 
even knew they had. Just like Spotify, 
Dropbox, and DocuSign.

As Drew Houston put it in his 2013 MIT 
Commencement address, “You only 
have to be right once.”
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                          US
  Julien Lemoine
Search engine API for product
teams to build a search function on
their site

                               US
Dmytro Okunyev
Intra-team messenger platform with 
unlimited chat history and plenty of
storage space

                             Belgium
Antoine Perdaens
Knowledge-sharing platform to
capture insights and help
consulting firms present 
information in an easy to
understand way

                              Spain
Marco De Gregorio
Ready-to-use website templates
with built-in process optimization
features for vacation rental sites

                               Ireland
Fidelma McGuirk
Software for managing global
payroll payments and business
intelligence data from one cloud
platform

SwiftComply  Ireland
Lindsey Nguyen
Platform for kitchens, service
providers and regulators to
optimize booking and inspection
processes

Red Points  Spain
Josep Coll
Helps businesses detect
infringements on their IP by other
online marketplaces and remove
violating links

Seerene  Germany
Johannes Bohnet
Analyzes data from various
systems to identify opportunities
to optimize speed, productivity,
quality and risk

Perdoo  Germany
Jonathan Morrice,
Henrik-Jan van der Pol
Objectives and key results
management tool that allows
businesses to track goals effectively

FlexyBeauty France
Ilan Koskas 
All-in-one software for online
booking and retail for hairdressers,
beauty parlors and spas

Intuo  Belgium
Thomas Cook
Talent coaching platform that
provides communication tools to
improve mentoring and guidance
within companies

FreightHub  Germany
Pedro Castillo
Shipping management platform
that helps distributors and freight 
shippers manage supply chain
logistics from end to end

Devo  US
Chieu Cao
Employee engagement and
recognition platform to help
employees enjoy perks, discounts
and free items from various brands

OpenBack  Ireland
David Shackleton
Provides smart notifications to
personalize user experience and
boost engagement

OpenDataSoft  France
Jean-Marc Lazard
Smart user data network aimed at
improving the efficiency and
accuracy of businesses' and
organizations' data
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These companies stand out among the rest as some of the most 
promising startups in the world of SaaS. We can't wait to see 
what they do next!
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Perkbox  UK
Chieu Cao
Employee engagement and
recognition platform to help
employees enjoy perks, discounts
and free items from various brands

Oxatis  France
Marc Schillaci
Supports small to midsize
e-commerce businesses in
acquiring, converting and retaining
customers

Roomex  Ireland
Jack Donaghy
Global hotel booking platform for
business travel to grant companies
control over work-related hotel
spend 

Teamleader  Belgium
Jeroen De Wit
CRM, project management and
invoicing platform to help manage
each step of the sales cycle

PageFair  Ireland
Sean Blanchfield
Helps websites determine how
visitors are blocking advertisements
to then adblock-proof ads

WeFarm  UK
Kenny Ewan
World's largest farmer-to-farmer
digital network, helping farmers
collaborate and learn from one
another

Lever  US
Sarah Nahm
Provides sourcing automation,
recruiting CRM and reporting to
help businesses recruit and
hire efficiently

Auth0  US
Jon Gelsey
Helps businesses provide
customers with enterprise identity
intergration, frictionless SSO and
adaptive anomaly detection

Shippo  US
Behrens Wu
Multi-carrier shipping API and
dashboard to help customize and
automate businesses' shipping
needs

Piktochart  Malaysia
Ai Ching Goh
Easy-to-use tool for building
sophisticated presentation designs

BISON  US
Mike Nugent
Business intelligence platforms for
private equity firms with
private market data

Zeta  US
Christian Monberg
Scalable marketing platform built
with AI to help companies send
personalized messages through
multiple channels

Appcues  US
Christopher Ahlberg
Onboarding and survey 
experiences and feature
annoucements for websites

Accelo  US
Christine Higgins
Provides an integrated service
operations management platform
allowing businesses to house all
client work in one cloud location

Bright Pattern  US
Erhan Cakmak
Cloud-based contact center
software with CRM integrations,
detailed reports and quality
management tools

CompStak  US
Michael Mandel
Data crowdsourcing from verified
commercial brokerages and quality
checks on lease and sales comps

CRMfusion  Canada
Mike Kappel
Dataset management for
businesses to improve, manipulate
and clean large quantities of data

Iterable  US
Andrew Boni
Suite of intelligence products to
help businesses deliver customer
experiences personalized to users'
digital behavior
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Moat  US
Jonah Goodhart
Business intelligence and real-time
metrics for user attention analyticss

Pensoft  US
David William Baum
Payment software, tax form
management and general payroll
management for small to medium
sized businesses

SearchForce  US
Dhiren DSouza
Paid search and social media ads
optimization marketing platform

Routehappy  US
Robert Albert
Flight shopping software that
helps users review scores,
amenities and more for
flights and airlines

SaaSOptics  US
David Ryan
Subscription payments and order
management automation, and real-
time financial analytics for growing
SaaS businesses

Unleashed Software  US
Greg Murphy
Inventory management software for
manufacturers and distributors to
have maximum control over stock

Wave  Canada
James Lochrie
Free financial software for small
businesses to manage accounting, 
invoicing, payments and payroll

Loom  US
Shahed Khan
Free screen recording for Mac,
Windows and Chromebooks to
share within teams, friends and
family

ed@useloom.

Playrcart  UK
Glen Dormieux 
Software for making e-commerce
stores' video content immediately
shoppable for consumers

ZenMate  Germany
Markus Hänel
VPN for users to view content from
all over the world and browse the
internet securely

ChartMogul  Germany
Nick Franklin 
Subscription analytics and
regulation compliance platform for
subscription-based payments
businesses

Heresy  UK
Dimitar Stanimiroff
Workflow analytics platform for
salespeople to make data-driven
decisions

Cobalt  US
Jacob Hansen 
Thorough pen testing for
developers with the goal of never
having to retest again

Hotelchamp  Netherlands
Kasper Middelkoop 
Conversion tool to help hoteliers
and property owners increase
bookings and build guest relations

Swapcard  France
Damien Courbon
App for events planners to facilitate
networking and participation via
agenda notifications and matching
of attendees

Poq  UK
Michael Amadé Langguth 
Service that allows online retailers
to easily create fully optimized
mobile apps

GetSocial  Portugal
João Romão 
Platform for businesses to track dark
social sharing and content
distribution performance
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BEST MARKETING 
CHANNELS FOR 
SAAS COMPANIES

Featured voters:

We asked members of the leading SaaS Facebook 

group, SaaS Growth Hacks, to vote on the best mar-

keting channel for SaaS in 2018. Overwhelmingly, 

founders and innovators in the community high-

lighted content marketing as the most effective 

marketing channel for SaaS businesses. Citing the 

unparalleled importance of providing value to cus-

tomers, professionals in the space are increasing-

ly prioritizing content creation in the form of blog 

articles, podcasts, social media and everything in 

between. While this strategy may take longer to 

yield results (read: 6-9 months on average), it can 

significantly decrease CAC, increase LTV and aid 

other marketing channels in the process. 

“I think it varies based on the vertical. Email still seems to be a great channel once you have 
acquired subscribers. LinkedIn, GrowthHackers, Inbound, Quora and Facebook groups 
work great for marketing/sales-related products.”

- Nivas Ravichandran, Product Marketer, FreshWorks

“Content is valuable and often timeless. It gives to your prospects and builds a relation-
ship. People don't just buy from a cool website or a funny email. They buy from people 
who care about them, who they can trust. Keep giving.”

- Jeroen Corthout,  Co-Founder, SalesFlare

Content

Forum (Quora) Marketing

Cold Email

Paid Advertising

Partnerships

Word of Mouth

Free Tools

Twitter

Conferences

LinkedIn Messaging

38

15

10

10

5

3

2

1

1

1
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Outgrow is a New York-based SaaS startup that helps marketers foster 
engagement with their readers through interactive marketing. The plat-
form allows users to create quizzes, calculators, assessments, recommen-
dations, and polls. 

Randy Rayess (right) and Pratham Mittal (left) founded Outgrow in 2016 
as part of VenturePact, a service that helps businesses build and manage 
software projects. We caught up with them about their experience found-
ing a SaaS business in today's age. 

HOW IT'S DONE: 
                           STARTUP PROFILE
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Idea

Outgrow was born out of a successful marketing experi-
ment. While creating a calculator for VenturePact to help 
customers better estimate the cost of building a mobile 
app, we realized how powerful calculators are in generat-
ing qualified leads. We built Outgrow to help marketers and 
business owners easily create a range of interactive experi-
ences, such as quizzes, calculators, recommendations and 
polls. Normally, when people think of building interactive 
and personalized tools, they think it will require a team of 
designers and engineers. We wanted to change this mind-
set. Outgrow’s DIY platform enables anyone to create pro-
fessional interactive experiences, without any coding or de-
sign skills.

Imagine you’re a tax accountant who has her own website. 
Now, what do you think will convert better - a Contact Me 
form on your website or a calculator that says, "Find out 
how much I can save you in taxes every year." The second 
option is focused on helping the customer. And that is the 
power of quizzes, calculators, recommendations and inter-
active experiences. They create value by providing person-
alized answers to your users’ most pressing questions.

Product

If you want to put a graded test on your blog to engage your 
audience, or a grader/calculator on your homepage, or a fun 
quiz on Facebook/LinkedIn or if you wanted to send a poll to 
your email list, you can build and launch the experience with 
Outgrow. The product allows you to use conditional messaging, 
logic jump and our integrations to easily segment and personal-
ize the content you show each user. From there, you can use your 
Google Analytics, Facebook pixel or another pixel to consolidate 
your analytics. 

A new feature we’re really excited about is the ability for 
companies to easily build advanced mortgage calculators 
and powerful recommendation tools with Outgrow.  

Early Days

When we first built Outgrow, personalized and interactive 
content was a new category. Though marketers didn’t have 
this idea on their minds, they were looking to acquire more 
qualified leads and better help their customer. We started 
with early adopters—companies that were comfortable ex-
perimenting with ideas and testing out different types of 
calculators, quizzes, polls and recommendations along with 
different promotion strategies. For example, TAG Livros, an 
e-commerce company, created a quiz on Outgrow that gen-
erated more than 90,000 leads. 

Culture of Experimentation & 
Optimization in Marketing

One of the key components we highlight with our customers 
and internally at Outgrow is the importance of creating a 
culture of decision-making through data. Data decides the 
marketing channels we focus on, the calculators and quizzes 
that we build to interact with our customers, as well as the 
features we prioritize in our product roadmap. 

Looking Ahead

We will continue to add more functionality and controls to 
our core products. Our goal is to expand into different areas 
of personalized and interactive content and make building 
this type of content as easy as creating a blog post. The vi-
sion is for marketers with an idea for a personalized or inter-
active tool that would create value for their customer to be 
able to create one easily on their own via Outgrow, without 
involving an engineering and design team. 
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Conversational marketing and sales software com-
pany Drift is changing what marketing to customers 
should look like. Founded on the principle that a 
company’s sales strategy is inseparable from cus-
tomer feedback, Drift has become one of the big-
gest players in the growing B2B consumer chatbots 
space. Chatbots are everywhere, and Drift makes it 
their business to make sure they are operated in a 
smart way to drive new leads.

As a growing hub for SaaS, Boston is home to Drift, 
currently one of the most promising SaaS business-
es in the country. Drift has raised $47 million in VC 
funding in its first three years and just recently an-
nounced another $60 million raised, led by Sequoia 
Capital.

 

Up the 
Startup 
Ladder
SECRETS OF A 

FIVE-TIME SAAS 
ENTREPRENEUR

by Thomas Smale
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DAVID CANCEL, 
DRIFT CEO
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Gartner
Hype 
Cycle

What initially inspired you to found 
Drift? 

I've been doing marketing software 
for a long time, and noticed an explo-
sion in messaging. I suspected that 
there was a chance to redefine or re-
segment the way that we do sales and 
marketing.

If you have a sales team inside of your 
company, there's really no way to 
scale until you have a conversation. 
Modern marketing has worked really 
hard to prevent those conversations 
from happening and has put up road-
blocks instead. I built customer-cen-
tered teams within companies, where 
the customer is the top priority. Then 
we built everything around them.

We did that first for selfish reasons, so 
that we get fewer things wrong, and 
then we noticed that it leads to better 
performance. I wrote a book about 
this, called HYPERGROWTH. I had 
that realization. You can think of Drift 
as an implementation of this, because 
it lets companies get back to getting 
closer to their customers, and actually 
having those conversations.

Was that your favorite part of starting 
a SaaS company? 

My favorite part, working as an engi-
neer, was being close to the customer 
and actually seeing the impact of the 
product. 

As a creator, whether you're an engi-
neer, or a writer, or designer—what-
ever you do, you live off of cause and 
effect. If something you build is good, 
you get an immediate reaction from 
people. When you get people saying, 
"that design really did something for 
me," or "your product really solved 
the problem," you know what you’ve 
created has been validated.

Then, as you move towards being 
manager of a company—that is, the 
further you move away from creat-
ing—the more removed you are from 
that process of cause and effect. That 
leaves you thinking at times, "I don't 
know if I have had enough of an ef-
fect. I don't know if we're impacting 
customers. I don't know."

You can look at data, but you don't 
feel that visceral reaction. I needed 
that on an operative scale, where you 
still get the feeling that you're having 
an impact on the market and on your 
customer.

Chatbots, which were all the rage 
just a few years ago, appear to have 
somewhat hit the Gartner Hype Cy-
cle’s Trough of Disillusionment. Com-
panies building the technology set 
their sights a little too high, and so 
the intelligent assistants they were 
trying to create fell short of consumer 
expectations. While natural language 
processing is not yet advanced or 
accurate enough for true intelligent 
assistance, David Cancel knows how 
to use the technology for what con-
sumers really need—conversational 
marketing. Drift's chatbots allow sales 
and marketing teams to segment and 
target qualified leads, helping create 
a seamless communication experi-
ence across chat and email, and even 
automatically book sales calls with the 
aim of increasing conversions. 

Cancel has founded five companies, 
four of which were successfully ac-
quired. If you ask him what made this 
possible, he will credit his parents’ 
work ethic for most of what he has 
accomplished. Now, after several suc-
cessful entrepreneurial ventures and 
serving as CPO at HubSpot, he has 
never looked back, and plans to take 
Drift all the way to an IPO. 
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"When you get people saying, 'your 
product really solved the problem,' 
you know what you’ve created has 
been validated."

Having four private exits already, how 
did you know Drift was the one to take 
all the way to IPO?

I think everything is layers on top of 
one another. If I didn't have the ex-
perience of trying to scale a compa-
ny, I probably wouldn’t be working 
towards one day going public. I think 
what's important, for me, is that now, 
in today's world, you have access to all 
the world's information. You know that 
these things are possible. I grew up in 
a time where I didn't even know it was 
possible. I didn't even know how to 
apply to go to a college outside of the 
city I was in.

The same goes for starting a compa-
ny, or having the aspirations that we 
do now. I didn't think that was pos-
sible. What happened, over time, is 
that I've continued to change my peer 
group. I think it’s true that you are the 
average of the five people around 
you. My peer group now is people 
who have brought companies public. 
That's normal to me, so that's now just 
in my thinking to say, "Oh, we can do 
that too."

That's one aspect. The other aspect 
is that I've never been part of a com-
pany that's had as much momentum 
at such a right time in the market for 
what we're doing. That inspires me.

What do you most emphasize in Drift's 
company culture? 

I think the one thing that we most em-
phasize is progression.

One of our values is that we should 
all become learning machines. We 
should all have our own personal pro-
gression that we want to achieve.

I think if we can have a culture of peo-
ple that have this internal pull to pro-
gress, even outside of Drift—especial-
ly outside of Drift—they will pull Drift 
forward. We want those people who 
are intrinsically motivated, who have 
their own why, their own reason for 
progression.

With some people, you have to help 
them discover that, because they 
might not know what it is. Some peo-
ple know it, and they have the next 
10 years of progression mapped out. 
Everyone is different. We have to 
meet them where they are.

That's probably the most important 
thing from a culture standpoint and it 
comes from one of my virtual mentors, 
Charlie Munger, the business partner 
of Warren Buffett.

He has this idea that I love. At 
90-something years old, he's seen 
people achieve great things through-
out his life, who weren't necessarily 
the smartest or the hardest working, 
but they went to bed every night a lit-
tle bit smarter than when they woke 
up. Over the long haul, that made all 
the difference. 

That is the inspiration that I take, and I 
try to look for in everyone that comes 
here. 

Moving into the nitty gritty of startups 
for a minute, what key performance 
indicators should SaaS startups abso-
lutely focus on?

In the early days, the thing that mat-
ters the most, really, is do people care? 
Or rather, are they indifferent? Is what 
you're building, proposing, or selling, 
actually resonating with someone? A 
lot of people skip over this, but it’s 
the most important factor. There are 
usually two things that happen when 
you're early out, and you are pitching 
someone. They tell you that they love 
it, and they like the idea, and they 
keep having meetings or discussions 
with you. Or they don't get back to 
you, and they're kind of indifferent 
about what you're proposing to them.

The curse for all startups, in that early 
stage, is indifference. It's better that 
someone either says, "I freaking love 
this thing, I'm going to buy it right 
now, please take my money," or that 
they say, "I hate this thing, and this is 
the dumbest thing I've ever heard of" 
because it means that you're having 
an emotional connection with them. 
There's something that's resonating, 
even if it's negative.

I've found, over the years, that it's eas-
ier to take someone from that nega-
tive feeling to become a fan, than it 
is to take someone who is indifferent 
and turn them into a fan.

That's the very, very early stage. Once 
you're getting to a point that you can 
get some customers, I would ask: 
"What's the conversion rate from in-
terest to giving me a dollar?"
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The mistake that I see a lot of found-
ers make here is that they spend too 
much time overthinking, optimizing, 
modeling, whatever, from a pricing 
and packaging standpoint. The test, 
at this stage, is whether the customer 
will give you anything. Will they give 
me $1? Will they give me $5? Will they 
give me $20? It doesn't matter. If the 
market is big enough, it does not mat-
ter what they give you.

You're trying to measure the conver-
sion rate of interest to actually parting 
with the dollar. This is the true test. 
This is the first real test. What you want 
to measure is how good you can get 
that conversion rate. Once you get a 
good number of people with a strong 
conversion rate, now it's time to opti-
mize your go-to-market and your pric-
ing. Then you can have some normal 
sales metrics. Eventually, you get into 
usage and churn, and all these other 
metrics, but that stuff is easy to track. 
When you're in that mode, those are 
luxury problems. The real problem, for 
most of the people that are in that ear-
ly stage, is getting people to care, and 
getting them to show how much they 
care, in terms of dollars.

I can't say I was expecting the most 
important KPI to be an intuitive, emo-
tional response. 

As people, we get fooled by wanting 
to chase these meaningless KPIs, that 
have no emotion, that have no cus-
tomers attached to them, no safety 
attached to them.

Of course, we all want to chase those, 
because those things can't tell us that 
we're wrong. We've chosen the KPI 
by definition, so we probably weeded 
out the possibility of us being wrong. 
Those distract us from focusing on the 
real problem. This is why I'm obsessed 
with this idea of centering the entire 
company around getting real-time 
feedback from that customer, and in-
corporating it.

Sometimes you can do that in KPIs, 
and you can find those KPIs that work 
well there, but a lot of times, it has to 
be what we call qualitative feedback.

Was there was a tipping point for 
Drift?

There were a couple I think. The first 
one that we noticed was that dollar 
test. We have a number of customers, 
still, who we only charge maybe $1 a 
month. We had a couple that got life-
time access to Drift for $20, because 
they were the first three, four or five 
people to commit.

That was when we first started to see 
some people give us money. Then we 
went to find their friends and saw the 
same thing. This was the first tipping 
point: strangers.

We were talking to strangers, and they 
were willing to show their commit-
ment by buying Drift, even before we 
had most of the things that they need-
ed—so we knew we were onto solving 
a real problem. You don't need your 
product to be beautifully designed 
and have all the features. That's all a 
misconception.

If you solve a really big pain point, 
people are willing to put up with a lit-
tle bit of ugly. 

The second tipping point came after 
we installed a built-in viral mechanism 
into our product, because every time 
the product was on someone's web-
site, it says Drift on it. Imagine you go 
to a website, and every page you're 
looking at, there's a little thing in the 
bottom right that says Drift.

We started to see strangers coming 
in, saying, “Drift is everywhere, I need 
to buy Drift.” Obviously we knew Drift 
was not everywhere, but Drift might 
be on two or three websites that they 
visit every day, so that has an impact. 
We saw that go viral, and we measure 
it internally. We saw a large percent-
age of our signups happening be-
cause of that viral mechanism.
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Is there one mistake that most busi-
nesses make when converting a lead?

The most common thing—and realiz-
ing this is where I ended up with a cus-
tomer-driven approach—is that their 
pride is getting in the way. They're 
not actually looking to the market, to 
the customers, to the world. They're 
just obsessed with their idea, and are 
consequently hitting a brick wall, be-
cause they don't know why anyone 
doesn't like their idea. That one's 
pretty simple. 

Did you at any point have any serious 
doubts, or feel like you wanted to 
give up?

No. That's never happened to me. 
That is a good and a bad thing. It's 
a good thing, in this context of being 
an entrepreneur.  That's an asset.

In the rest of my life, it's not always an 
asset, because I have a 100% obses-
sive personality. Whatever I'm in, I'm 
in 100%. I can't be in 50%. It's impos-
sible for me.

If you talk to my wife, she would tell 
you all the ways that this is not good. 
Nor can I talk to people who I'm not 
interested in talking to, not even a lit-
tle bit. It's not the best thing in the 
rest of life, but it is good in this one 
little niche.

Thomas Smale is the Editor in Chief 
at SaaS Mag.

"You don't need your
product to be 
beautifully designed
and have all the 
features [at first]. 
That's all a 
misconception.

If you solve a really big
pain point, people are
willing to put up with
a little bit of ugly."
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THE FUTURE IS 
STATISTICAL

In my time at Google, I only once spoke to Eric Schmidt. But that one conversation changed my life. Talking 
about the future of mathematics, Schmidt told me,

“The world will be inherited by statisticians”

As a math geek, I was fortified, but his statement was already being proved all around me. Everything in 
tech is based in math—we are all part of a data machine. Statistics allows us to draw insight from the wealth 
of data this field is generating.

Stats has been applied to medicine, politics, and finance. Now it's tech's turn. Statistics is becoming more 
and more integral to the companies we run and the products we make. The technologies of the future that 
are starting to come online now—artificial intelligence, cryptocurrencies, predictive analytics—are all, deep 
down, based on statistics. They are at their core the regressions, probabilities, and p-values that you learned 
about in high school.

This is why we are writing this guide. To help SaaS executives get a better understanding of statistics so that 
they can a) understand their business now, and b) prepare their business for the future. In this first chapter 
of the complete guide to statistics for the SaaS executive, we want to show you exactly how the world will 
be inherited by statisticians. 

Artificial intelligence: how recommenders use math to know your mind

Amazon and Netflix seem to have windows to your soul, picking out just the right movie for a rainy day or a 
book about business you haven't yet heard of. 

They can do this because they do have a window into your soul—your actions. Every action you take on 
Google, Facebook, YouTube, Amazon, etc. is fed into their artificial intelligence algorithms to learn more 
about you and offer more of what (they think) you want.

AI isn't only the basis of recommender systems. The natural language processing of Siri or Alexa, the 
self-driving cars of Google or Tesla, even game-winning abilities of IBM's DeepBlue or DeepMind's Alpha-
Go—AI is now embedded in a massive range of technologies we already take for granted.

This is the first chapter in ProfitWell's new eBook, "The Complete Guide to Statistics for the 
SaaS Executive" and has been printed in its original form with permission from the owner, 
Patrick Campbell.  
 
The eBook can be read at www.profitwell.com/blog/statistics-are-the-future-of-saas.

by ProfitWell
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At the heart of this artificial intelligence is machine learning—the ability of programs to learn from previous 
data to predict future events. And machine learning, when you break it down, is just very fast, very advanced 
statistical modeling.

Support vector machines, linear regression, k-means, naive Bayes—all these are statistical techniques that 
you would learn in a college math class. Even the much-vaunted neural networks effectively work on proba-
bility. Amazon's machine-learning recommender is built on a similar statistical concepts, albeit with multiple 
equations and far more variables. In particular it is built on one of the simplest—regression analysis.

In statistics, regression analysis determines the relationships between points in a data set. The relationship is 
described by an equation which can be used to predict future outcomes. The equation is graphed to display 
a curve emerging from a smattering of data. A basic example is the linear correlation between height and 
weight.  
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Regression can be used for one independent variable and one or more dependent variables, growing more 
and more complex as more variables are added. In the height and weight example, weight (y) is dependent 
on height (x). 

Here's an image from the patent for how Amazon's recommendation technology works:

The vital component here is the “recommendation process.” This takes the inputs—user profiles, purchase 
histories, cart contents—and performs a regression analysis. As more and more variables are added, Ama-
zon can draw patterns from the data and predict what items you might like from the trend curves.

In statistics, there's always a margin for error, and machine learning is all about reducing that margin. So if 
statistics is the way Amazon knows your purchase of a camping stove indicates you're likely to buy organic 
toothpaste, machine learning is the way those predictions get more accurate over time.

Cryptocurrencies: bit-heads or bit-tails?

Cryptocurrencies and the underlying technology of the blockchain have the potential to upend the way 
sensitive information is stored and transmitted. While blockchain as a system is new, it's built on the backs 
of preexisting concepts in mathematics:

Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) is the main component of the blockchain. This allows 
people to sign their transactions and allows other people to verify those transactions. It is a complicated 
concept, but at the fundamental level is related to algebra and geometry.

Hash functions are functions that take a variable length input and allow you to output something of 
fixed length. They can be designed to be one-way, meaning they are incredibly difficult to reverse. The 
RIPEMD-160 cryptographic hash function is used in Bitcoin.

Both of these relate to an even more fundamental component of statistics that is crucial to the success of 
any cryptocurrency: probability. Perhaps you've already invested in a fluctuating cryptocurrency or two, ex-
perimenting in this brave new world. Without the BoA controlling your money and The Fed backing them 
up, how do you know your money is safe? Because of statistics.

If you've ever bet on the likelihood of Bitcoin's success, then you've used statistical probability. What you 
probably didn't realize is that Bitcoin's existence hinges on probabilities (as well as improbabilities), too.
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Probability is easy to grasp, and factors into business all the time, from sales forecasts to risk events. You're 
subconsciously using probability all the time, whenever you say “the odds are...” 

Probability is the likelihood that a future event will occur. All probabilities are between 0 and 1 and can be 
expressed as fractions, decimals, and percentages. 

The equation for determining the probability of an event A is:

P (A) = possible ways A can occur / total number of outcomes

The simplest example is flipping a *physical* coin. If A is landing on “heads,” then P (A) = 1/2 or 50%.

Probability in Bitcoin is not much more complicated than flipping a coin or rolling dice, though the numbers 
are much larger. Bitcoin wallets contain private keys which are only visible to the owner and are applied to 
every transaction the owner makes from that wallet. Each transaction also generates a public key, which is 
visible to bitcoin miners who record and publish transactions. Private keys must be unique. Otherwise, two 
owners with the same key would withdraw from the same pool of funds.

For every grain of sand on Earth, create a new Earth. There are 26 billion unique Bitcoin address for each 
grain of sand on each of those Earths

The way bitcoin creators designed it, there are approximately 2^160 private keys possible, making a col-
lision statistically improbable, though not impossible. The odds are, even in a scenario with 1 billion users 
with 10 wallets each, less than 0.000000000000000000000000000000000000684%.

What if someone wanted to steal your key? Could they just guess it and take all your Bitcoin? Say they had 
this password cracking machine, capable of 350,000,000,000 guesses per second. It will crack your Windows 
password in six hours. How long for your Bitcoin private key?

1.32x10^29 years. Considering the life expectancy of the earth is 7.8x10^9 years you can probably say your 
Bitcoin keys statistically safe.

Probability also determines the verification of transactions through the order by which they are recorded.

Confirmation is the process by which blocks containing records of transactions are added to the blockchain. 
Once a miner has solved a block, it must be confirmed by the network. Confirmation takes about 10 min-
utes. This ten-minute figure is based on a probability calculation that a block that has been mined will be 
found and added. About 2/3 of transactions are confirmed within that 10-minute timeframe, and about 95% 
are confirmed within 30 minutes.
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Bitcoin's security is perhaps too reliant on these improbabilities. On the one hand, credit card numbers are a 
lot easier to guess, making fraud a lot easier with traditional transactions. On the other hand, because banks 
are centralized, reliable verification of payments is transparent and direct in comparison to Bitcoin's system.

Bitcoin's future remains unclear, but it has uncovered a wealth (maybe) of opportunities to look at current 
transactional systems and apply our latest knowledge of data to come up with innovative solutions.

Predictive analytics: data-driven everything

Companies' access to deep troves of data has never been greater. Personal data is used by Starbucks to 
offer a deal on a customer's preferred espresso drink and by fine-dining restaurants to engage customers in 
discussing sports. In B2B SaaS, sophisticated analytics platforms inform employees about customer attrib-
utes and behaviors, sales performance and growth, and countless other metrics.

Here we can use an example that is closer to home than Amazon's AI or Bitcoin's crypto. MadKudu, a B2B 
SaaS company specializes in predictive lead scoring. They use the signals coming in from your visitors and 
correlate that with your most successful customers. They use both behavioral data—the visitor downloaded 
an ebook or signed up for the freemium product—and demographic data—the visitor is a CMO or comes 
from a company with 100+ employees.

Using tracking and data enrichment services such as Clearbit this lead scoring can be completely frictionless 
to an incoming visitor. If they score highly (i.e., their behavioral and demographic traits correlate with suc-
cess as a customer), then a member of the sales team will be notified and the little Drift box in the corner of 
the screen will magic into life. If they don't score high, then the sales process becomes no-touch. In this way, 
MadKudu helps companies minimize their CAC and improve their unit economics. All through statistics - in 
this case, correlation and data mining.

According to data mining pioneer Alex Zekulin, data mining is “the process of extracting previously un-
known, valid, and actionable information from large databases and using it to make crucial business deci-
sions.”
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In statistics, predictive analysis uses existing models to interpret limited amounts of data to predict future 
outcomes. For instance, a regression model can be used to predict the probability of a sale or churn. The 
analysis of several groupings of data can come together to form a larger picture of a day, a person, or a 
company, and accurately predict what might happen next.

Dressed up, but still statistics

While at a glance, machine learning, bitcoin, and data mining all seem futuristic and fantastically complex, 
these techniques are just iterations of basic statistics for business. Statisticians will inherit the earth because 
of their curiosity about data. You're probably already curious about your own company's data, your compet-
itor's data, and the greater trends in the marketplace.

With a grasp of the narratives our data is telling us, we can learn more about our customers, our perfor-
mance, and our future. We can also make the most of cutting-edge analysis and artificial intelligence. First, 
we have to look a bit closer at the math.

In statistics, conclusions are drawn using predeter-
mined models. In data mining, algorithms search for 
patterns in large, complex databases to form its mod-
els. The two very similar practices are often used in 
tandem. Data mining is most powerful when multiple 
databases are combined. SaaS companies are par-
ticularly well-positioned to band together for superior 
data analysis.

MadKudu and Clearbit helped Geckoboard automate 
its inefficient lead scoring system into an entirely au-
tomated and highly accurate prediction machine.  
When Geckoboard first employed Madkudu's algo-
rithm, they were able to identify leads, but not the 
most valuable ones. Geckoboard's marketing lead 
instructed MadKudu’s algorithm to analyze leads by 
LTV and so the score model adjusted for that, provid-
ing them with access to the specific customers they 
wanted to target. 

Clearbit gave the sales team information on the cus-
tomers so they could segment the customers by de-
mographics, industry, and job titles. By the end of 
their tinkerings, Geckoboard could predict 80% of 
their conversions from just 12% of their signups au-
tomatically.
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BEST TOOLS FOR 
SAAS BUSINESSES

GoSquared is an intelligent 
software tool designed to 

convert leads and close 
customers. LiveChat, CRM 

and analytics functions 
allow businesses to 

effectively manage and 
scale the sales process from 

beginning to end. 

RightMessage is a website 
personalization software 

that integrates with 
businesses' sales and 

marketing platforms to 
curate content, calls-

to-action, testimonials 
and more based on 

clients' behavior and the 
existing business-client 

relationship. 

YouCanBookMe is a 
seamless scheduling 

tool that makes booking 
meetings with your team 

and customers simple.  
Personalized booking 
pages and third party 

integrations eliminate the 
back and forth of getting 

work done.

GrooveJar provides a 
suite of apps that use the 

psychological principle 
of urgency to drive email 

signups and convert leads. 
With 8 custom popups and 

conversion tools to use, 
customers have increased 

email capture rates to 20%. 
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How to value a SaaS business is perhaps one of the hottest and most ambiguous debates among small business entrepre-
neurs, investors and advisors at the moment. The debate ultimately distills down to whether a multiple of revenue or earnings 
should be applied to the business and, correspondingly, what that multiple should actually be.

Stories of wildly high revenue multiples for unicorn SaaS businesses can seem at odds with the more modest earnings mul-
tiples for smaller SaaS businesses, which serves to confuse the information in the marketplace. So which one is right? The 
answer is both, but they are entirely different investment propositions.

The difference between the two situations comes down to the size and growth of the businesses in question, as we will ex-
plore in-depth. 

VALUATION METHODOLOGIES

SDE vs. EBITDA vs. Revenue

Most small businesses valued at under $5,000,000 are valued using a multiple of seller discretionary earnings (SDE or some-
times also called seller discretionary cash flow).

SDE is the profit left to the business owner once all costs of goods sold and critical (i.e. non-discretionary) operating expenses 
have been deducted from the gross income. Crucially, any owner salary can be added back to the profit number, too.

More easily it is described as:

 

By Ismael Wrixen

SDE is used for small business valuation to demonstrate the true underlying earnings power of the business. Most small 
businesses are owner-operated and somewhat owner-reliant and therefore have an associated owner salary and expenses. 
The owner is likely to pay themselves a salary for the work and pay a number of personal items through the business for tax 
efficiency. These are acceptable addbacks to reflect the true earnings power of the business.

The situation changes though as businesses grow larger. In bigger companies, there are more employees and more man-
agement personnel. Similarly, the ownership structure tends to fragment with several shareholders who typically play a less 
active role in the business, often hiring a general manager to oversee operations. In this situation, any owner compensation 
or discretionary expenses should be reflected back into the business to show its true earnings power. A new benchmark of 
earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) is employed. In acquisitions with companies with over 
$5,000,000 in value, EBITDA multiples are almost exclusively used throughout the industry. 

For most businesses, the valuation benchmark debate stops there. Either SDE or EBITDA is considered the best proxy for the 
business’ future cash flows, and is therefore the basis of its valuation. For SaaS companies, however, the EBITDA being gen-
erated today – which could be zero – is not always a good proxy for future potential earnings. This is because growing SaaS 
businesses make significant up-front (and sunk) investments in growth, which are all expensed in current EBITDA. Owing to 
their recurring revenue model and assuming customers stay with the business, the profit in the future will expand significantly 
as the business matures and spends less on these items. 

SDE =
Revenue - Cost of Goods Sold

-
Operating Expenses + Owner Compensation

 
HOW TO VALUE 
A SAAS BUSINESS
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Measuring revenue makes sense for a growing SaaS busi-
ness valuation, but it is very important to note that this val-
uation philosophy is entirely based on growth. If the SaaS 
business does not grow then the revenue is not there to 
support the forecast profit in the future, which is what the 
valuation is actually based on.

So, what does this all mean for your SaaS business?  
 
The test for SDE vs EBITDA vs Revenue is therefore:

• Is the business reliant upon me?

• Are revenues growing less than 50%+ YoY?

• Does the business generate <$2,000,000 revenue per 
year?

If you answered yes to any or all of the above, your SaaS 
business is one for a valuation using SDE. Investors will likely 

appraise your business based on this benchmark alone and 
apply a multiple to arrive at the final business valuation. If 
you answer no, EBITDA or revenue might be more appro-
priate.

This leads to the next question, how to decide the multiple?

Finding the Multiple

The multiple is one of the most important pieces of the 
equation and is affected by dozens of factors related to the 
business. Those factors span a wide variety of financial, traf-
fic and operational aspects, but ultimately it boils down to 
the sustainability, scalability and transferability of the busi-
ness. Any operational or market factor that directly or indi-
rectly impacts these core drivers will influence the multiple.

At FE International, we use a proprietary internal valuation 
scorecard to derive the value of a SaaS business. Here is a 
sample of the types of questions to consider:

Financials

How old is the financial history of the business?
How have M/ARR and net income been trending for the 
last 1-3 years? The last few months?
Can a new owner replicate the cost structure? Can they 
make any savings? 
Are there any anomalies in the financial history of the 
business? If so, are they explained?
Can all of the revenue streams be transferred to a new 
owner? 
How stable are the earnings? 
Is the owner an influence on the earnings power (e.g., 
owner-specific earning relationships)?

•

•
•

•
•
•
• •

Operations

How much of the owner’s time is required to run the 
business? 
What are the owner’s responsibilities? Are there high 
technical requirements? 
What technical knowledge is required to run or manage 
the business? 
Are there employees/contractors in the business? How 
are they managed?

•

•
•

•

Customer Acquisition

What percentage of traffic comes from search? (e.g., 
what percentage is potentially at risk from search 
engine algorithm changes)? 
How secure are the search rankings? What is the mix of 
short and long tail keywords? 
How has traffic been trending over the last year? The 
last few months? 
Has the site been affected by any Google algorithm 
changes or manual penalties? 
What are the industry trends (see Google Trends)? 
Where does the referral traffic come from? Is it sustain-
able?

•

•
•
•
•

Customer Base

Where does the business get customers from? 
How much do customers cost to acquire? 
What is the customer lifetime value and churn rate? 
What type of customers does the business service? 
Why are customers canceling?
What is the MRR vs. ARR?

•

•
••
•

Other

Are there physical assets or specific regional                              
responsibilities with the business? 
Are there any licensing requirements in order to run the 
business? 
Does it infringe on any trademarks? 
Does the business offer any unique advantages? 
Is the intellectual property protected?

•

•
•

•

Niche

How competitive is the niche? 
What are the barriers to entry? 
Is the niche growing? 
What are the recent trends and developments in the 
niche? 
How well funded are competitors?

•
•
•
•

This is a short summary of the questions and factors involved in a full SaaS business valuation. At FE International for example, 
we typically look at about 80-100 areas benchmarked against 40,000 - 50,000 company data points before arriving at a firm 
valuation.  We also look at DCF modeling, historic price and revenue regression analysis for completion.

•

•

•

HOW TO VALUE 
A SAAS BUSINESS
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So How Much is a SaaS 
Business Worth?

SaaS businesses typically fall within the 
3x – 4.5x annual profit (SDE) range.

This is quite a large range. If your busi-
ness is making $500,000 in profit per 
year, that’s a valuation difference of 
$1,250,000 vs. $2,250,000, which is no 
small sum of money. How do you know 
where your business is in that range?

The multiple can be determined by a 
large number of SaaS metrics. In the 
initial assessment it is useful to filter 
these variables into a few that have the 
most influence:

Age of the business: A SaaS busi-
ness with a longer track record demon-
strates that it has proven sustainability 
and is also easier to predict in terms 
of future profit. Businesses that are 2 
years old are the preferred entry point, 
and at 3+ years they start to receive 
more of a premium multiple. Younger 
businesses are still sellable, albeit to a 
slightly smaller investor audience that 
may have a higher risk tolerance.

Owner involvement: Part of the 
appeal of running a SaaS business is 
the potentially passive and predict-
able nature of the income it brings. 
Businesses that require relatively lit-
tle time and have a team in place are 
more attractive than those that require 

a lot of owner work. Outsourcing can 
help here (more on that later). The 
other dimension to this is the tech-
nical involvement of the owner. If an 
investor must replace an owner that 
is performing a highly skilled role, this 
will either increase the replacement 
cost or put off non-technical investors, 
which reduces overall demand for the 
business.

Trends: Few investors aspire to ac-
quire a SaaS business that is declining, 
and correspondingly few owners want 
to sell a SaaS business that is growing 
rapidly. The key is to sell a business 
that is trending consistently and, ide-
ally, modestly upward. Naturally, the 
faster the business is sustainably grow-
ing, the more the multiple will stretch 
toward the premium end.

Churn: It is well documented that 
customer metrics are of vital impor-
tance for SaaS business owners and 
consequently they are of great interest 
to invesors. Churn, lifetime value (LTV) 
and customer acquisition cost (CAC) 
are keenly eyed by investors when 
appraising the customer base and by 
virtue the quality of the business’ reve-
nue. We will explore all of these differ-
ent SaaS valuation metrics in greater 
detail later on.
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The diagram below should give you a good feel of where 
your business could be valued:

While the general valuation drivers above are a key consid-
eration, it’s important to note that every SaaS business is 
unique and each has its own priorities in terms of metrics.

As the valuation process goes deeper, more business mod-
el-specific factors come into play when determining the final 
multiple.

Which SaaS Metrics Matter Most?

Investors looking to buy a SaaS business are looking for 
points of strength and differentiation. To determine the 
points of strength and differentiation investors will often 
look at a few key metrics.  Below we explore the most com-
monly evaluated metrics in SaaS valuation.

Churn

Churn is a significant driver of valuation because it touches 
upon all the key factors that impact the perceived future 
cash flows of a SaaS business. The importance of this SaaS 
metric should not be underestimated when you consider the 
long-term impact on the business. Taking the below exam-
ple of two companies with 5% and 20% annual churn, the 
corresponding revenue after 10 years is markedly different.

Provided there is a consistent flow of new customers at an 
acceptable cost of acquisition rate, low churn will allow re-
curring revenues to grow, improving the growth rate and 
reducing the risk of value loss over the long term. A high 
churn rate has all the inverse effects and can also say to 
investors that the product does not adequately fit the cus-
tomer’s needs, sits in a market with limited demand or there 
are stronger competing products. This would imply that the 
product requires further development at their expense.

How Much Churn?

The importance of churn is widely accepted. However, it is 
less easy to find consensus on the acceptable rate of month-
ly revenue churn for SaaS businesses.

Here the line again blurs between smaller, SDE-valued SaaS 
business and the larger EBITDA revenue-valued VC-fund-
ed SaaS businesses. Bessemer Venture Partners, an investor 
in VC-funded SaaS businesses, says an acceptable churn 
rate for these is in the 5 – 7% range annually (0.42 – 0.58% 
monthly). This is also supported by Pacific Crest’s Private 
SaaS Company Survey that shows roughly 70% of surveyed 
large SaaS companies had annual churn in the <10% range, 
with 75% of those at 5% or under.

Contrast this with GrooveHQ’s SaaS Small Business Survey, 
which profiled 712 smaller SaaS businesses with an average 
MRR of $10,500 and found the average monthly churn rate 
was 3.2% (annualized that is a 32.2% churn rate). Similar-
ly, Open Startups sampled 12 companies with an average 
$18,900 MRR and found a median monthly customer churn 
rate of 5.4% (46% annually) and monthly revenue churn of 
11.2% (75% annually). 

So why the substantial difference? It comes down in large 
part to which customer segment the business is targeting.

To begin with, most SaaS businesses focus on servicing the 
needs of small to mid-sized businesses (SMB). Small busi-
nesses have lower demands and less sophisticated needs, 
so this is an easier point of entry than enterprise-grade 

Valuation Spectrum

AGE

>3 years

TIME TRENDS CHURN MULTIPLE

<10 hrs/week Growing Low

<2 years >20 hrs/week Flat Mid/High
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After 5 years, revenue 
is 40% greater and 
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By year 10, revenue 
is 80% greater and 
the growth rate is 
2.5 times faster
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software. The challenge though is that smaller customers tend to have higher churn 
rates. Generally speaking, SMB customers tend to alternate SaaS products more 
regularly because switching costs are low and are more likely to go out of business.

Tomasz Tunguz from VC firm Redpoint sums it up well:

“In practice, churn rates vary by customer segment. Startups serving SMBs tend to 
operate with higher monthly churn, somewhere between 2.5% and 5%+, because 
SMBs go out of business with greater frequency and tend to be acquired and man-
aged through less retentive channels, e.g. self-service. In the mid-market, which 
I’d define by average customer revenue of between $10,000 and $250,000 loosely 
speaking, the churn rates I’ve seen are between 1% and 2% per month. Enterprise 
companies, those with customers paying more than $250,000 per year are typically 
closer to 1%. As the spend per customer grows, startups can afford to invest signif-
icantly more in retaining the customer, hence the improving rates.”

This latter point is also vital to the difference in churn between cash-rich and cash-
poor SaaS businesses. The cash on hand that enterprise-level and VC-backed SaaS 
companies have to spend on sales and client retention personnel versus what is 
available to smaller, owner-operated SME-facing SaaS businesses is not compara-
ble at all.

So what is an acceptable churn rate for smaller SaaS businesses?

So where to end up? Higher churn is almost a fact of life for smaller SaaS businesses. The focus for investors should in part be 
on improving the churn rate where they can (more on that later) but more fully placed on customer acquisition to replace those 
churned customers.
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We took data from a sample of the 
last 25 SaaS business acquisitions 
at FE International ranging from 
$250,000 to $10,000,000 in value 
across a variety of niches in both B2B 
and B2C SaaS. We found a monthly 
customer churn range of 1.0% to 
11.0%, with an average of 4.7% (an-
nualized 44.1%). Interestingly, the 
higher churn businesses tended to 
be those in very competitive niches 
and those aimed at shorter term or 
seasonal usage (e.g. recruitment).

Our findings map similarly to Tun-
guz’s observations of customer 
churn, which he thinks to be 3-7% 
for SME-focused SaaS while low-
er for mid-market and enterprise 
grade:

Segment Monthly Customer 
Churn %

Annual Customer 
Churn %

SMB

Mid-Market

Enterprise

3-7% 31-58%

1-2% 11-22%

0.5-1% 6-10%
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Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC) and   Cus-
tomer Lifetime Value (CLTV)

The Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC) is the total marketing 
and sales cost to acquire one additional customer. Obvious-
ly, the lower this number is the better as that would mean 
you are spending less to acquire customers. However, there 
is no “golden” number when it comes to CAC because 
each SaaS business is going to be different. To make an ap-
ples-to-apples comparison you will need to incorporate an 
additional metric – Customer Lifetime Value (CLTV).

CLTV is the average amount of revenue that you earn from 
a customer throughout the time they are paying for your 
service. The higher your CLTV is the more valuable each 
new customer is to your business. Just like CAC, there is no 
standard CLTV number. Once again, the number will vary 
depending on your business model, market, competition 
and a multitude of other factors.

The CLTV/CAC Ratio

In order to truly get the most use out of these two metrics 
you will need to compare them to each other. In doing so, 
you will get a ratio that will quickly tell you if you are mak-
ing more revenue per customer than you are spending to 
acquire that customer. This allows you to measure the return 
on investment of your marketing efforts and determine if 
your growth strategy is working.

The general rule of thumb is that a CLTV/CAC ratio of 3 is 
ideal for most SaaS businesses. This will allow for enough 
cushion to account for a dip in the CLTV or an increase in the 
CAC and still be able to generate a healthy profit margin.

MRR vs ARR

In small, self-funded SaaS businesses, the temptation is to 
sell reduced annual plans to increase top-line revenue and 
improve cash flow to reinvest into growth. While in many sit-
uations this is necessary, from a valuation perspective it will 
hold the business back. The same goes for selling lifetime 
plans – these are a big no-no when it comes to increasing 
the value of a SaaS business.

SaaS metrics of revenue, in order of value to a buyer: 

This is often the opposite of what an owner of a SaaS busi-
ness will look to do, especially when looking for growth 
capital. Even if it slows growth, focusing on selling monthly 
plans is key to achieving higher valuations. Data from deals 
completed by FE indicate that MRR is valued around two 
times higher than equivalent revenue from lifetime plans, so 
this can often outweigh the benefits of the short-term cash 
flow boost.

The average SaaS business sold by FE over the past decade 
had a 5:1 ratio of MRR to ARR – this is an ideal mix to aim for 
to maximize valuation. Generally, these products will have 
annual plans priced 10-20% less than monthly plans and 
years of ARR churn data. SaaS products with a higher ratio 
of annual plans would see a lower valuation as the revenues 
are less predictable.

Monthly 
Recurring 

Annual 
Recurring 

Lifetime 
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Other Factors to Consider When Valuing a 
SaaS Business

Aside from the SaaS metrics just touched on, there are vari-
ous other important factors that need to be considered in the 
valuation process. We took data from the last 25 SaaS busi-
nesses sold at FE, ranging from $250,000 to $10,000,000, 
and pulled out some of the common threads of premium 
SaaS valuations.

Customer Acquisition Channels

Acknowledging the higher rate of churn that smaller 
SME-facing SaaS businesses experience, customer acquisi-
tion is understandably a focal point for evaluating the lon-
gevity of these businesses. If the business is losing 30-50% of 
its customers per year, the only option is to add a significant 
number of new customers each month to counteract the loss 
(at least in the short-to-medium term).

The customer acquisition channels of a SaaS business are 
thus of great importance to investors, who tend to evaluate 
these in terms of concentration, competition and conversion.

•  Concentration. In our experience, a premium SaaS 
business will acquire customers from a multitude of channels, 
be it organic search, affiliate, paid or otherwise. Having a di-
versity of channels not only reduces the dependency on one 
channel but also proves its monetization in multiple ways. 
SaaS businesses that have successful organic and paid chan-
nels benefit from this premium with investors.

Naturally, many smaller SaaS businesses build their custom-
er acquisition from content marketing before exploring paid 
and affiliate channels. It can be a worthwhile experiment to 
trial these 3-6 months ahead of an exit to see whether they 
yield positive ROI. Not only will this improve the value of the 
business’ earnings (and thus the SDE for valuation) but it will 
demonstrate to buyers that the business can be monetized in 
multiple channels.

•  Channel Competition. The defensiveness of each ac-
quisition channel is of interest to investors when evaluating 
their strength. If the business has a strong backlink profile 
and ranks well for a high number of relevant keywords this 
is considered a strong, defendable platform for organic cus-
tomer acquisition. 

Conversely, if the business is engaged in price-wars in paid 
search with competitors, this is understandably considered 
a weaker acquisition channel. Search “project manage-
ment software,” for example, to see ads for several different 
well-funded companies competing for the term. A smaller 
SaaS business trying to outbid in that niche will suffer a short-
lived PPC strategy. 

•  Conversion. The ultimate appraisal of customer ac-
quisition channels are the associated conversion and cost 
attached to each. Here the conversion-to-trial ratio and con-
version-to-paid ratio are carefully eyed by investors, as well 
as the associated CAC.

To summarize, a premium SaaS business is one that has mul-
tiple customer acquisition channels with high defensiveness 
and solid conversion metrics for each.

Product Lifecycle

Eventually all software needs development to keep up with 
customer requirements or to grow the business further. A 
product’s development roadmap can be dictated by a num-
ber of factors, including customers, competition or even the 
owner’s ambition.

While every SaaS business is unique in its development re-
quirements, when the business comes to market, it is gen-
erally best practice to have the product in a high point of 
its development life-cycle, or in other words, not requiring a 
major update any time soon. This gives the new owner some 
runway ahead of any major development and provides some 
comfort that the current management has not simply given 
up on the business and is passing over ownership at a time 
when the product needs care and attention. 
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In the diagram above, it is the equivalent of sell-
ing at point A, where the software is maturing, and 
point B where the software has aged too much 
and is in need of development to promote further 
sales.

Technical Knowledge

As mentioned briefly, the amount of owner in-
volvement in the business and particularly the na-
ture of the work can be a sensitive valuation factor 
for SaaS businesses. At first this might seem coun-
ter-intuitive to a SaaS entrepreneur. More technical 
input from the owner (i.e. development) suggests 
a sophisticated product, which implies unique IP 
and a high-quality product.

All of the above could be true, but a new owner 
still needs to either be able to do the same work 
themselves or pay for someone else (at a high 
cost). Factoring this into the SDE will ultimately 
lower the valuation.

One might be tempted to instead pursue investors 
that can readily resume the same responsibilities 
themselves (i.e. purely seasoned SaaS business 
owners) but this can reduce the pool of available 
investors significantly.

To put it into context, of the last 25 SaaS acquisi-
tions at FE International, 64% of them sold to inves-
tors that would describe themselves as non-tech-
nical. This is especially true as valuations surpass 
$1,000,000. SaaS businesses that therefore have 

the burden of development work on reliably out-
sourced contractors will benefit from a perceived 
easier transfer of ownership and a greater pool of 
buyers as a result.

“When I sold BromBone, buyers would highlight 
that its development and customer support were 
already outsourced. The only role they needed to 
replace was my marketing outreach, which meant 
it was an easier business to take on. Eventually we 
sold to a non-technical buyer for a great valua-
tion.” –  Chad DeShon, Founder of BromBone

Competition

Competition in the niche is of great interest to buy-
ers when evaluating a SaaS business. Clearly the 
level of competition is important to understand for 
any business acquisition, but this is especially true 
in the SaaS space.

In SaaS it becomes of acute interest because of 
the generally higher number of VC-funded players 
in the industry and the high development costs as-
sociated with the business model. A smaller SaaS 
business in a highly competitive niche will tend to 
find itself under-funded and unable to compete 
with the development efforts and features of bet-
ter-funded, VC-backed SaaS companies. A good 
example of this is 5pm, a small SaaS operating 
competing against huge players like Basecamp 
and Asana.
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What Can You Do to Increase 
the Value of Your SaaS Business 
Before a Sale?
An exit strategy for any business is crucial before a sale.

You can add hundreds of thousands of dollars of value to a 
business by taking the right steps in exit planning.

Naturally, not all the valuation factors are addressable (e.g. 
competition in the niche) but there are a number of strate-
gic moves you can make to increase the value of your SaaS 
business before a sale.

Below we discuss six key topics to think about in the run up 
to the sale.

Reduce Churn

With churn such an important aspect of SaaS valuation, it’s 
a key element to try to reduce ahead of coming to market. 
There are many ways to reduce churn and a full exploration 
of these is well beyond the scope of this article, but below 
we have highlighted some of the best writing on the topic:

• 3 Things We Did to Reduce Churn By 68%, by Josh 
Pigford at Baremetrics. Pigford discusses a suite of tac-
tics that helped reduce churn at Baremetrics, including, 
controversially, blocking the ability for users to self-can-
cel. A highly interesting read.

• How One SaaS Startup Reduced Churn 71% Using 
“Red Flag” Metrics by Alex Turnbull of Groove. Turn-
bull discusses an interesting, analytics-based approach 
to reducing churn by analytically detecting when a cus-
tomer is about to cancel their account and pro-actively 
step in and try to prevent it.

• Customer Onboarding: Your Secret Sauce to Reduc-
ing SaaS Churn, by Shayla Price of KISSMetrics. A num-
ber of larger SaaS companies talk about the importance 
of onboarding, and Price’s authoritative post discussed 
in detail the refinements that SaaS owners can make to 
customer onboarding, including feature education and 
upselling.

Outsource Development and Support

As touched upon in the valuation drivers mentioned, there 
is both a 'passivity' premium and a non-technical premium 
that can be attached to SaaS businesses that have effec-
tively and reliably outsourced development and customer 
support.

Based on FE’s acquisition advisory experience, outsourcing 
these two components can lead to a multiple premium of 
anywhere between 0.50x – 0.75x. It can also reduce the buy-
er’s assumed owner replacement cost which lifts the busi-
ness’ earnings for multiplication and thus the valuation even 
higher. This double-win means that effective outsourcing is 
one of the greatest levers of exit value for SaaS business 
owners.

The focus here should be on effective and proven outsourc-
ing. A haphazard attempt to move customer support to an 
unproven call center will not be regarded favorably.

Secure Intellectual Property (IP)

It might seem obvious, but a surprising number of SaaS 
business owners fail to properly secure their intellectual 
property ahead of a sale, which can have detrimental effects 
on an acquisition later on.

Securing IP is very important for SaaS businesses, particular-
ly for transactions of over $1,000,000 where the cash con-
sideration being written starts to become significant. Ideally 
this should have been pursued in the early stages of the 
business’ development but there is no harm in retroactive-
ly applying for a trademark ahead of an exit. You can do 
this through the United States Patent and Trademark Office. 
Trademarks tend to be easier, shorter and less expensive to 
apply for than patents.

Securing IP doesn’t just stop at trademark filing. Any indi-
vidual that was involved in writing code or developing the 
product should be asked to sign an IP assignment for their 
work. This is particularly relevant to contractors hired from 
freelancer marketplaces as well as any other third-party 
companies used. This is a standard due diligence request 
for larger ($1,000,000+) SaaS acquisitions, but is worth se-
curing rights from the outset on any sized business.
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Document the Source Code

A well-documented, annotated and tested source code is 
a distinguishing factor of premium-valued SaaS businesses. 
Particularly as deals get larger, well-documented code is al-
most a must-have for investors that are looking to scale the 
business 8-figures and beyond. It can be a deal-killing issue 
and is one that is readily avoidable through adequate prepa-
ration ahead of coming to market.

Position the Product

As we discussed in the product lifecycle analysis, where the 
product is in its development cycle at the time of exit is im-
portant to investors and extremely influential in determining 
the exit multiple. Business owners planning an exit should 
think about planning the next major update 3-6 months 
ahead of going to market.

This has a number of short and medium-term benefits. First, 
it brings some immediate additional earnings to the current 
owner, assuming a positive uptake and increase in trials for 
new customers. Second, it lifts the earnings figure which 
forms the basis of the sale valuation. Third, assuming a pos-
itive take up, it will create positive customer feedback and 
potentially PR as well. Lastly, it means the new owner doesn’t 
immediately have to rush to commit capital into the next 
round of development, which means they will pay a greater 
sum upfront upon closing.

Avoid Discounting

Tempting as it can be for business owners, launching an un-
precedented sale of annual plans to book a large amount of 
revenue ahead of a sale is not a wise strategy. Sellers have 
been known to do this to inflate the valuation ahead of a 
sale and to generate additional cash flows. Unfortunately, all 
investors see through this strategy and either discount the 
relevant months or steer clear of the acquisition entirely. Un-
served portions of packages sold on annual plans are often 
rebated to a new owner, so this is a pointless exercise.

The key to a successful exit is to continue to run the business 
in a similar fashion in the months before and during the sale. 
If a sale is seasonal (e.g. Black Friday), that is an acceptable 
event to run a discount. If it’s outside of normal proceedings, 
its best to avoid discounting altogether.

 

FINAL THOUGHTS
Hopefully you have learned the most important aspects 
about SaaS business valuations and picked up some useful 
metrics to benchmark in the future.  
 
A final takeaway should be the importance of the bigger 
picture when considering the exit of a SaaS business.  
 
Without a doubt, some of the most successful sellers that 
FE worked with over the past decade are the ones that 
understand the needs of the investor. Business owners who 
invest the time in a solid  growth  strategy  and  not  only 
have the numbers ready  for analysis,  but  compelling  
reasons for investors to  look beyond the numbers to  see 
the value beyond the dollar, almost always end up better 
off at exit. 
 
The SaaS businesses that achieve a premium are almost 
always products that are prepared for growth at scale.

Ismael Wrixen is an Editor at SaaS Mag and   
CEO of  FE International. 
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What would you do with the 
largest database of SaaS user 
data at your fingertips? Patrick 
Campbell, SaaS founder and 
strategic-value connoisseur, 
spotted an issue with the way 
SaaS businesses were pricing 
their product: they were guess-
ing. 

Campbell founded ProfitWell, a 
subscription and financial met-
rics management company, to 
help SaaS businesses retain vis-
ibility into the data relevant to 
their own growth. The insights 
provided by ProfitWell's data-
base led to the creation of Price 
Intelligently, a pricing audit and 
consulting platform to help 
SaaS businesses improve their 
pricing structure. 

ProfitWell came from Camp-
bell’s own desire to find and 
leverage opportunities for  
increased growth and the 
search for an alternative to 
using brute force to scale a 
SaaS business—which he says 
there is currently too much of.  

Campbell is on a mission to 
find a unified formula for SaaS 
growth. But for someone whose 
business is centered around 
building the largest database of 
SaaS metrics, his answer to key 
KPIs is rather surprising. When I 
asked him what KPIs SaaS start-
ups should absolutely focus on 
in those early days, his answer 
was not numbers at all. 

by Emily Chisholm

HOW TO PRICE 
INTELLIGENTLY
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"There are real numbers, don't get me wrong, 
but I think that the biggest thing is focusing on 
the quickest path to learning. I think what ends 
up happening with a lot of founders is that we 
get fascinated by the creation of things because 
we have the ability to work hard and put to-
gether a landing page or build a feature, or put 
together a campaign—when in reality what's 
going to allow you to build those things in the 
right, quicker manner is going to come from 
learning. So I think one thing that I struggled 
with, because I was also infatuated with that 
creation, was making sure that I was learning as 
quickly as possible about my customer. I don't 
know how you quantify that. Maybe it's number 
of customer development calls you're doing or 
something of the like, but I think at all stages, 
that's the number one "KPI" (if you will) to focus 
on. 

To give you some real numbers, I think that in 
the early days, it is all about retention-based 

growth—the week-over-week or the month-
over-month.

That means growing your business from a new 
perspective but making sure your retention is in 
order. If your retention is bad, you don't focus 
on acquisition until your retention is fixed. 

It's a little bit of the chicken or the egg problem 
because you need new customers to know if 
your retention works, but I think there are a lot 
of companies that end up focusing just on ac-
quisition in the early days, and they move the 
product and they get their hundred custom-
ers and they're excited, but all of their hundred 
customers are unhappy. And as you continue 
to mature, I think then it becomes about just 
hard-core month-over-month, week-over-week 
or quarter-over-quarter growth. That's what I 
would focus on—and that comes from obvious-
ly acquisition but also your monetization and 
your retention."
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Given his insight into such comprehensive quantities of SaaS 
data, I asked Campbell to share whether there was a num-
ber one pricing mistake B2B SaaS companies make that he’s 
observed, either in working with companies or tracking it. 

"What’s cool is that we've collected so much data that we 
understand exactly the answer to your question. The num-
ber one thing is actually people just not spending time on 
it. I know that doesn’t feel profound, but most of the time, 
pricing isn't extremely complicated. It's not an insurmounta-
ble problem, but it does require time and having some sort 
of a framework and a process to approach that particular 
problem of pricing.

Normally when businesses just spend time on pricing to 
learn what's going on with their customers, and what their 
customers think about, that makes it infinitely easier to solve 
the problem. There are some tactical things that I can ad-
vise you do as well. For instance, a lot of people discount 
too heavily growth from both a retention perspective and 
also just a straight-up user growth perspective. People also 
aren't using their value metrics enough—this means making 
sure your product is priced based on users, priced based on 
a hundred visits, etc. Normally companies that are using val-
ue metrics are growing at some crazy percentage—double 
or so—faster than the companies that are not using value 
metrics."

That of course makes sense, so I had to ask him how SaaS 
companies know when it's time to adjust pricing rather than 
fix another issue or looking for the issue in another area?

"Because pricing is an ongoing process, there's always 
optimization to be had. But when you think about growth, 
you think about how a company makes and continues to 
make money, right? It's a function of the number of custom-
ers they acquire in the most recent given time period, the 
price those customers pay, and the time that those custom-
ers stick around—meaning the retention of those particular 
users.

And I think what happens is—and we have the data on 
this—the majority of time that a company will spend is on 
acquisition. They don't spend that much time on, pricing, 
retention, and the thing is that those are huge levers within 
growth. So it's not necessarily about when, it's about how 
much time should you be spending on this on an ongoing 
basis. And so in the early days, you might not spend that 
much time because you're just figuring out who that cus-
tomer even is. But as you get into the mid-to-late stage, 
that's when you should have at least 20% of one product 
manager or someone on your team dedicated to retention, 
researching pricing and issues around monetization."

"Companies that are 
using value metrics to 
set their pricing grow 
at some crazy percent-
age—double or so—
faster than the compa-
nies that are not using 
value metrics." 
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With all the talk about the importance 
of customer feedback Campbell has 
made sure that his customers have 
several ways of getting in touch with 
him. I was curious how ProfitWell's 
customer relations strategy came 
about and whether there was a philos-
ophy around it.

"Customer research sits in market-
ing and product. And then custom-
er-centricity is something that's more 
permeated throughout the company. 
It's at different levels, so in finance, 
it's harder to create a direct path to 
customer centricity. But I think it really 
comes down to the culture. And it re-
ally comes down to the philosophy of 
a company."

Given the amount of data ProfitWell 
has access to, I checked with Camp-
bell to see if he noticed any emerging 
trends in the way SaaS businesses are 
setting pricing. Turned out, there is. 

"Definitely. I think more and more 
companies are (thankfully) using val-
ue metrics like I mentioned before. 
There are more and more companies 

that are taking care of pricing, which is 
good. And dedicating some time to it. 

I think some other trends that are a lit-
tle bit more negative is that there are 
a lot of companies that are essentially 
heading into harder times. And it's just 
because there's a lot more competi-
tion. Competition has grown expo-
nentially in the past number of years. 
Customer acquisition cost is up pret-
ty substantially. And then willingness 
to pay for products is actually going 
down because most of us are running 
into situations where we're getting 
used to the magic of software. And 
because of that magic we're seeing 
people getting a little jaded around 
different products and things like that. 

Finally, I wanted to know the one step 
B2B SaaS companies could take this 
month to audit their pricing strategy.

"I think the one thing that I would do if 
I was just starting out and I hadn't done 
a lot of pricing is just do everything I 
could to quantify my buyer personas. 
This means basically answering the 
question, "Who are we selling to? 
Who is the person? What's the pro-
file of that particular type of user that 
we're going to sell our product to?" 
A lot of people build a cool product 
and they're trying to find that market, 
and the market is what is important to 
figure out first rather than second. 

Emily Chisholm is an Editor at SaaS Mag. 

FUN FACT ABOUT PATRICK

"I won a national championship in 
speech and debate when I was in 

college."

If you had to pick any other SaaS 
company to be founder or CEO of , 

which would you choose? 

"PluralSight."
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Brennan Dunn, a former marketing consultant and 
founder of RightMessage, wrote the book on per-
sonalization for online marketing. Back in 2008, 
when he was running a consulting firm in Virginia, 
he was "bitten by the SaaS bug” (as he says) from 
spending time with friends like Amy Hoy, founder of 
30x500 Academy.

Fast forward to 2011, and Dunn founded Planscope, 
a project management and reporting software for 
consultants that helps its customers close 2-3x more 
client projects. In founding Planscope, he realized 

that to gain customers he had to attract people to 
their site through marketing. Enter: content mar-
keting. Dunn began blogging about all things con-
sulting and this eventually grew into Double Your 
Freelancing, a community of more than 50,000 free-
lancers and agencies.

In 2015, Dunn successfully sold Planscope (editor’s 
note: FE International served as sole advisor on the 
deal) when the two businesses became too much 
to handle at once. Then, about a year and a half 
later, Dunn began thinking about building anoth-
er software company focused on personalization, 
which would allow him to utilize his experience in 
consulting and SaaS.  This is the platform which is 
today known as RightMessage, which helps online 
businesses personalize their marketing messaging 
via calls-to-action, testimonials and understanding 
who the page visitor is.

Dunn shares his insights on how online business-
es can specifically incorporate personalization into 
their marketing strategy to increase conversion and 
customer lifetime value. With a wealth of experience 
to draw from, he breaks down segmentation, tar-
geting, communicating the right message to your 
customer and testing for the best results, all in the 
pursuit of an optimized sales and marketing funnel. 

HOW TO 
PERSONALIZE 
YOUR SAAS 
MARKETING 
STRATEGY by Emily Chisholm
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"Educate potential 
customers toward 
realizing that they have 
a problem that a, say, 
project management 
software—your project 
management software—
can help address."

On the basis of having worked with 50,000 freelancers, what 
do most people get wrong when it comes to marketing?

People aren’t proactive enough and do not do things that 
won’t scale upfront—direct sales, cold outreach, things like 
that. People just expect to put up a marketing site, maybe 
do a little light blogging and get results. When starting soft-
ware online, the best thing you can do is to have a lot of 
dialogues. Whereas the sales stage is a monologue, you will 
learn a lot more through dialogue than you will from mono-
logues. With anything I do now, before I have a webpage or 
site up, I have conversations again and again and again to 
find out the objections people have, where people are get-
ting hung up, confused, the language they use, and so on. 

Do you count the data more if they’re paying you or do you 
count free users the same? 

I’m not one for going to business pitch events because 
those are people who have no stake in what you’re building. 
I don’t give a lot of credence to feedback from people who 
aren’t actually customers. 

When I started validating, if you will, RightMessage, I did 
that by selling consulting engagements that would end up 
achieving the same thing that RightMessage now does. So 
I was selling the idea, but I was asking for a lot of mon-
ey to implement it on a one-off basis. I did that again and 
again before I decided to actually make this something big-
ger than just consulting. Whether you’re doing preorders or 
testing it through something easier like consulting, if some-
one isn’t committed to it financially, I don’t put much stock 
into what they’re saying.

Do you listen to a person who’s a potential perfect fit but not 
yet a paying customer? 

Advice from people who aren’t at least a demographic or 
market fit isn’t great. If it’s someone I’m trying to sell, even 
if I don’t have a product in their industry or the right market, 
their advice is valuable. 

If I think about people who didn’t accept my offer, and they 
were the right profile of our ideal customer, we can learn 
through that too. 

If it’s someone who has the pain points that I’m looking to 
fix, they’re the ones living and breathing the problem that 
I’m looking to solve, so I want to make sure there’s some sort 
of agreement about our hypothesis with what we think we’re 
solving and what they’re looking to have solved.  

How can SaaS marketers better improve and personalize 
their marketing?

If you’re selling software that helps with say, project man-
agement, I think the mistake that a lot of people make 
is they think it’s their job to help people just with project 
management (or invoicing, accounting, or whatever it may 
be). The more holistic approach is to ask who can benefit 
from this product—do they know they need better project 
management? Meet them where they are now and go and 
prepare them to be a customer. Ask, “Who is our profile 
customer?” “Where do they exist online and how can I 
reach them?” and don’t then go and try to sell them project 
management software; educate potential customers toward 
realizing that they have a problem that a, say, project man-
agement software—your project management software—
can help address. A lot of my consulting peers would wait 
until the customer thought they needed a new website or 
a new app, or something like that, but the ones that were 
doing well instead were the ones out there doing a business 
seminar teaching people how to grow their businesses. That 
would then establish the need for their consulting services. 
Meet people where they are now through educational con-
tent, give a lot away, and use this content to push some-
body down the conveyer belt towards being ready to be a 
customer of yours. If you’re only targeting people who know 
they need software like yours, you’re only reaching a very 
small part of the ocean of people who could likely benefit 
from what you have to offer but might not know that they 
need what you have to offer. 

At what stage do you start reaching out to the target market 
and personalizing that message, rather than make it gener-
ally applicable to their demographic? 

Regarding personalization specifically, the way to look at it is to 
take each person as an individual, just as you would do talking 
on the phone to them one-on-one. I don’t think it’s ever too early 
to think, “What can I learn about this person and how can I better 
present my message to appeal to them?” 
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Some businesses are naturally conducive to this, like a mar-
ketplace where you have two sides and each need to be 
spoken to differently. Or if you have different industries that 
needs software you produce, and one industry wants social 
proof from others like them and so on. 

Early on, you’re not going to know enough about all the 
different personas that could buy from you to know how to 
speak to them individually and that’s why if you start with 
things that don’t scale, namely offline conversations, you’ll 
find you pick up common themes from people in different 
industries. “This is the language they use, this is what they 
need, this is what they want,” and then you can compile this 
into something that can be used at scale with your market-
ing. 

So you’re effectively personalizing based on their interests 
rather than their personality and other traits?

The two dimensions are typically either “What do they 
need?”, and “Who are they?” Some combination of both 
is what we are always doing offline; any decent salesper-
son amends it based on who they’re speaking with. So on 
your website too, you need to be thinking about, who are 
the different types of people that I’ve already engaged with 
individually that might now be engaging with me on my 
website?

Are there any questions you found to be the most useful in 
product research of that kind? 

Let’s say you have a newsletter or email course as part of 
your marketing. A very simple question is “Who are you and 
what are you hoping to get out of reading the newsletter 
or joining this email course?” By having that be the post-

script of an email, you will get back a lot of raw data. Double 
Your Freelancing had 15,000 email replies to that question. 
Over time you start to see the different types of people that 
are coming through and then you can distill that down into 
something a little more structured. If they come through to 
you saying they want education, for instance, on best prac-
tices for using a CRM to manage their sales and market-
ing process—with a company like HubSpot, they go to the 
website, visit the resource library and subscribe to various 
guides, courses and tools. In the confirmation email it might 
say “Tell me a little bit about the company you're marketing 
and why you’re interested in hearing from us.” You might 
get a user who is new to marketing, or an entrepreneur look-
ing to optimize their sales funnel and doesn’t have any soft-
ware to help them do so—making them a potential client for 
HubSpot in a few months’ time. You develop different pro-
files over time. The idea is not to get people to reply with a 
few sentences; instead, you want to somehow automatically 
profile people. Maybe that’s through a survey or a link in an 
email where they can click to categorize themselves, and 
then the next time they engage with you—whether through 
email, automated emails or on your website—you can iden-
tify the space and the stage of the lifecycle they’re in, so you 
know how they’re engaging with you and therefore, how 
you can help them see that they’re in the right place where 
you can help them. Depending on the data you’re getting 
back, you can start to determine how to speak to people 
who categorize themselves as X, Y and Z. 

It sounds like a lot of the personalization you’re talking 
about is through automated, or drip, emails. Is there any 
situation where the data you collect means you will commu-
nicate with them in a different way? Do you make an effort 
to communicate with them on the medium that they pre-
fer? Whether that’s through FB message, phone, in person, 
email, etc. 

"You want to somehow automatically 
profile people; maybe that’s through a 
survey or a link in an email where they can 
click to categorize themselves, and then 
the next time they engage with you—
whether through email, automated emails or 
on your website—you can identify the space 
and the stage of the lifecycle they’re in."
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Yep that’s a great example. That’s more of a pref-
erences thing: would you prefer to hear from us in 
this way versus that way. I usually stick to the con-
tent of the message versus the medium through 
which it’s delivered. This ties into the need. If, to 
take the example of HubSpot, someone has a 
business they started a year ago and they need 
more sophisticated content management soft-
ware, they’re basically self-segmenting into the 
“communicate more with me, quickly” category. 
This is opposed to somebody who is early stage 
and perhaps hasn’t launched the business yet, 
but that could be a multi-year educational drip 
campaign. It reminds me of a consulting client 
who was a real estate agent who had us build a 
product that when he sold a house, it would auto-
matically follow up on a calendar entry to call the 
client in a few months, in a year to congratulate 
them on the anniversary, and he has us build this 
because he said that the average homeowner 
is going to sell that house in 5 years, so if you 
can keep that real estate agent top of mind, then 
when they go to sell in a few years, well, who are 
they going to use? So in the case of HubSpot, 
maybe they’re not yet ready for a CMS but you 
know that if they’re just starting a SaaS business 
right now they might be ready in 1-2 years, you 
can find less frequent but longer term messages 
for them. Conversely, your email marketing could 
be a little heavier for those people who are ready 
to sign up. 

How do you track the effectiveness of your mes-
saging? Do you iterate from there? Are you track-
ing a specific type of conversion or action? 

With software like RightMessage, we are A/B 
testing our personalization. We have the control 
and the experiment, so the easiest thing to do 
is send everyone the same message and reserve 
one subset for more specific, focused messages 
and see which one does better. When we do our 
personalization tests we’re looking for soft con-
versions like increasing engagement or getting 
more people to the pricing page, along with hard 
conversions like opt-ins, signups and purchases. 
I look for both, and obviously soft conversions 
have higher volume—since they’re pretty much 
the beginning of the funnel—but ultimately, un-
like with normal A/B testing, where you have a 
perfectly good headline that you want to test 

against another perfectly good headline that you 
think might be better and it takes a lot of data 
to see if that works, with personalization typi-
cally you have a headline that’s trying to speak 
to literally everyone and then you change it to 
a headline that’s focused on someone specific, 
and unless you’ve completely botched the copy, 
more often than not, people want more specif-
ic targeted messaging. Typically the results are 
pretty immediate, unlike with A/B testing where 
you’re asking if changing blue to red will make an 
impact. With personalization testing, you’re see-
ing if, “Hey SaaS business owner, are you looking 
for an easy-to-use CRM?” will that do better than 
“Try our CRM Software.”

Are there any specific numbers or metrics you 
aim for to know if something is successful? If you 
have a segment that you’ve personalized, what 
sort of CTR or conversion are you looking for?

Typically what we look for is the averages we’re 
seeing, which is anywhere from a 20-40% in-
crease on whatever KPI we care about. We’ve 
had everyone from single digits to, a case study 
where if Capterra sends them traffic, they change 
their headline to say how they’re the number one 
rated scheduling software by Capterra, that’s in-
creased their conversions 289%, and everything 
in between. We’ve had people who have halved 
their cost per lead by personalizing based on the 
ad that people click. 

In terms of averages, 20-40% is what we are pick-
ing up on our reporting engine.  In any case, it 
comes down to: do you understand the audience 
and do you understand writing good copy? If you 
can’t do either of those, personalizing isn’t going 
to help you much. Do you know how to speak to 
people differently who run project management 
software differently than people who run time 
tracking software? 

Some personalization strategies are life-cycle 
based. This means that anonymous sees one 
thing, subscribers see another thing, customers 
see yet another thing. Here, you’re not doing an 
A/B test, you’re saying if they’re already on your 
list then don’t ask them to opt-in, get them to do 
this instead. This is not as easily testable because 
you’re not doing a comparison in that sense. 
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For SaaS companies specifically, are there specific 
metrics or results that you think are important at each 
stage of the funnel? 

The big thing we’re seeing from SaaS companies is 
that a lot of them have the model with a blog that 
they update and they email it to their list. Baremet-
rics is a good example of this; every time they have 
a new article, they email it out to their list which is 
made up of subscribers, customers, etc. Subscribers 
are going to see that article and be incentivized to 
start a free trial. If they’re anonymous, get them to 
opt-in to something. Once they’re on your list, then 
you get them to start that free trial, but not before. 
Maybe give subscribers the option to pay annually, or 
upgrade to your next tier, etc. 

That’s more lifecycle-based, where you have stages 
of anonymous, subscriber, free trial, free user, paying 
user, annual user, etc. Depending on where they are in 
the funnel, incentivize them to do something relevant. 

So you can effectively use personalization to push 
them down the sales funnel?

Well you get a lot of SaaS blogs with competing calls 
to action. If they’re already on your list, why are you 
trying to get them on your list if they’re already there? 
If they’re already a customer, why are you trying to get 
them to sign up? 

This is what a lot of people are using personalization 
software to fix, because at some point it becomes a 
tech struggle. 

Once you have someone as a customer are you still 
using personalization to improve metrics like LTV and 
lower churn or does the journey end once you’ve con-
verted them? 

Once you’ve converted them, specifically for SaaS, all 
you can do is push them to upgrade or pay annually 
or something of the sort. What we have seen a lot of 
SaaS companies do is have people go back to their 
homepage, their marketing site, and then click login 

and log in that way, but when they’re going back to 
their marketing site, they’re being hit with a giant call 
to action to make an account—but they already have 
an account, so this isn’t sensible. What a lot of peo-
ple are doing instead is to redirect the user to go to 
the marketing site and then into the app. Change the 
home section on your page to be a link to, say your 
learning center for people who are already custom-
ers. That makes people more successful, which low-
ers churn, or if you want to incentivize them by saying 
“upgrade to an annual plan and save 30%” that’s an-
other option there too. You can change the marketing 
site to one tailored to clients. 

Have you found anything to work with people who are 
leaving your site? 

When they’re top of the funnel, not on your list and 
you know nothing about them, we encourage market-
ers to look at behavioral cues. You can tell a lot from 
the site that referred traffic to you. If Neil Patel sends 
you traffic, you can probably safely assume that that 
person is a marketer, so speak to them as a marketer. 
You can look at data like that and say, “Oh they’re 
coming from this and this site is generally read by XYZ 
person. HelpSpot is a great example of this, because 
they have a ton of landing pages based on which in-
dustry the referring site is in. So if someone organi-
cally lands on the HelpSpot software for transporta-
tion landing page, and then they leave that landing 
page and go over to the homepage or pricing page, 
you can continue the conversation assuming this is a 
transportation company. You can display pricing for 
transportation companies on the pricing page, or log-
os for transportation companies on the homepage, 
or testimonials from transportation companies on the 
signup page. Now you look like a niche website. It 
effectively helps you be niche on the fly. Marketers 
coming through to your site? Show social proof from 
other marketers signing up. Did they land on a spe-
cific page that might indicate which role they fit or 
which industry they’re in? Did they come from a cer-
tain domain? Did they click on an ad targeting people 
to a specific industry? Looking at these aspects and 
making holistic changes, not just on a single landing 
page, works really well. 
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What is the best way to track conversions?

If you’re doing it without a software like ours, I ad-
vise people to write a cookie that signifies what seg-
ment visitors are in and if and when they convert, track 
that conversion. What we do out of the box to make 
it easy is define segments like healthcare, finance or 
retail and define how people get into these segments, 
and then if they convert by opting into an email list or 
signing up for a free trial, remember what segments 
they belong to when they converted. This gives you 
two datapoints: which segments are converting really 
well—so if retail companies have a really high conver-
sion rate, those are the ones you’re going to go into 
and focus your marketing on. If you have certain seg-
ments where conversion is really low, figure out what 
disconnect is happening. Maybe they’re seeing social 
proof or language that doesn’t resonate, or makes 
them question if the product will help them. Go in and 
focus your personalization efforts so that when those 
people come back to the site in the future, they’re 
seeing a much more relevant, targeted experience. 
The data you get from segmented conversion tracking 
shows you who you get more of now and where you’re 
dropping the ball and how to fix the segments that 
aren’t performing well. 

Is there one struggle you see SaaS companies habitu-
ally endure?

“How do I get leads and customers” is a big ques-
tion. I think the disconnect is thinking that people are 
aware they have a problem, know this problem can 
be solved, and know it can be solved by software like 
yours. There are people who fit that profile but they’re 
few. Savvy SaaS companies like the HubSpots of the 
world cast a wide net, not to sell to a wide net, but 
to bring them into the fold and then over time, teach 
them how to become their ideal customer. Doing that 
well separates the scrappy SaaS company that’s always 
trying to figure out what to do to run ads to people 
who need their product, versus those with a much 
more comprehensive, long-term strategy for acquir-
ing customers. This isn’t just producing content for the 
sake of producing content. It means having specific 
funnels where the person entering the funnel probably 
believes XYZ and fits this profile, and we want them to 
get to this point so that they’re ready to buy from us, 
and looking for what you can do to get them to get 
to this point in an automated way so they are ready 
to buy from you. It’s having a concentrated focus on 
meeting people where they are now and leading them 
towards becoming your customer. 

"It comes down 
to: do you 

understand the 
audience, and 

do you 
understand 

writing good 
copy? If you 

can’t do either 
of those, 

personalizing 
isn’t going to 

help you much."
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SAAS TOP 1000

The SaaS 1000 is a list that highlights the top growing SaaS compa-
nies based on an algorithm that includes growth indicators, hiring 

trends and the total number of employees. 

The list includes both large and smaller SaaS startups. In order to be 
ranked, a company must have between 40 and 1000 employees. 

The list will be published in each volume of SaaS Mag. Printed here is the 
most updated rankings at time of production.  

Visit www.SaaS1000.com to export the top 1000 and subscribe to 
future updates. 

2018
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SAAS TOP 1000

The SaaS 1000 is made up of diverse companies in a rapidly growing business model. No two 
SaaS companies are built quite the same. To get a better understanding of the great SaaS 
companies in today's market, we spoke directly to five of the top SaaS 1000 companies to hear 
what each had to say about their company, its role in their sector and the benefits of the SaaS 
model in today's world. 

Hear from the top of the list

Memsource helps global companies translate 
more efficiently. The business supports 400+ 
languages, 50+ file types, and 25+ machine 
translation engines for users to translate within 
its platform. Memsource developed a unique 
approach to reducing translation costs by com-
bining traditional translation technology with 
patented, state-of-the-art AI: before a transla-
tion is assigned to a human translator, Mem-
source identifies content that can be translated 
automatically. The platform also offers end-to-
end translation automation via content pulls 
from third-party platforms such as Salesforce, 
Zendesk, Sitecore, and more, as well as the 
ability to build custom integrations via Mem-
source REST API. 

In the translation industry, we’ve experienced 
a massive wave of technology leading us clos-
er to globalization. Neural Machine Translation 
has been one of the most notable advances, by 
closing the gap between machine translation 
and human translation. However, we’re still fac-
ing the issue of measuring machine translation 
quality. Our enterprise and translation compa-
ny customers both care a lot about translation 
quality (you should too—have you ever read 
poorly translated text?), so this should be our 
next step as an industry. Operating as a SaaS 
company has allowed us to take that next step 
by developing patented technology capable of 
identifying high quality machine translation.

Founded in 2010 by David  Canek, Memsource 
has rapidly grown to 80 employees with offic-
es in Prague, Japan, and the United States. 
Memsource employees span 14 nationalities 
and speak a combined total of 25 languages. 
In 2017, the Memsource platform processed 
24 billion words—2 billion in October alone. 
In 2018, Memsource introduced its first feature 
powered by artificial intelligence, and the com-
pany plans to continue pushing the technolog-
ical boundaries of the translation industry with 
more AI plans on the horizon.

ActiveCampaign is a SaaS marketing and sales 
automation platform designed for SMBs. We help 
growing businesses connect with their customers 
by going beyond marketing automation to impact 
the entire customer lifecycle, with the right blend 
of automation and human touch. More than 50,000 
companies rely on ActiveCampaign to automate 
many behind-the-scenes processes and send per-
sonalized, intelligence-driven messages to their 
customers across channels.

Founded in 2003, ActiveCampaign began when a 
series of consulting projects required repeating the 
same tasks over and over. By creating a software 
package of those workflows and processes, small 
businesses could automate a lot of manual tasks 
and become more effective overall by finding the 
right balance of automations and humans to opti-
mize the customer’s experience. In 2013, we made 
the switch to SaaS and doubled down on marketing 
automation. That’s when we really took off, growing 
from 1,000 customers at that time to the more than 
50,000 we have today.

Marketing automation helps users segment their 
contacts to create better, personalized communica-
tions for the end recipient. When people see rele-
vant messages that are delivered at the right time, 
they are more likely to engage with your brand. 
By using automation and content to nurture those 
contacts, and blending in the appropriate human 
touch, companies can build brand advocates.
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Exponea is a customer experience and data management platform that not only boosts 
e-commerce growth with AI-powered engagement automation, but also helps improve 
our clients’ company culture with better cross-department collaboration and customer 
centricity.

Formerly a big data analytics solution for marketers, Exponea was founded in early 2016 
by a technological visionary, Jožo Kováč and a top manager, Peter Irikovský with a strong 
focus on online retail. With this shift, an investment by LRJ Capital and expanding capa-
bilities, Exponea grew during the next three months more than in the previous nine with 
great feedback from newly acquired clients. This trend continues to this day and in the 
past two years, Exponea more than quadrupled its sales. 

SaaS solutions, such as Exponea, provide businesses with capabilities which help mar-
keters gain insights to personalize the omnichannel experience of their customers in one 
single tool bringing clarity and efficiency to marketing teams. What sets SaaS solutions 
apart from traditional software products is their flexibility to adapt to clients' needs and 
ability to support them with an ongoing consultancy. This blend of software and con-
sultancy helps clients to realize and continuously improve their customer experience 
strategy.

FloQast is close management software to help accounting teams improve the speed and 
accuracy of their month-end close process. On average our customers close three days 
faster, and some shave off a week or even more. The SaaS solution integrates with com-
panies’ ERP solutions and Excel to automate the reconciliation process, and helps teams 
better collaborate to streamline what is typically a highly manual, cumbersome process.

 We typically describe our software as created by accountants, for accountants. Two 
of our three founders are CPAs who worked at the Big Four. Today over a third of the 
company’s employees are former accountants and work across all functions including 
sales, marketing, development, support and, of course, finance. We pride ourselves on 
understanding our customers' needs and how they work, and from the outset have de-
signed our product to be super intuitive for accountants. FloQast got started in 2013 
and is based in Los Angeles’  San Fernando Valley. More than 450 accounting teams at 
companies like Indeed, Shopify, Twilio, Dollar Shave Club, Zillow and The Golden State 
Warriors rely on FloQast to close faster and more accurately. 

One of the benefits of SaaS tools is that they are typically simple to deploy and generally 
more intuitive and easy to use. Many SaaS applications take advantage of cloud APIs to 
integrate with other SaaS applications. The result: powerful tools that leverage business 
data to streamline and simplify business processes. This means your ERP can talk to 
your CRM and share information across tools to help pay accounts, manage expenses, 
manage your close process—and much faster, more accurately and with fewer adminis-
trators. You also can tap directly into that data to better understand trends and where 
bottlenecks in your processes may exist.

DigiCert is the leading certificate authority for global businesses to protect their web 
traffic and the Internet of Things. We are focused on continuing to grow our business 
while building upon our core competencies of providing authentication and encryption 
services at scale for everything connected to the internet.

Public Key Infrastructure is critical to IoT security. A large percentage of attacks on con-
nected devices are due to fundamental security problems that include poor or lacking 
authentication, encryption and device integrity. Digital certificates leveraging a strong 
PKI infrastructure can help protect each of these devices and the data that they transmit. 
DigiCert works with many major manufacturers and industry consortiums to prioritize 
solving these issues. 
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# CURRENT RANKING NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 6 MONTH GROWTH (%)

Meet the world's 1000 fastest 
growing SaaS companies

#
1 DIGICERT  Lehi, US  

SSL & PKI certificate lifecycle manage-
ment platform 

531 109.88

2 ZUDY  Miami Beach, US 
Business intelligence and analytics appli-
cation code-free development platform

63 110

3 TOTAL EXPERT  Minneapolis, US 
Investors: Rally/Arthur 
Centralized marketing platform for finan-
cial institutions

98 108.51

4 TRAVELPERK  Barcelona, Spain 
Investors: Spark/LocalGlobe 
Automated business travel management 
platform 

80 77.78

5 LUMAPPS  Lyon, France
Investors: Idinvest 
Centralized digital workspace to house 
business tools, corporate news and 
information

89 71.15

6 EXPONEA  London, UK 
Investors: LRJ Capital 
AI platform for personalizing the lead-to-
customer experience

146 58.7

7 MEMSOURCE PRAGUE Czech Re-
public
Translation outsourcing, editing and 
analytics solution 

71 57.78

8 ZOOM  San Jose, US 
Investors: Sequoia/Emergence 
Enterprise video conferencing and com-
munications platform

662 46.46

9 ACTIVE CAMPAIGN  Chicago, US 
Investors: Bootstrapped/Silversmith 
User behavior-based marketing automa-
tion and leads-capturing sales CRM

214 45.58

10 FLOQAST  Sherman Oaks, US 
Investors: Amplify.LA/Insight/Polaris 
Automated accounting software

108 45.95

11 LAUNCHDARKLY  Oakland, US 
Feature management and code develop-
ment cycle software

41 46.43

12 HEAP  San Francisco, US 
Automated customer touchpoint captur-
ing software

83 45.61

13 ITERABLE  San Francisco, US 
Investors: 500 Startups/Index 
Intelligence product suite for personal-
izing customer experiences based on 
users’ digital behavior

97 44.78

14 BIZZABO  New York, US 
Investors: Danny Tocatly 
Event experience optimization and 
insights tracking software 

76 43.4

15 JUMPCLOUD  Boulder, US 
User authentication and security platform 
for startups

63 43.18

16 PDFFILLER  Brookline, US 
Investors: Bootstrapped 
Online PDF and document editing 
software

240 41.18

17 UJET  San Francisco, US 
CRM-integrated voice and chat platform

54 42.11

18 PAX8  Denver, US 
Investors: PV 
Centralized enterprise cloud products 
distribution platform

140 41.41

19 HOTJAR Malta, EU 
Smart website visitor behavior tracking 
technology

48 41.18

20 HIGHER Logic  Arlington, US 
Investors: JMI Equity 
Community building platform for busi-
nesses’ customers

294 39.34

21 SIMPLELEGAL Mountain View, CA
Investors: Y Combinator 
E-billing, legal spend and operations 
management platform for corporate 
legal operations

47 38.24

22 GONG.IO  Palo Alto, US 
Conversational intelligence platform for 
sales teams

62 37.78

23 LOOPIO  Toronto, Canada 
RFP software for content management, 
team collaboration and response auto-
mation

51 37.84

24 KLAVIYO  Boston, US 
Investors: Accomplice/David Cancel 
Targeted email and social marketing 
platform for sales conversions

113 36.14

25 ERECRUIT  Boston, US 
Suite of process-optimizing software 
tools for enterprise staffing firms 

167 35.77

26 WORKJAM  Montreal, Canada 
Employee communication, self-service 
and engagement software

64 36.17
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# CURRENT RANKING NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 6 MONTH GROWTH (%)

#
27 ELASTIC  Mountain View, US 

Investors: Benchmark/Index/NEA 
Centralized, downloadable package for 
monitoring, provisioning and managing 
Elasticsearch, Kibana and X-Pack

742 31.79

28 CULTURE AMP  Melbourne, Australia 
Investors: Sapphire/index                                                                                                     
Platform for collecting and analyzing em-
ployee feedback

185 35.04

29 WHITESOURCE SOFTWARE  
New York, US 
Investors: 83North/Microsoft 
Open source license compliance and secu-
rity management software

76 35.71

30 MONDAY.COM  Tel Aviv, Israel 
Team task, project and goal management 
productivity platform

103 35.53

32 ALGOLIA  San Francisco, US 
Investors: Y Combinator/Accel 
API for building search engine function on 
websites

192 34.27

33 MAILGUN  San Francisco, US 
Scalable email tracking, sending and 
receiving API

50 35.14

34 GITLAB  San Francisco, US 
Development operations lifecycle tracking 
application

217 33.95

35 CENSHARE  San Francisco, US 
Smart content management platform for 
audience engagement

241 33.15

36 CHATMETER  San Diego, US 
Local brand management platform for 
reputation and SEO analytics

47 34.29

37 PIPEFY  San Francisco, US 
Workflow management and automation 
interface

87 33.85

38 GRADUWAY  Tel Aviv, Israel 
Alumni network and mentoring intelli-
gence platform

80 33.33

39 DATADOG  New York, US 
Investors: ICONIQ/OpenView 
Performance metrics monitoring software 
for full stack visibility

534 30.24

40 GUILD EDUCATION  Denver, US 
Investors: Bessemer 
Employee higher education course-consol-
idation and management platform

85 32.81

41 WHATFIX  Sunnyvale, US 
Investors: Stellaris/Helion 
Performance support for onboarding and 
training optimization

81 32.79

42 SENTIENT SCIENCE  Buffalo, US 
DigitalClone software for predicting me-
chanical systems’ failure rates

74 32.14

43 INVISION  New York, US 
Investors: ICONIQ/Accel 
Code-free prototype deployment, feed-
back and development solution

584 28.92

44 DATABRICKS  San Francisco, US 
Investors: NEA/Andressen 
Apache Spark-powered data and AI analyt-
ics unified platform

313 30.42

45 SEGMENT  San Francisco, US 
Investors: Y Combinator/Accel 
User behavior collection and usage analy-
sis platform for optimizing campaigns

225 30.81

46 PENDO.IO  Raleigh, US 
Investors: Meritech/Battery 
User activity capturing and data analysis 
product cloud

163 30.4

47 INFOSCOUT  San Francisco, US 
Omnichannel consumer behavior analytics 
and insights platform

150 30.43

48 APROPLAN  Brussels, Belgium 
Deadlines, objectives, budget and compli-
ance visibility application for project build-
ers and stakeholders

68 30.77

49 LEVER  San Francisco, US 
Investors: Scale/Matrix 
Sourcing automation, recruiting and re-
porting recruitment and hiring CRM

191 29.93

50 BPM’ONLINE  Boston, US 
Intelligent BPM, out-of-the-box business 
intelligence and custom applications cre-
ation platform

333 29.07

51 CB INSIGHTS  New York, US 
Tech market data and intelligence gather-
ing platform for investment insights

180 29.5

52 CALLRAIL  Atlanta, US 
Call tracking, recording and analytics plat-
form for sales teams

122 29.79

53 AMPLITUDE ANALYTICS
San Francisco, US 
User feature-engagement and navigation 
marketing analytics

132 29.41

54 PRICE INTELLIGENTLY  Boston, US 
Pricing audit and optimization software for 
SaaS businesses

48 29.73

55 SEISMIC  San Diego, US 
Automated machine learning sales enable-
ment software

260 28.08

56 WEBFLOW  Alkmaar, Netherlands 
Done-for-you coding for designing, build-
ing and launching responsive websites 

49 28.95

57 BRAND24  Gainesville, US 
Social media brand-mentions monitoring 
and insights platform

54 28.57

58 DATAIKU  Paris, France 
Collaborative, automated enterprise data 
science platform  

124 27.84

59 BEEKEEPER  Zurich, Switzerland 
Daily workflow real-time team collabora-
tion platform

106 27.71
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# CURRENT RANKING NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 6 MONTH GROWTH (%)

#
60 VAINU  Helsinki, Finland 

Open sales prospecting database of +108 
million companies 

139 27.52

61 NAMELY  New York, US 
HR management software suite   

448 25.84

62 SIMPPLR  Redwood City, US 
Personalized content creation, communica-
tion and customer engagement intranet 
software

61 27.08

63 ZAPIER  Sunnyvale, US 
Apps connection and workflow communi-
cation automation platform

104 26.83

64 MINDTICKLE  San Francisco, US 
Sales-enablement mentorship program im-
pact-performance measurement platform

153 26.45

65 LESSONLY  Indianapolis, US 
Team learning, content delivery and lesson 
creation platform 

96 26.32

66 CAPTURE ONE PRO Copenhagen, 
Demark 
Professional photography imaging and file 
editing software

356 24.91

67 DUO SECURITY  Ann Arbor, US 583 23.78

68 EVERGAGE  Somerville, US 
Machine learning for customer and visitor 
interaction personalization

98 25.64

69 SIFT SCIENCE  San Francisco, US 
Machine learning trust network and fraud 
protection automation technology

154 25.2

70 LEANPLUM  San Francisco, US 
App session personalization and insights 
platform for increasing mobile app ROI

181 24.83

71 EVENTBRITE  San Francisco, US 
Centralized events calendar and sharing 
platform for local areas 

820 21.84

72 KAPOST  Boulder, US 
Content marketing platform, consulting 
and benchmarking for marketing teams

100 25

73 SALESLOFT Atlanta, US 
Sales engagement, personalization and 
data driven insights cloud platform

231 24.19

74 LOOKER  Santa Cruz, US 
Business intelligence software and data 
mangement for SaaS companies

413 23.28

75 VENTUREPACT  New York, US 
Talent outsourcing and digital enablement 
platform for product-building

50 25

76 GOSPOTCHECK  Denver, US 
Field performance and task completion 
tracking software and data collection 
platform

133 24.3

77 BIRDEYE  Sunnyvale, US 
Comprehensive, omnichannel customer 
feedback real-time display dashboard

220 23.6

78 TEAMWORK.COM  Cork, Ireland 
Project tracking and team collaboration 
app

135 23.85

79 AFFINIO  Halifax, NS 
Interest-based segments machine learning 
insights platform for marketing teams

67 24.07

80 LOGZ.IO  Tel Aviv, Isarel
Secure open-source logs analysis cloud 
platform

88 23.94

81 BOMBORA  New York, US 
Awareness software for product searches 
by businesses

73 23.73

82 VIMEO  New York, US 
High-quality video hosting website

429 21.88

83 SOCIALCHORUS  San Francisco, US 
Enterprise workforce communications 
platform 

123 23

84 ALLEGO  Needham, US 
Sales learning and coaching platform for 
sales team proficiency optimization

53 23.26

85 THE TRADE DESK  Ventura, US 
Precision targeting across display, video, 
mobile, native, audio and TV advertising 

711 20.3

86 CLEVERTAP  Sunnyvale, US 
Mobile marketing engagement series 
creation and insights, segmentation and 
marketing tools platform

64 23.08

87 IWAVE PRO  Charlottetown, Canada 
Prospecting database for researching 
philanthropic financial donors

48 23.08

88 SUMO LOGIC  Redwood City, US 
Log analytics and metrics for collecting 
and analyzing machine data 

405 21.26

89 SENDINBLUE  Paris, France 
User action-triggered sms and email mar-
keting campaign creation and insights

98 22.5

90 CLOUDFLARE  San Francisco, US 
Global CDN website speed and perfor-
mance improvement software

529 20.5

91 TALKABLE  San Francisco, US   
Referral marketing campaign building, 
segmentation, tracking and testing solu-
tion

71 22.41

92 AIRCALL  Paris, France 
Sales call facilitation and analytics platform

88 22.22

93 CETERUS  Charleston, US 
Done-for-you accounting and bench-
marked reporting for entrepreneurs

122 22

94 KNOWBE4  Clearwater, US 
Employee security awareness training 
integrated platform

410 20.59

95 LOGIKCULL  San Francisco, US 
Document discovery automation platform 
for legal teams

72 22.03
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#
96 SLIDO  Bratislava, Slovakia 

Q&A and polling platform for company 
meetings and events

72 22.03

97 DYNAMIC SIGNAL  San Bruno, US 
Employee communication and content 
modernization, streamlining and measure-
ment platform

237 20.92

98 PLIVO  San Francisco, US 
Global SMS and voice call app building 
platform

114 21.28

99 KEEPER  Chicago, US 
Strong password generator and cross-
device auto-filler

97 21.25

100 SMARTSHEET  Bellevue, US 
Workplace collaboration, sharing, dash-
board and reporting platform for team 
productivity optimization

807 18.33

101 KEYEDIN  Minneapolis, US 109 21.11

102 ACCELO  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Blackbird/Rothenberg

63 21.15

103 HUBDOC  Toronto, Canada  
Investor: BDC

63 21.15

104 APPSFLYER  New York, US  
Investor: Eight Roads/Pitango

356 19.87

105 QASYMPHONY  Atlanta, US  
Investor: Insight/Fulcrum

122 20.79

106 COGITO  Boston, US  
Investor: OpenView/Romulus

93 20.78

107 CYGILANT  Boston, US 99 20.73

108 IMPARTNER  South Jordan, US 105 20.69

109 HIGHSPOT  Seattle, US  
Investor: Shasta/Madrona

82 20.59

110 TEAMLEADER  Ghent, Belgium  
Investor: Fortino Capital

180 20

111 BAMBOOHR  Lindon, US  
Investor: Sorenson

380 19.12

112 TEAMABLE  San Francisco, US 53 20.45

113 FULLSTORY  Atlanta, US  
Investor: Google

65 20.37

114 SCHEDULEONCE   83 20.29

115 PAGERDUTY  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Y Combinator

388 19.02

116 SERVICETITAN  Glendale, US  
Investor: ICONIQ/Bessemer

297 19.28

117 PODIUM  Lehi, US  
Investor: Y Combinator/Accel

240 19.4

118 HOUSECALL PRO  San Diego, US 85 19.72

119 HELLOSIGN  San Francisco, US 79 19.7

120 LOOKBOOKHQ  Toronto, Canada  
Investor: Edison Partners

94 18.99

121 SALSIFY  Boston, US  
Investor: Venrock/Matrix

205 18.5

122 MENDIX  Boston, US  
Investor: Battery/Prime

352 17.73

123 INSTABUG  Giza, Egypt  
Investor: Y Combinator/Accel

57 18.75

124 CHARGEBEE  Chennai, India    
Investor: Insight Venture Partners/ Accel 
Partners/Tiger Global Management

109 18.48

125 ALTERYX  Irvine, US  
Investor: Insight/Sapphire

642 16.52

126 ROKT  Singapore 151 17.97

127 CONGA  Broomfield, US  
Investor: Salesforce

334 17.19

128 Engagio  San Mateo, US  
Investor: Storm/Norwest

65 18.18

129 JEBBIT  Boston, US 65 18.18

130 SLACK  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Thrive/Kleiner

998 14.98

131 FASTSPRING  Santa Barbara, US 72 18.03

132 CEROS  New York, US  
Investor: Grotech

133 17.7

133 NITRO PRO  San Francisco, US 203 17.34

134 DOCEBO  Toronto, Canada  
Investor: Principia SGR

182 17.42

135 FASTPATH  Des Moines, Iowa 40 17.65

136 ZAPPROVED  Portland, US  
Investor: Vista Equity

122 17.31

137 LINODE  Galloway, US 115 17.35

138 THYCOTIC   Washington DC, US
Secret Server  

211 16.57

139 INSIGHTLY  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Emergence/Cloud Apps

161 16.67

140 CLOUDCRAZE  Chicago, US  
Investor: Insight

111 16.84

141 AVIDXCHANGE  Charlotte, US  
Investor: Bain/Charlotte

790 14.49

142 BRIGHT PATTERN  San Bruno, US  
Investor: Aspect

42 16.67

143 GITHUB  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Andreessen Horowitz/Sequoia

878 13.88

144 SALTSTACK  Lehi, US 64 16.36

145 BRAZE  New York, US  
Investor: Battery/InterWest

220 15.79

146 TALKWALKER  Luxembourg , EU 
Investor: Main Mezzanine 

161 15.83

147 PROSPERWORKS  San Francisco, US 161 15.83

148 PATHMATICS  Santa Monica, US 43 16.22

149 KIMBLE PSA  London, UK  
Investor: Sussex Place

65 16.07
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150 TABOOLA  New York, US  

Investor: Pitango
832 13.66

151 TERMINUS  New York, US 132 15.79

152 BROADLY  Oakland, US  
Investor: Foundry/NEA

103 15.73

153 CARBONBLACK  Waltham, US  
Investor: Atlas/Sequoia

977 13.08

154 STRIPE  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Y Combinator/Thrive

895 13.29

155 OUTSYSTEMS  Atlanta, US  
Investor: North Bridge

748 13.51

156 DUOLINGO  Pittsburgh, US 191 15.06

157 FREEAGENT  Morrow, US  
Investor: Seedrs/SaaS Capital

161 15

158 LUCID SOFTWARE  South Jordan, US  
Investor: 500 Startups/Spectrum

291 14.57

159 JUSTWORKS  New York, US  
Investor: Redpoint/Bain

286 14.4

160 CONDUCTOR SEARCHLIGHT  
New York, US 

238 14.42

161 RELATIVITY  Chicago, US 741 12.96

162 DIGITALOCEAN  New York, US  
Investor: Trinity/Andreessen

388 13.78

163 G2 CROWD  Chicago, US  
Investor: Accel

191 14.37

164 LEVELUP  Boston, US 200 14.29

165 LEADSPACE  San Francisco, US 95 14.46

166 MOBILEWALLA  New York, US 47 14.63

167 PIPEDRIVE  New York, US  
Investor: Atomico/Storm

307 13.7

168 LEANDATA  Sunnyvale, US  
Investor: Sapphire/Shasta

88 14.29

169 TRACKMAVEN  Washington, US 72 14.29

170 FUSIONCHARTS  Kolkata, India 72 14.29

171 CLICKFUNNELS  Eagle, US 113 14.14

172 INTERCOM  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Index/Bessemer

666 12.5

173 SIGSTR  Indianapolis, US 130 14.04

174 SKILLSHARE  New York, US 181 13.84

175 OPTIMOVE  New York, US 156 13.87

176 RINGLEAD  Melville, US 81 14.08

177 CHOOZLE  Denver, US  
Investor: Great Oaks

65 14.04

178 SILVERLINE  New York, US 236 13.46

179 THREATMETRIX  San Jose, US 255 13.33

180 INMOTION  Austin, US 49 13.95

181 BRIDGIT CLOSEOUT  
Kitchener, Canada 

41 13.89

182 UNANET  Dulles, US  
Investor: Bootstrapped

142 13.6

183 MESOSPHERE  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Khosla/Andressen

295 13.03

184 DATORAMA  New York, US  
Investor: Lightspeed/Marker

286 13.04

185 OUTREACH.IO  Seattle, US 269 13.03

186 HIGHFIVE  Redwood City, US 101 13.48

187 DIALOGTECH  Chicago, US 189 13.17

188 NUXEO PLATFORM  Brooklyn, US  
Investor: Kennet/Goldman

145 13.28

189 AUTOMATTIC  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Insight/Tiger Global

575 12.09

190 AHA!  Menlo Park, US 76 13.43

191 ASPIRE TECHNOLOGIES  Sandford, 
US 

85 13.33

192 TALEND  Redwood, US  
Investor: Silver Lake/Iris

915 11.18

193 LUCIDWORKS  San Francisco, US 165 13.01

194 LOGICMONITOR  Santa Barbara, US 194 12.79

195 AZALEAD  Paris, France  
Investor: Idinvest/Aurinvest

60 13.21

196 CARLSON CIVIL  Maysville, US 104 13.04

197 APPIAN  Reston, US  
Investor: Novak Biddle

901 10.96

198 COLLIBRA  Brussels, Belgium 270 12.5

199 CHUTE  San Francisco, US 52 13.04

200 ARCADIA DATA  San Mateo, US 61 12.96

201 DOTMAILER  London, UK 265 12.29

202 CHROME RIVER EXPENSE  
Los Angeles, US 

265 12.29

203 NUMETRIC  American Fork, US 44 12.82

204 GENIEBELT  Copenhagen, Denmark  
Investor: Solar

53 12.77

205 DISCOVERORG  Vancouver, US  
Investor: Bootstrapped

534 11.48

206 FRONT  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Y Combinator/Social

108 12.5

207 RAINFOREST QA  San Francisco, US 137 12.3

208 WETRANSFER,  Amsterdam, Nether-
lands 
Investor: Highland Capital Partners Europe   

109 12.37

209 BANDWIDTH.COM  Raleigh, US 458 11.44

210 MSIGHTS  Charlotte, US 45 12.5

211 MAILCHIMP  Atlanta, US  
Investor: Bootstrapped

559 11.13
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212 DOXIMITY  San Francisco, US 

Investor: Draper/Emergence
355 11.64

213 MARIADB  Espoo, Finland 138 12.2

214 SITEIMPROVE  Minneapolis, US 472 11.32

215 MOODLE  West Perth, Australia 83 12.16

216 WRIKE  Mountain View, US  
Investor: Scale/Bain

470 11.11

217 FUNNEL.IO  Cambridge, US 46 12.2

218 JOTFORM  San Francisco, US 65 12.07

219 MINDMATRIX  Pittsburgh, US 65 12.07

220 CROWNPEAK  Los Angeles, US 142 11.81

221 BOUNCEX  New York, US 273 11.43

222 JOBSCIENCE  San Francisco, US 104 11.83

223 SENTIONE  Warsaw, Poland  
Investor: Trigon

66 11.86

224 BUILDERTREND  Omaha, US 215 11.4

225 WEPAY  Redwood City, US 226 11.33

226 HIREOLOGY  Chicago, US 145 11.54

227 ARDUINO IDE  Somerville, US 96 11.63

228 ZOOMINFO  Waltham, US 282 11.02

229 POSTMAN  San Francisco, US 48 11.63

230 WORKFRONT  Lehi, US  
Investor: JMI/Openview

898 9.65

231 XACTLY  San Jose, US  
Investor: Bridgescale/Cheyenne Capital

625 10.04

232 4C  Chicago, US  
Investor: Kayne/Jump

299 10.74

233 GOANIMATE  San Mateo, US 79 11.27

234 BIRDDOGHR  Des Moines 59 11.32

235 CERTIFY  Portland, US 161 11.03

236 WORDSTREAM  Boston, US 270 10.66

237 DOCKER  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Y Combinator/Insight

478 10.14

238 HYPR BRANDS  New York, US 40 11.11

239 GUSTO  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Y Combinator/GC

482 10.05

240 CAMPUSNEXUS STUDENT  
Boca Raton, US 

607 9.76

241 CLASSY  San Diego, US 254 10.43

242 NEARPOD  Hallandale, US  
Investor: Insight

145 10.69

243 FASTLY  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Sapphire/August

381 10.12

244 PITCHBOOK  Seattle, US 
Investor: Morningstar

432 9.92

245 CONTENTOOLS  San Francisco, US 136 10.57

246 PERFORMANCE Pro  Livonia, US 52 10.64

247 VENDASTA  Saskatoon, Canada 262 10.08

248 COMMUNIGATOR  Godalming, UK 63 10.53

249 PROMAPP  Auckland, New Zealand 74 10.45

250 NUIX  Herndon, US  
Investor: Macquarie

391 9.52

251 UNANET  Dulles, US 142 10.08

252 CIRCLECI  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Draper/Scale

110 10

253 SQUARESPACE  New York, US  
Investor: GA/Index

739 8.68

254 ROCKETRIP  New York, US 77 10

255 VIRTRU  Washington, US  
Investor: Bessemer

66 10

256 EVERBRIDGE  Burlington, US  
Investor: ABS Ventures

506 9.05

257 NAKISA  Montreal, Canada 216 9.64

258 CLEARCOMPANY  Boston, US  
Investor: SaaS Capital

100 9.89

259 SHOWPAD  Ghent, Belgium 241 9.55

260 QUIP  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Greylock/Benchmark

89 9.88

261 DRONEDEPLOY  San Francisco, US 78 9.86

262 ZUORA  San Mateo, US  
Investor: BlackRock/Vulcan

831 8.34

263 GRAMMARLY  San Francisco, US  
Investor: General Catalyst

171 9.62

264 THINKHR LEARN  Pleasanton, US 125 9.65

265 PICMONKEY  Seattle, US  
Investor: Spectrum Equity

56 9.8

266 UNLEASHED  Auckland, New Zealand 56 9.8

267 ONBOARDIQ San Francisco, US  
Investor: Y Combinator/Origin

79 9.72

268 WEEBLY  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Sequoia/Tencent

379 8.91

269 CERTAIN EVENT AUTOMATION  
San Francisco, US 

104 9.47

270 EMS SOFTWARE  Centennial, US 140 9.38

271 CRISP THINKING  Leeds, UK 177 9.26

272 BRIGHTIDEA  San Francisco, US 81 9.46

273 OVEROPS  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Menlo/Lightspeed

82 9.33

274 ONELOGIN  San Francisco, US 168 9.09

275 SUPPORTNINJA  Austin, US 218 9

276 E2OPEN  Austin, US 710 8.07

277 EVERNOTE  Redwood City, US  
Investor: Meritech

479 8.37
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278 FIELDEDGE  Atlanta, US  

Investor: Pacific Lake
120 9.09

279 CYLANCE  Irvine, US 848 7.75

280 COURSERA  Mountain View, US  
Investor: EDB/NEA

884 7.67

281 ODOO  Brussels, Belgium  
Investor: Sofinnova

395 8.52

282 DRUVA INSYNC  Sunnyvale, US  
Investor: Sequoia/Nexus

457 8.29

283 SISENSE  New York, US  
Investor: Bessemer/Battery

405 8.29

284 GREENHOUSE SOFTWARE  
New York, US 

240 8.6

285 CLOUD ELEMENTS  Denver, US  
Investor: Harbert/Grotech/Rally

98 8.89

286 TRAACKR  San Francisco, US 61 8.93

287 FULLCONTACT  Denver  
Investor: Foundry/Baird

337 8.36

288 IGLOO  Kitchener 150 8.7

289 ATERA  New York, US 49 8.89

290 ONSOLVE  Ormond Beach, US 125 8.7

291 LOADMASTER  Birmingham, US 370 8.19

292 CODECADEMY  New York City, US 152 8.57

293 RECURLY  San Francisco, US 140 8.53

294 STEELHOUSE  Culver City, US 209 8.29

295 BULLHORN  Boston, US  
Investor: General Catalyst/Highland

659 7.5

296 APPFOLIO  Goleta, US  
Investor: CISCO

600 7.53

297 NULAB  Fukuoka, Japan 51 8.51

298 BANANATAG  Kelowna, Canada  
Investor: Bootstrapped

51 8.51

299 WWISE   Montreal, Canada 51 8.51

300 CLEARVIEW CRM  Amherst, US 51 8.51

301 DIALPAD  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Amasia/GV

198 8.2

302 TRACKVIA  Denver, US 64 8.47

303 YEXT  New York, US 
Investor: Insight/IVP

866 7.05

304 PING IDENTITY  Denver, US  
Investor: KKR/DFJ

606 7.45

305 DOTLOOP  Cincinnati, US 158 8.22

306 CALABRIO ONE  Minneapolis, US  
Investor: BlueStream

360    7.78

307 TELNYX  Chicago, US 65 8.33

308 BACKBLAZE  San Mateo, US 52 8.33

309 QUALYS  Redwood City, US  
Investor: Trident/Bessemer

844 6.97

310 KAHOOT!  Oslo, Norway  
Investor: Creandum/Northzone

79 8.22

311 SIMSCALE  Bayern, Germany  
Investor: Union Square

53 8.16

312 CLOUDSENSE  London, UK 264 7.76

313 PERISCOPE DATA  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Draper/Bessemer

135 8

314 INVOCA  Santa Barbara, US 135 8

315 EPISERVER CMS  Nashua, US 386 7.52

316 PULSAR  Malvern, UK 40 8.11

317 Q360 PSA SOLUTION  
Newmarket, Canada 

40 8.11

318 SIGNEASY  San Francisco, US 40 8.11

319 SENDPULSE  New York, US 40 8.11

320 ALADTEC  River Falls, US  
Investor: Bootstrapped

40 8.11

321 EXASOL  Bayern, Germany 81 8

322 BIZIBLE  Seattle, US  
Investor: TechStars/Scale/Madrona

109 7.92

323 MALWAREBYTES  Santa Clara, US  
Investor: Fidelity/Highland

590 7.08

324 ACUMATICA  Bellevue, US 166 7.79

325 MENTION  Paris, France  
Investor: Microsoft Accelerator

54 8

326 ON24  San Francisco, US  
Investor: RHO/USVP

542 7.11

327 KINTONE  San Francisco, US 82 7.89

328 COSCHEDULE  Bismarck, US  
Investor: Gen7/Jay Baer

68 7.94

329 SPLASHTOP  San Jose , US 41 7.89

330 PAYSCALE  Seattle, US  
Investor: Sapphire/Trinity

450 7.14

331 BOOMTOWN  Charleston, US 260 7.44

332 SYNYGY  Chester, US 127 7.63

333 MAGENTO  Campbell, US 735 6.68

334 FINANCIALFORCE  San Francisco, US  
Investor: TCV/Salesforce

721 6.66

335 SNAPAPP  Boston, US  
Investor: Providence Equity

84 7.69

336 SKYSLOPE  Sacramento, US 84 7.69

337 MURAL  San Francisco, US 70 7.69

338 DWOLLA  Des Moines, US 56 7.69

339 CELECT  Boston, US 56 7.69

340 EGNYTE  Mountain View, US  
Investor: GV/Kleiner/Polaris

345 7.14
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341 PHOCAS SOFTWARE  Coventry, UK 114 7.55

342 ADAPTIVE INSIGHTS  Palo Alto, US  
Investor: Bessemer/Norwest

515 6.85

343 CLOUDWAYS  Mosta, Malta 57 7.55

344 ASANA  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Altman/Thiel

337 6.98

345 PANDADOC  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Rembrandt/Altos

163 7.24

346 KYRIBA  San Diego, US  
Investor: HSBC/Iris

425 6.78

347 ION INTERACTIVE  Boca Raton, US 73 7.35

348 SELLSY  La Rochelle, France  
Investor: Alto

44 7.32

349 MAVENLINK  Irvine, US  
Investor: Goldman/Carrick

328 6.84

350 PCA PREDICT  Worcester, Worcester-
shire 

167 7.05

351 GOODDATA  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Intel/Andreessen

332 6.75

352 CLICKMEETING  Wilmington 45 7.14

353 MEDIABEACON  Minneapolis, US 45 7.14

354 RAPIDMINER  Boston, US 92 6.98

355 APS PAYROLL  Shreveport, US 108 6.93

356 GETRESPONSE  Wilmington, US 325 6.56

357 WATCHGUARD  Seattle, US  
Investor: IDG

664 6.07

358 PATH LMS  San Diego, US 46 6.98

359 CENTRIFY  Santa Clara, US  
Investor: Index/Mayfield

438 6.31

360 DEMANDBASE  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Scale/Sutter Hill

293 6.55

361 RESPONSETAP  Manchester, UK 78 6.85

362 BRICSCAD  Gent, Belgium 78 6.85

363 QT CREATOR  Espoo, Finland 244 6.55

364 INTERMAPPER  Eden Prairie, US 406 6.28

365 SAUCE LABS  San Francisco, US 194 6.59

366 CLEO  Rockford, US  
Investor: Peterson

247 6.47

367 LIVECHAT  Boston, US 80 6.67

368 EASY SOFTWARE  Suffolk, UK 48 6.67

369 REPUTATION.COM  Redwood City, 
US 
Investor: August/Bessemer

324 6.23

370 SPROUT SOCIAL  Chicago, US 
Investor: Goldman/NEA

422 6.03

371 SIMPLI.FI  Fort Worth, US  
Investor: Frontier

237 6.28

373 DEVOLUTIONS  Lavaltrie, Canada 65 6.56

374 GAINSIGHT  Redwood City, US  
Investor: Insight/Bessemer

505 5.87

375 WP ENGINE  Austin, US  
Investor: Silverton/North Bridge

486 5.88

376 MAILUP  Milano, Italy 99 6.45

377 BOMGAR REMOTE SUPPORT  
Ridgeland, US  
Investor: TA Associates

314 6.08

378 AWEBER  Chalfont, US 134 6.35

379 SIMILARWEB  New York, US  
Investor: Naspers/Moshe Lichtman

430 5.91

380 SEMRUSH  Trevose, US  
Investor: Bootstrapped

410 5.94

381 HELP SCOUT  Boston, US  
Investor: Foundry Group

67 6.35

382 DATASTAX  Santa Clara, US 520 5.69

383 LEAD FORENSICS  London, UK  
Investor: Bootstrapped

699 5.43

384 VUTURE  London, UK  
Investor: Bootstrapped

68 6.25

385 GLOBOFORCE  Southborough, US  
Investor: Atlas

426 5.71

386 JAMA SOFTWARE  Portland, US  
Investor: Updata/Trinity

175 6.06

387 SOCIALBAKERS  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Index/Earlybird

408 5.7

388 BLACKLINE  Woodland Hills, US  
Investor: Iconiq

763 5.24

389 DASHLANE  New York, US 125 5.93

390 MADISON LOGIC  New York, US 107 5.94

391 BUILDIUM  Boston, US 182 5.81

392 CONVERSOCIAL  New York, US 71 5.97

393 SPRINGCM  Chicago, US  
Investor: Crestline/North Bridge

183 5.78

394 DEPUTY  Surry Hills, Australia  
Investor: OpenView

146 5.8

395 BITNAMI  San Francisco, US 72 5.88

396 JOBBER  Edmonton, Canada 72 5.88

397 TALKDESK  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Salesforce/Storm

304 5.56

398 VECTORWORKS  Columbia, US 186 5.68

399 FALCON  Copenhagen, Denmark 227 5.58

400 OPENSESAME  Portland, US  
Investor: Altos/Parttech

73 5.8

401 OPTYMYZE   Philadelphia, US 641 5.08

402 COUCHBASE  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Accel/Mayfield

351 5.41

403 CORPORATE360  San Francisco, US 228 5.56
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404 LIFERAY  Diamond Bar, US 746 4.92

405 APPYPIE  Walnut, US 55 5.77

406 SERVICEMAX  Pleasanton, US  
Investor: Crosslink/Mayfield

511 5.14

407 BRANDWATCH  Brighton, UK  
Investor: Partech/Nauta

403 5.22

408 QUANTUM WORKPLACE  Omaha, 
US 

56 5.66

409 BRAINTREE  Chicago, US  
Investor: NEA/Accel

613 4.97

410 VIDYARD  Kitchener, Canada  
Investor: Y Combinator/Bessemer/Battery

213 5.45

411 DRUPAL  Portland, US 95 5.56

412 ILUMINATE EDUCATION  Irvine, US 175 5.42

413 ADESTRA  Oxford, UK 155 5.44

414 BRIGHTEDGE  San Mateo, US  
Investor: IVP/Battery

411 5.12

415 THRIVEHIVE  Cambridge, US 263 5.2

416 MOXTRA  Cupertino, US 78 5.41

417 SMASHFLY  Concord, US 163 5.16

418 CLASSDOJO  San Francisco, US 80 5.26

419 WALKME  San Francisco, US 558 4.69

420 SPREDFAST  Austin, US 
Investor: Lead Edge/Openview

509 4.73

421 HIREVUE  South Jordan, US 254 4.96

422 BOARD  Chiasso, Switzerland 346 4.85

423 MODE ANALYTICS  San Francisco, US 189 5

424 LOB  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Y Combinator/Polaris

82 5.13

425 PLEX SYSTEMS  Troy, US 499 4.61

426 SWAGBUCKS  Brooklyn, US 41 5.13

427 ALLOCADIA  Vancouver, Canada 83 5.06

428 DATAWATCH  Bedford, US 193 4.89

429 FLIGHT BY CANTO  San Francisco, 
US 

149 4.93

430 CLIO  Burnaby, Canada  
Investor: Bessemer/Acton

263 4.78

431 SHOWINGDESK BE  Chicago, US 194 4.86

432 APPOINTMENTPLUS  Scottsdale, US 84 5

433 TOGGL  Tallinn, Estonia 42 5

434 ZABBIX  Riga, Latvia 42 5

435 MYECLIPSE  Flower Mound, US 42 5

436 RANKWATCH  Haryana, India 42 5

437 NEXJ  Toronto, Canada 196 4.81

438 AVATURE  New York, US 490 4.48

439 PLANGRID  San Francisco, US 339 4.63

440 LITHIUM PLATFORM  
San Francisco, US  
Investor: NEA/Benchmark/Emergence

544 4.41

441 CONVERSICA  Foster City, US  
Investor: Providence Strategic

175 4.79

442 CALLFIRE  Santa Monica, US 108 4.85

443 ENCOMPASS  Glasgow, UK 64 4.92

444 TOTANGO  San Mateo, US 64 4.92

445 STITCH LABS  San Francisco, US 64 4.92

446 WEBPT  Phoenix, US  
Investor: Battery

293 4.64

447 PLANISWARE  San Francisco, US 176 4.76

448 FUEL CYCLE  Los Angeles, US  
Investor: StarVest/Steamboat

86 4.88

449 VIBER  San Mateo, US 396 4.49

450 GEOPOINTE  Orange, US 43 4.88

451 STRATUSTIME  Scottsdale, US 65 4.84

452 JETBRAINS  Prague, Czech Republic 533 4.31

453 TRANSIFEX  Menlo Park, US 66 4.76

454 CLEARCARE  San Francisco, US 89 4.71

455 APPTIO  Bellevue, US  
Investor: Janus/Hillman

781 3.99

456 CLEVERBRIDGE  Cologne, Germany 231 4.52

457 JREPORT  Rockville, US 67 4.69

458 POWERSCHOOL  Folsom, US  
Investor: Group One

983 3.8

459 DATAFOX  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Goldman/GreenVisor

113 4.63

460 WIDEN COLLECTIVE  Madison, US 115 4.55

461 CODE42  Minneapolis, US  
Investor: NEA/Accel

533 4.1

462 FIVE9  San Ramon, US  
Investor: Sapphire/Adams Street

778 3.87

463 ENGINEERBABU  Indore, India  
Investor: Scale Ventures

69 4.55

464 NGP VAN  Washington, US 142 4.41

465 TEALIUM  San Diego, US  
Investor: Citi/Battery

350 4.17

466 KENSHOO  Tel Aviv, Israel  
Investor: Bain/Sequoia

584 3.91

467 FOXIT PHANTOMPDF  Fremont, US 169 4.32

468 CALENDLY  Atlanta, US 47 4.44

469 ZAP  London, UK 72 4.35

470 HUBSTAFF  Indianapolis, US 72 4.35

471 SMARTBEAR  Somerville, US 333 4.06
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472 NETX  Portland, US 48 4.35

473 EFILECABINET   Lehi, US 74 4.23

474 FISHEYE  Maynard, US 49 4.26

475 QORDOBA  San Francisco, US 49 4.26

476 TARGIT   Hjorring, Denmark 75 4.17

477 COVEO  Quebec City, Canada  
Investor: BDC Venture

291 3.93

478 EVITE  Hollywood, US 127 4.1

479 SKILLSURVEY  Berwyn, US 101 4.12

480 RESULTS.COM  San Francisco, US 50 4.17

481 VISTEX  Hoffman Estates, US 988 3.35

482 KASEYA BMS  Waltham, US  
Investor: IVP/Whitman

503 3.71

483 IMANAGE  Chicago, US 418 3.72

484 INFOGRAM  Riga, Latvia 51 4.08

485 INTACCT  San Jose, US 
Investor: Battery/SVB

513 3.64

486 SALES-I  Solihull, UK 79 3.95

487 BETTERCLOUD  New York, US 
Investor: Accel

161 3.87

488 GREATER GIVING  Beaverton, US 107 3.88

489 SEMMLE  New York, US 53 3.92

490 EMPLOYEE NAVIGATOR Bethesda, 
US

53 3.92

491 CLICKTALE  Houston, US 
Investor: KKR/Amadeaus

283 3.66

492 MYNEWSDESK  Stockholm, Sweden 225 3.69

493 CLOUDABILITY  Portland, US 
Investor: Foundry/Trinity

109 3.81

494 ACCURENT  Austin, US 
Investor: Sierra/InnoCal

589 3.33

495 SQUIZ MATRIX  Sydney, Australia 319 3.57

496 FORMSTACK  Indianapolis, US 
Investor: Bootstrapped

111 3.74

497 PUNCHH   Mountain View, US
Investor: Cervin/Green Span

111 3.74

498 SERPSTAT  Odesa, Ukraine 
Investor: Digital Future

55 3.77

499 ICIMS  Matawan, US 
Investor: Susquehanna

746 3.18

500 GANDI  Paris, France 115 3.6

501 ISPRING QUIZMAKER  New York, US 115 3.6

502 ISPRING SUITE  Alexandria, US 115 3.6

503 CONNECTWISE  Tampa, US 810 3.05

504 VEND  Auckland, New Zealand 270 3.45

506 VNC CONNECT  Cambridge, UK 86 3.61

507 ACTIAN  Palo Alto, US 306 3.38

508 WORKABLE  Boston, US 
Investor: 83North/Greylock

212 3.41

509 INSTAPAGE  San Francisco, US 120 3.45

510 EDUCBA   MUmbai, India 59 3.51

511 DUDA  Palo Alto, US 121 3.42

512 BLUESNAP  Boston, US  122 3.39

513 PREDICTIVE INDEX  Westwood, US  219 3.3

514 NEXMO  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Sorenson/Intel

289 3.21

515 INTAPP TIME  Palo Alto, US  
Investor: Great Hill

327 3.15

516 LIVEOPS  Scottsdale, US  
Investor: Benchmark

439 3.05

517 ABLETON LIVE  Berlin, Germany 330 3.13

518 XPENDITURE  Mechelen, Belgium 62 3.33

519 BILL.COM  Palo Alto, US  330 3.13

520 AGILITY MEDIA MONITORING & 
ANALYTICS  Ridgefield Park, US  

128    3.23

521 6SENSE  San Francisco, US  63    3.28

522 TAGETIK  Lucca, Italy 417    2.96

523 JMP  Cary, US  163    3.16

524 M-FILES DMS  Dallas, US  310    2.99

525 GRYPHON NETWORKS  Norwood, 
US

65    3.17

526 NEWVOICEMEDIA  Basingstoke, UK
Investor: Salesforce/Bessemer 

391 2.89

527 BILLQUICK  Torrance, US  203 3.05

528 NATIONBUILDER  Los Angeles, US 
Investor: Omidyar/Andreessen 

134 3.08

529 BQE  TORRANCE 203 3.05

530 SPARKPOST  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Square 1/NewSpring

278 2.96

531 MARCOMCENTRAL  Solana Beach 100 3.09

532 CONNECTLEADER  Salem, US  67 3.08

533 GREEN CLOUD  Greenville, US  67 3.08

534 MIVA  San Diego, US  138 2.99

535 PLESK  Schaffhausen, Switzerland 138 2.99

536 BRANDYOURSELF  New York, US  103 3

537 BRANDPOINTHUB  Hopkins, US  68 3.03

538 ARTICULATE  New York, US  177 2.91

539 ANSARADA   Chicago, US  177 2.91

540 TRADESHIFT  San Francisco, US 
Investor: Wipro 

551 2.61
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541 JITTERBIT  Alameda, US  143 2.88

542 GURU  Pittsburgh, US  
Investor: August/Greylock

384 2.67

543 DATEV EG  Nuremberg, Germany 710 2.45

544 SKYWORD  Boston, US  
Investor: Cox Media

304 2.7

545 PUBMATIC  Redwood City, US  
Investor: Nokia/Nexus

482 2.55

546 PRONTOFORMS  Kanata, US  110 2.8

547 CAKE  Newport Beach, US  
Investor: Agility

110 2.8

548 MEETUP  New York, US  
Investor: DFJ/Union Square

580 2.47

549 INFINITE CAMPUS  Minneapolis, US  356 2.59

550 APPTIVO  Fremont, US  230 2.68

551 SMARP  Helsinki, Finland 74 2.78

552 LIFESIZE  Austin, US  
Investor: NVP/Austin/Redpoint

401 2.56

553 CLARIZEN  San Mateo, US  194 2.65

554 MOZ  Seattle, US  236 2.61

555 SMARSH  Portland, US  238 2.59

556 WAVE  Toronto, US  155    2.65

557 ANIMOTO  New York, US  115    2.68

558 PANTHEON  San Francisco, US  115    2.68

559 SKETCHUP  Boulder, US  76    2.7

560 MIXPANEL  San Francisco, US 283    2.54

561 YOTPO  New York, US  284    2.53

562 AUCTION.COM  Irvine, US  241    2.55

563 ORDERDYNAMICS  Richmond Hill, US  77    2.67

564 CHARTBEAT  New York, US  77    2.67

565 ASCENDIXRE  Dallas, US  77    2.67

566 JAZZHR  Pittsburgh, US  77    2.67

567 BLUECORE  New York, US  157    2.61

568 SHARPSPRING  Gainesville, US  158    2.6

569 GLOBAL SHOP SOLUTIONS 
The Woodlands, US

204    2.51

571 BITLY  New York, US  163 2.52

572 VICTOROPS  Boulder, US  
Investor: Shea/Costanoa/Foundry

80 2.56

573 AEROSPIKE  Mountain View, US  
Investor: NEA

81 2.53

574 CELUM  Linz, US  81 2.53

575 GLIFFY  San Francisco, US  40 2.56

576 ACQUIA  Boston, US  
Investor: Amazon/NEA

818 2.12

577 PANOPTO  Seattle, US  126 2.44

578 ISSUETRAK  Norfolk, US  41 2.5

579 IVY MOBILITY  Singapore, Singapore 305 2.35

580 TANGO CARD  Seattle, US  
Investor: FLOODGATE/Allegro

85 2.41

581 EXAGO  Shelton, US  42 2.44

582 BIGCOMMERCE  Austin, US  
Investor: GGV/SoftBank/GC

515 2.18

583 FISHBOWL INVENTORY  Orem, US 130 2.36

584 NEON  Chicago, US  43 2.38

585 ADVANCEDMD  South Jordan, US  538 2.09

586 CLOUDLEAD  Karachi, Pakistan   88 2.33

587 CASTLIGHT HEALTH  San Francisco, 
US 
Investor: Maverick/Venrock 

607 2.02

588 SENDGRID  Denver, US  
Investor: Bain/Bessemer

433 2.12

589 TEAMVIEWER  Tampa, US  381 2.14

590 GLASSDOOR  Mill Valley, US  
Investor: T. Rowe/Tiger

929 1.86

591 YESWARE  Boston, US  90 2.27

592 BUNCHBALL  Redwood City, US  45 2.27

593 YES LIFECYCLE MARKETING  
Chicago, US  

137 2.24

594 EDX  Cambridge, US  288 2.13

595 PDFELEMENT  Vancouver, US  237 2.16

596 POWERDMS  Orlando, US  92 2.22

597 ASSEMBLA  San Antonio, US  46 2.22

598 SKUID  Chattanooga, US  
Investor: ICONIQ/K1

192 2.13

599 APPDIRECT  San Francisco, US  
Investor: JP Morgan

525 1.94

600 IPSWITCH  Lexington, US  303 2.02

601 TENFOLD  Austin, US  
Investor: Techstars/Andreessen

198 2.06

602 PREZI  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Accel/Sunstone

369 1.93

603 MONETATE  Conshohocken, US 
Monetate  Conshohocken, US

150 2.04

604 SHAREABLEE  New York, US  
Investor: SoftBank

49 2.08

605 COUPA  San Mateo, US  
Investor: Akkadian/Meritech

824 1.73

606 SURVEYMONKEY  Palo Alto, US 
Investor: Tiger Global

754 1.75
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607 BSWIFT  Chicago, US  624 1.79

608 HOTSCHEDULES  Austin, US 444 1.83

609 LIBRIS  New York, US  103 1.98

610 OWNCLOUD  Nuremberg, Germany 51 2

611 ROOTSTOCK  San Ramon, US  52 1.96

612 USABILLA  Amsterdam, Netherlands 107 1.9

613 KHAN ACADEMY  Mountain View, US  409 1.74

614 INMOTION HOSTING  
Los Angeles, US 

221 1.84

615 ONTRAPORT  Santa Barbara, US  108 1.89

616 BLUEBEAM REVU  Pasadena, US  287 1.77

617 AGILECRM  San Mateo, US  167 1.83

618 CROWDSPRING  Chicago, US  54 1.89

619 CHANNELADVISOR  Morrisville, US  781 1.56

620 CLOUDPAY  Raleigh, US  236 1.72

621 ADDTHIS  Vienna, US  56 1.82

622 LEADSQUARED  Bangalore, India  114 1.79

623 TYPEFORM  Barcelona, Spain 172 1.78

624 BLUE JEANS NETWORK  
Mountain View, US  

575 1.59

625 PROPHIX SOFTWARE  Mississauga, US  238 1.71

625 PROPHIX SOFTWARE  
Mississauga, US  

238 1.71

626 TECHNOLUTIONS SLATE  
New Haven, US  

57 1.79

627 TRUECONF  Moscow, Russia 57 1.79

628 IPRO ALLEGRO  Tempe, US  178 1.71

629 REPSLY  Boston, US  58 1.75

630 AGILOFT  Redwood, US   59 1.72

631 APPLAUSE  Framingham, US  967 1.36

632 NEWSCRED  New York, US  193 1.58

633 STACKADAPT  Toronto, US  62 1.64

634 URBAN AIRSHIP  Portland, US  197 1.55

635 NETBASE  Santa Clara, US  130 1.56

636 SUCURI  Fredericton, Canada 65 1.56

637 HUMANITY  San Francisco, US  136 1.49

638 LIQUIDPLANNER  Seattle, US  67 1.52

639 FRESHMAIL  London, UK 67 1.52

640 SITEGROUND  Alexandria, US  370 1.37

641 E-BUILDER ENTERPRISE  
Ft. Lauderdale, US  

217 1.4

642 VOLUSION  Austin, US  295 1.37

643 PLANVIEW  Austin, US  676 1.2

644 MENDELEY  London, UK   157 1.29

645 A2Z  Columbia, US  78 1.3

646 RENWEB  Mokena, US  79 1.28

647 BRANDSEYE  Cape Town, South Africa  78 1.3

648 SKYWARD  Stevens Point, US  439 1.15

649 QCOMMISSION  San Mateo, US 81 1.25

650 FIELDAWARE  Plano, US  92 1.1

651 BUFFER  San Francisco, US 94 1.08

652 RENTWORKS  Bryanston, UK 97 1.04

653 AUTOTURN  Richmond, US  102 0.99

654 MOO  London, UK 570 0.88

655 MIX TELEMATICS  Birmingham, UK 895 0.79

656 ACL ANALYTICS  Vancouver, Canada 895 0.79

657 KENTICO  Brno, Czech Republic 223 0.9

658 NINTEX  Bellevue, US  494 0.82

659 TINYPULSE ENGAGE  Seattle, US  116 0.87

660 CALL BOX  Dallas, US 115 0.88

661 ELCOMCMS  San Francisco, US  243 0.83

662 SPIGIT  San Francisco, US  117 0.86

663 GLOBALVISION  Montreal, Canada 251 0.8

664 EXO PLATFORM  Paris, France 129 0.78

665 FUZE COLLABORATION  Boston, US  599 0.67

666 EXPENSIFY  San Francisco, US  133 0.76

667 J2 GLOBAL  Los Angeles, US  732 0.55

668 BOOKER SOFTWARE  New York, US  170 0.59

669 ACONEX  Melbourne, Australia 804 0.5

670 BURRELLESLUCE WORKFLOW  
Florham Park, US  

173 0.58

671 CLICKDIMENSIONS  Atlanta, US  175 0.57

672 AMBER ROAD  East Rutherford, US  613 0.49

673 CONTENTLY  New York, US  197 0.51

674 AVANGATE  Atlanta, US  203 0.5

675 DIGIMIND SOCIAL  Cambridge, US  227 0.44

676 IMPERVA INCAPSULA  
Redwood City, US  

226 0.44

677 LUMESSE  Austin, US  584 0.34

678 FRESHBOOKS  Toronto, Canada 270 0.37

679 SCREENFLOW  Nevada City, US  283 0.35

680 LISTRAK  Lititz, US  283 0.35

681 ANY.DO  Tel Aviv, Israel 325 0.31

682 TALISMA  Boca Raton, US  399 0.25

683 OUTBRAIN  New York, US  616 0.16
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684 ATLAS SOLUTIONS  Menlo Park, US  684 0.15

685 NAMECHEAP  Los Angeles, US  577 0.17

686 PEOPLEFLUENT  Waltham, US  481 0

687 SILKROAD  Chicago, US  455 0

688 TOP PRODUCER CRM  
Richmond, Canada 

249 0

689 UBUNTU  London, UK 242 0

690 ASTEA FIELDCENTRIX  Horsham, US  203 0

691 MARKET LEADER  Bellevue, US  224 0

692 BUILT.IO  San Francisco, US  195 0

693 IPOWER  Phoenix, US  174 0

694 VISUAL LANSA  Downers Grove, US  172 0

695 SPREADSHEET SERVER  Raleigh, US  164 0

696 TRUMPIA  Anaheim, US  171 0

697 MAXIMIZER SOFTWARE  
Vancouver, Canada

146 0

698 CREATIVELIVE  Seattle, US  151 0

700 LOCALYTICS  Boston, US  123 0

701 SUTIEXPENSE  Los Altos, US  123 0

702 SYNTHESIO  New York, US  130 0

703 VINDICIA  Redwood City, US  94 0

704 YELLOWFIN BI  Melbourne, Australia 98 0

705 CONNECTANDSELL  San Mateo, US  86 0

706 UNMETRIC  New York, US  81 0

707 MADCAP FLARE  La Jolla, US  76 0

708 ZERYS  Chardon, US  74 0

709 LIVEHELPNOW  Willow Grove, US  64 0

710 MANAGEENGINE  Pleasanton, US  63 0

711 RANOREX  Clearwater, US  75 0

712 ONSTREAM WEBINARS  
Pompano Beach, US  

59 0

713 POWTOON  Stanmore, UK 74 0

714 VISUALLY  San Francisco, US 46 0

715 FOGCREEK  New York, US  60 0

716 IRISE  El Segundo, US  53 0

717 BLOOMERANG  Indianapolis, US  57 0

718 USERVOICE  San Francisco, US  62 0

719 INETSOFT  Piscataway, US  57 0

720 CLOUDNINE  Houston, US  64 0

721 ALEXA  San Francisco, US  67 0

722 COMPSTAK  New York, US  48 0

723 XWIKI  Paris, France  54 0

724 GNU EMACS  Boston, US  46 0

725 OCTOPUS DEPLOY  London, UK 44 0

726 MINDFLASH  Palo Alto, US  40 0

727 NEXTPOINT  Chicago, US  41 0

728 MYCASE  Goleta, US  40 0

729 NOOSH  Mountain View, US  40 0

730 SELLERACTIVE  Portland, US  42 0

731 HOT PROSPECTOR  San Francisco, 
US  

53 0

732 COMPAS ATS  San Francisco, US  43 0

733 BRIGHTLOCAL  Lewes, US 40 0

734 ATOM  Wellington, MA 50 0

735 LYRIS  Emeryville, US  142 0

736 POLL EVERYWHERE  San Francisco, 
US  

54 0

737 BRANDMAKER  Karlsruhe, Germany 81 0

738 BLOGDASH  New York, US  288 0

739 ARCHIVESOCIAL  Durham, US  44 0

740 CUSTOMERGAUGE  
Amsterdam, Netherlands 

48 0

741 PYPESTREAM  New York, US  47 0

743 INDINERO  San Francisco, US
Investor: Y Combinator  

153 0

744 SWIFTPAGE  Denver, US  210 0

745 ISSUU  Palo Alto, US  95 0

746 JELLI  San Mateo, US  45 0

747 ACE METRIX  El Segundo, US  47 0

748 APPTIMIZE  San Francisco, US  42 0

749 NETWORK SOLUTIONS  Herndon, 
US  
Investor: General Atlantic

710 -0.14

750 RETURN PATH  New York, US  
Investor: Union Square/Vista

480 -0.21

751 WORK MARKET  New York, US 
Investor: Foundry/Union Square

544 -0.37

752 BYNDER  Boston, US  
Investor: Insight

250 -0.4

753 LYNDA.COM  Carpinteria, US  
Investor: Accel/Spectrum

481 -0.41

754 OPENSTACK  Austin, US   225 -0.44

755 GIGYA  Mountain View, US  
Investor: Intel/Mayfield

458 -0.43

756 AVIRA  San Francisco, US  364 -0.55

757 LASERFICHE  Long Beach, US  354 -0.56
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758 AVIRA  San Francisco, US  364 -0.55

759 LASERFICHE  Long Beach, US  354 -0.56

760 REPLICON  Redwood City, US
Investor: Emergence/Social  

504 -0.59

761 BLURB  San Francisco, US  158 -0.63

762 META4  Madrid, Spain 797 -0.62

763 MARKETWIRED  Toronto, Canada 138 -0.72

764 NUVI  Lehi, US  128 -0.78

765 WOODWING ELVIS DAM 
Detroit, US  

127 -0.78

766 PANORAMA NECTO 
Toronto, Canada

127 -0.78

767 MINDJET  Pleasanton, US  119 -0.83

768 READYTALK  Denver, US  121 -0.82

769 CASPIO  Santa Clara, US  123 -0.81

770 GOTPRINT  Burbank, US  120 -0.83

771 PARSE  Menlo Park, US  114 -0.87

772 CHANGEPOINT  Seattle, US  221 -0.9

773 PERFORCE  Minneapolis, US  217 -0.91

774 CONFLUENCE  Pittsburgh, US  
Investor: Polaris

334 -0.89

775 FUSION  Fremont, US  447 -0.89

776 DEEM  San Francisco, US  
Investor: PointGuard/JP Morgan

319 -0.93

777 ASTERISK  Huntsville, US  208 -0.95

778 MAILJET  Paris, France 101 -0.98

779 DOMO  American Fork, US 965 -0.82

780 INTRALINKS  New York, US  962 -0.82

781 CHEF  Seattle, US  315 -0.94

782 BRIGHTPEARL  Bristol, UK 98 -1.01

783 MOTIONSOFT  Rockville, US  97 -1.02

784 INTERAKT  Singapore, Singapore 93 -1.06

785 VIDYOWORKS  Hackensack, US  272 -1.09

786 LOOPNET  Washington, US  275 -1.08

787 AUTHOR-IT  Auckland, New Zealand  84 -1.18

788 WISTIA  Somerville, US  84 -1.18

789 TARGETPROCESS  Buffalo, US  85 -1.16

790 MARCHEX  Seattle, US  269 -1.1

791 RETREAVOR  Toronto, Canada 172 -1.15

792 HOTELOGIX  Uttar Pradesh, India 168 -1.18

793 SUPPORT.COM  Redwood City, US  
Investor: SoftBank

863 -1.03

794 ACCELA  San Ramon, US  
Investor: ABRY

510 -1.16

795 CONTACTUALLY  Washington, US  
Investor: Grotech/Rally/Flight

74 -1.33

796 HOST ANALYTICS  Redwood City 
Investor: Centerview/NextWorld

309 -1.28

797 ETO SOFTWARE  Austin, US  227 -1.3

798 BRAINSHARK  Waltham, US  226 -1.31

799 SUREPAYROLL  Glenview, US  228 -1.3

800 KAYAKO  London, UK 148 -1.33

801 CLOUDCHERRY  Salt Lake City, US  
Investor: IDG/Vertez

73 -1.35

802 PROCESSMAKER  New York, US  147 -1.34

803 ENVOY  San Francisco, US  71 -1.39

804 MINTIGO  San Mateo, US  71 -1.39

805 HELPSHIFT  San Francisco, US  142 -1.39

806 MAROPOST  Toronto, Canada
Investor: Elephant/Highland Europe

142 -1.39

807 HEALTHSTREAM  Nashville, US  809 -1.22

808 YELP RESERVATIONS  San Francisco, 
US 
Investor: BoxGroup 

69 -1.43

809 MAPR  San Jose, US 
Investor: SVB

604 -1.31

810 SMARTCAT  San Francisco, US  67 -1.47

811 SALESMANAGO  Krakow, Poland 135 -1.46

812 SCRIBBLELIVE  New York, US  130 -1.52

813 DUNDAS BI  Toronto, Canada 63 -1.56

814 BIZINSIGHT  Dallas, US  63 -1.56

815 TRELLO  New York, US  63 -1.56

816 JOBDIVA  New York, US  63 -1.56

817 TIBCO SPOTFIRE  Boston, US  182 -1.62

818 WINGIFY  New Delhi, India 184 -1.6

819 IDASHBOARDS  Troy, US  59 -1.67

820 EXTENSIS PORTFOLIO  Portland, US  119 -1.65

821 WEBCEO  London, UK 58 -1.69

822 VROOZI  Oaks, US  58 -1.69

823 JOSTLE  Vancouver, Canada  58 -1.69

824 JENZABAR SONIS  Boston, US  
Investor: Omnicom

367 -1.61

825 MOXIE  San Bruno, US  511 -1.54

826 HOSTGATOR  Houston, US  366 -1.61

827 UXPIN  Mountain View, US  56 -1.75

828 OCTIV  Indianapolis, US  56 -1.75

829 EGAIN  Sunnyvale, US  710 -1.53
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830 SABA CLOUD  Redwood Shores, US  

Investor: Berkeley Intl
871 -1.47

831 BASECAMP  Chicago, US  109 -1.8

832 PAYSIMPLE  Denver, US  
Investor: Providence/Susquehanna

107 -1.83

833 GROW  Provo, US  
Investor: Peterson/Toba

107 -1.83

834 SHAREASALE  Chicago, US  53 -1.85

835 SOCOCO  Boston, US  52 -1.89

836 MARIN SOFTWARE  San Francisco, 
US  
Investor: Crosslink/DAG

521 -1.7

837 TENROX  Austin, US  51 -1.92

838 ICONTACT  Morrisville, US  214 -1.83

839 USERTESTING  Mountain View, US  
Investor: Accel

571 -1.72

840 SHARETHIS  Palo Alto, US  100 -1.96

841 MEMOQ  Gyula, Hungary 49 -2

842 VTIGER  Bangalore, India 99 -1.98

843 SEARCHMETRICS  San Mateo, US  200 -1.96

844 ADVANCED SOLUTIONS 
INTERNATIONAL 
Alexandria, US

199 -1.97

845 INSIDEVIEW  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Foundation/Emergence

303 -1.94

846 PRACTICE FUSION  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Artis/Kleiner

251 -1.95

848 SNAPLOGIC  San Mateo, US  190 -2.06

849 PIKTOCHART  Bayan Lepas, Malaysia 46 -2.13

850 OPENX  Pasadena, US  
Investor: Sapphire/Accel

512 -1.92

851 TRINITI  San Jose, US  340 -2.02

852 MICROMAIN CMMS  Austin, US  45 -2.17

853 ADROLL  San Francisco, US  680 -1.88

854 ARTESIAN SOLUTIONS  Winnersh, 
UK 

44 -2.22

855 WIZIQ LMS  Gurugram, India 274 -2.14

856 BIZTALK360  Sidcup, UK 43 -2.27

857 SUGARCRM  Cupertino, US  417 -2.11

858 QUBIT  London, UK 222 -2.2

859 RUBICON PROJECT  Playa Vista, US  572 -2.05

860 JOBVITE  San Mateo, US  312 -2.19

861 EDMODO  San Mateo, US  126 -2.33

862 FORESEE  Ann Arbor, US  452 -2.16

863 AEROHIVE  Milipitas, US  543 -2.16

864 SKURA  Oakville, US  40 -2.44

865 KLOUT  San Francisco, US  40 -2.44

866 PLUMB5  Hightown, US  40 -2.44

867 LIAISON  Alpharetta, US  489 -2.2

868 ALFRESCO  Maidenhead, UK 438 -2.23

869 XAMARIN  San Francisco, US  121 -2.42

870 PERFECTO  Burlington, US  247 -2.37

871 INFUSIONSOFT  Chandler, US  648 -2.26

872 LOGI ANALYTICS  McLean, US  192 -2.54

873 VONAGE  Holmdel, US  
Investor: Bain/NEA/Meritech, US

958 -2.15

874 CALYX POINT  San Jose, US  147 -2.65

875 ENGINE YARD  San Francisco, US  72 -2.7

876 SMARTRECRUITERS  San Francisco, 
US  
Investor: Insight/Rembrandt, US

184 -2.65

877 MAPP DIGITAL  San Diego, US  473 -2.47

878 SHOPKEEP POS  New York, US  259 -2.63

879 BENCHMARK EMAIL  Los Alamitos, 
US  

104 -2.8

880 PAGEUP  Melbourne, Australia 215 -2.71

881 ATTENDIFY  San Francisco, US  68 -2.86

882 FLASHTALKING  London, UK 
Investor: TA Associates

243 -2.8

883 TAPCLICKS  San Jose, US  
Investor: SaaS Capital

66 -2.94

884 AFFINITY PHOTO  Wirral, UK 66 -2.94

885 INBENTA  San Mateo, US  
Investor: Level Equity/InverSur

167 -2.91

886 CARBONITE  Boston, US  
Investor: Crosslink/Menlo

766 -2.54

887 CONFIRMIT  New York, US  384 -2.78

888 PRESTASHOP  Paris, France 166 -2.92

889 TALENTREEF  Denver, US  164 -2.96

890 YAMMER  San Francisco, US  159 -3.05

891 GROWBOTS  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Buran/Lighter

93 -3.13

892 ROBOFORM  Fairfax, US  61 -3.17

893 SOCIAL TABLES  Washington, US  123 -3.15

894 WORKFORCE SOFTWEARE  Livo-
nia, US  
Investor: Insight/Triangle

542 -2.87

895 IDEASCALE  San Francisco, US  59 -3.28
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# CURRENT RANKING NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 6 MONTH GROWTH (%)

#
896 PARALLELS  Renton, US  

Investor: Bessemer
453 -3

897 PIPELINER CRM  Pacific Palisade, US  58 -3.33

898 SOCIALFLOW  New York, US  58 -3.33

899 HUBBLE  Greenwood Village, US  148 -3.27

900 RADIUS INTELLIGENCE  
San Francisco, US  

177 -3.28

901 GAMEFFECTIVE  Charlotte, US  57 -3.39

902 NEAR  Singapore
Investor: Sequoia

115 -3.36

903 JOOMLA  Toronto, Canada 143 -3.38

904 SCIFORMA  Los Gatos, US  114 -3.39

905 SAILTHRU  New York, US  174 -3.33

906 ACHIEVERS  Toronto, Canada 
Investor: JLA/Sequoia

352 -3.3

907 UBERFLIP  Toronto, Canada 
Investor: SaaS Capital

111 -3.48

908 ARCHIBUS  Boston, US  82 -3.53

909 DECISIONPOINT  Irvine, US  54 -3.57

910 GRABCAD WORKBENCH  
Cambridge, US  

81 -3.57

911 TREEHOUSE  Orlando, US  221 -3.49

912 SERVICECHANNEL  New York, US  164 -3.53

913 APIGEE  San Jose, US  108 -3.57

914 ZENEFITS  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Y Combinator/Andreessen 
Horowitz

675 -3.16

915 SYSOMOS  Toronto, US  191 -3.54

916 OPTIMIZELY  San Francisco, US   
Investor: Index/Benchmark

430 -3.37

917 CHURCH COMMUNITY BUILDER  
Colorado Springs, US  

106 -3.64

918 3CX PHONE SYSTEM  Duluth, US  104 -3.7

919 IMGUR  San Francisco, US  77 -3.75

920 IFTTT  Atlanta, US  51 -3.77

921 YOURMEMBERSHIP  St Petersburg, 
US
 Investor: Insight

270 -3.57

922 9LENSES  Vienna, US
Investor: CEB/Kinetic, US

50 -3.85

923 APPCELERATOR  Santa Clara, US  49 -3.92

924 NERDIO BY ADAR  Skokie, US   176 -3.83

925 BRIGHTCOVE  Boston, US  
Investor: Accel/Maverick

548 -3.52

926 SCRIBE INSIGHT  Manchester, US  123 -3.91

927 SCHOOL DUDE  Cary, US  98 -3.92

928 HORNBILL  Ruislip, UK 72 -4

929 AT INTERNET  London, UK 
Investor: IXO

278 -3.81

930 ARENA SOLUTIONS  Foster City, US  145 -3.97

931 APP ANNIE  San Francisco, US  
Investor: IVP/Sequoia

581 -3.65

932 PHOTOBUCKET  Denver, US  92 -4.17

933 ETOUCHES  Norwalk, US  
Investor: Greycroft/Level Equity

258 -4.09

934 USERREPLAY  Morristown, US  44 -4.35

935 ALPHA ANYWHERE  Burlington, US  44 -4.35

936 AERIES SOFTWARE  Anaheim, US  43 -4.44

937 EZ PLATFORM  Porsgrunn, Norway 109 -4.39

938 CRIMSON HEXAGON  Boston, US  223 -4.29

939 DEMANDWARE  Burlington, US  
Investor: General Catalyst/North Bridge

341 -4.21

940 BIRST  San Francisco, US  
Investor: Wellington/Sequoia

221 -4.33

941 STACKLA  Crows Nest, Australia 63 -4.55

942 APPTRICITY  Irving, US  84 -4.55

943 HEARSAY  San Francisco, US  240 -4.38

944 DESK.COM  San Francisco, US  41 -4.65

945 DATAXU  Boston, US 
Investor: Sky/Thomvest

356 -4.3

946 CORE-APPS  Arnold, US  40 -4.76

947 VISAGE  Andover, US  40 -4.76

948 CARTO  Brooklyn, US  
Investor: Accel/Earlybird

144 -4.64

949 CALLPAGE  Krak, Denmark 60 -4.76

950 SITESPECT  Boston, US  80 -4.76

951 K2 BLACKPEARL  Bellevue, US  
Investor: Francisco

537 -4.28

952 PLACESTER  Boston, US  141 -4.73

953 V12 DATA  Wesley Chapel, US 99 -4.81

954 MYLYN  Ottawa, Canada 77 -4.94

955 PCRECRUITER  Willoughby, Canada 57 -5

956 LIQUID WEB  Lansing, US 412 -4.63

957 GRASSHOPPER  Needham, US  56 -5.08

958 SMUGMUG  Mountain View, US  113 -5.04

959 WISHPOND  Vancouver, Canada 55 -5.17

960 BIDPAL  Indianapolis, US  149 -5.1

961 TIMETRADE  Tewksbury, US  110 -5.17

962 TIDEMARK  Redwood City, US  54 -5.26

963 IQNAVIGATOR  Centennial, US 
Investor: Baker/Sequel

147 -5.16
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964 ALIENVAULT USM  San Mateo, US 
Investor: IVP/Trident

348 -4.92

965 TRADEGECKO  Singapore 90 -5.26

966 ZIMBRA COLLABORATION  Frisco, 
US  

89 -5.32

967 TRACX  Bethesda, US  70 -5.41

968 KISSMETRICS  San Francisco, US  52 -5.45

969 SPICEWORKS  Austin, US   
Investor: IVP/Austin

393 -5.07

970 CRITICAL MENTION  New York, US  68 -5.56

971 DEALERSOCKET  San Clemente, US 
Investor: Vista/Meritech 

924 -4.55

972 TSHEETS  Valencia, US  
Investor: Summit

174 -5.43

973 FREECONFERENCECALL.COM  
Long Beach, CA

85 -5.56

974 ENGAGOR  Reston, US  
Investor: Hummingbird

243 -5.45

975 TELMETRICS  Mississauga, US  82 -5.75

976 ALEKS  Irvine, US  97 -5.83

977 IZENDA  Atlanta, US  
Investor: Ethos/Hawthorne

48 -5.88

978 CODE SCHOOL  Orlando, US  63 -5.97

979 REBELMOUSE  New York, US  62 -6.06

980 BIZNESSAPPS  San Francisco, US  62 -6.06

981 YUME  Redwood City, US  
Investor: Intel/Menlo

518 -5.47

982 KLIPFOLIO  Ottawa, Canada 
Investor: Mistral/Omers

92 -6.12

983 IMEET  Pasadena, US  45 -6.25

984 SHOPGATE  Austin, US  136 -6.21

985 INFLUITIVE  Toronto, Canada 133 -6.34

986 ONSHAPE  Cambridge, US  102 -6.42

987 KOOOMO  Dublin, Ireland 42 -6.67

988 LOTAME  Columbia, US  
Investor: Sozo/Emergence

144 -6.49

989 POWERREVIEWS  Chicago, US 172 -6.52

990 WEBTRENDS  Portland, US  200 -6.54

991 BECKON  San Mateo, US  68 -6.85

992 REACHFORCE  Austin, US  54 -6.9

993 SCHOOLOGY  Hastings, UK 272 -6.53

994 SUMOME  Austin, US  40 -6.98

995 CONSTANT CONTACT  Waltham, 
US  

850 -5.76

996 REVIEWTRACKERS  Chicago, US  53 -7.02

# CURRENT RANKING NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 6 MONTH GROWTH (%)

# 998 VISION CRITICAL  Vancouver, Canada 628 -6.13

999 WAVEMAKER  San Francisco, US  66 -7.04

1000 INSIGHTSQUARED  Boston, US  134 -6.94
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